Hrs Excelrr,Ncv Sir Patrick Muir Renison, G.C.M.G., Governor of Kenya.
Youn

ExcBI-LENCY,

With the agreement of the Government of Kenya, we were appointed by the
of State for the Colonies in June, 1962, to be a Commission with the
following terms of reference:Secretary

Having regard to the fact that the recurrent expenditure of the Kenya
Government exceeds its recurrent revenue and on present trends is likely to
outstrip revenue even further, to review governmental recurrent expenditure
and to advise the Government of Kenya what measures could be taken in
that fleld with a view to bringing the recurrent budget into early balance. In
considering this problem the Commission should pay particular attention to
the size of establishments and consider what reductions can be made.

At the same time it was stated that the work of the Commission would not
prejudice constitutional decisions to set up Regions with real and definite governmental responsibilities the details of which were being worked out in Nairobi.
In particular the findings and the recommendations of the Commission would not
in themselves decide the demarcation of Regions or the structure of the Civil
Service.

We now have the honour to submit our report.
We have the honour to be

Your Excellency's obedient

servants,

S. S. MrNNeen, Chairman.
GonooN H^rnow, Member.

K. C. J,rcoss, Member.
December, 1962.
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REPORT OF THE ECONOMY COMMISSION
CHAPTER I-INTRODUCTION
General

l. We arrived in Kenya on the l3th June. 1962. and left on the 6th Septenrber,
1962. During this time we interviewed the Accounting Officers for all Votes
(except Vote 4. "Council of State") and many of their principal departmental
offlcers. We visited all Provinces. where we had discussions with Provincial Commissroners and Provincial Heads of Departments and with some of their represenlatives in Districts; and we were enabled to see something of the activities

carried on in a variety of institutions, including research and experimental stations

and training establishments, and by Local Authorities.
2. We also had discussions wrth a number of other authorities and interested
persons including the General Officer Commandrng. East Africa Command, the
Chairman of the Civil Service Commissiorr. a delegation from the Staff Side of
the Whitley Council, representatives of the Kenya National Farmers' Union, of
the Nairobi Chamber of Commerce and of the Road Authority, the Fiscal Conrmission and members of the Kenya
Reconstruction and Development.

M

ission

of the International Bank for

3. We are most grateful for the co-operation and assistance we have received
flom all quarters and for the hospitality extended to us on a number of occasions.
Our inquiries must have imposed a considerable burden of work on officials and
we are appreciative of the pains taken to provide us with the information we
required as promptly and comprehensively as possible.

4. [n particular, we wish to record our warm appreciatron of the unfailing
of our Secretary. Mr. A. B. Tannahill, M.C.. and our thanks to the
Government of Kenya for making his services available.
assistance

We are also indebted to Mrs. E. Y. Ziviani for her help.

Nature of the Inquiry
-5. Our ternrs of reference direct us to the whole fleld of the Governnrent's
recurrent expenditure, at present running at some f39 million spread over rrn
extensive range of services. The investigation of this field in detail with a view
to the presen'ation of conclusions that are demonstrably valid would require
prolonged inquiries by a diversity of experts competent to subject all the Government services to the appropriate critical analysis. It is not in our power to produce
a result of this kind, but we have viewed the whole fleld and have pornted the
way to the economies which the informat;on before us leads us to believe are

possible.

If our recommendations

are acccpted by the Government as a practical

contribution to the solution of the budgetary problem, their translation into effect
in detail must depend on the knowledge and determination of the officials who
operate the Government's services.
Suppression

I
I
I

I

6

of

Posts

We are particularly enjoined to pay attention to the size of establishments
and to consider what reductions could be made. 'fhis we have done. and the

2

report contains recommendations for the suppression of a number of posts. Some
of these posts should, in our view, be suppressed without delay; others should be
removed after varying intervals.

It

is not our function to make recommendations as to the terms on which
overseas officers should be retired as a result of the recommendations in this
Reportt but we feel bound to draw attention to the importance of this problem
and to point out that it is complicated by the existence of the "limited" compensation scheme and by the prospect at some stage of a full scheme under which an
overseas officer would have the option to retire with full compensation.

7.

CHAPTER II-f,'INANCIAL AND ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Unpredictables

8. The recommendations in this Report, and the considerations on which
they are based, are put forward in the knowledge that certain factors that may
affect the economy of Kenya, the need and the demand for public services and
the capacity to supply them cannot be precisely calculated. Changes in the level
of investment and production. the speed with which the new constitution becomes
fully established, the number of highly experienced or specialist expatriate civil
servants who will vacate their posts in the next few years, are all unknown.

9. The framework of the future constitution is described in Appendix II to
the Report on the Kenya Constitutional Conference, 1962, but at the time of
writing, it is not known how, within that outline, powers and responsibilities wilt
be distributed between the Central Government and the Regions.
10. Where assumptions about future developments have been made, they are
stated in the report; apart from these qualiflcations, the recommendations in the
report have been framed so as to be unaffected by the present uncertainties.

of the Gap
ll. We have not thought it necessary to attempt our own estimate of the
extent to which, failing any substantial economies, expenditure would exceed
revenue in future years. In the speech of the Minister for Finance on the 1962163
budget the deflcit after allowing for the special contribution from the United
Kingdom Government towards flood and famine relief was stated to be
f1.4 million of which f778,000 was due to other abnormal expenditure. [n the
absence of very substantial reductions of expenditure or increases of revenue,
this shortfall must be expected to grow rapidly in future years for a number of
reasons of which it is not necessary to quote more than a few. The 1962163
Development Estimates involve an increase of loan indebtedness of over
Size

l9i

million, which must add to the cost of Consolidated Fund Services an amount
similar to the 1376,800 (net of increased revenue from interest and redemption)
by which it has grown between 196ll62 and 1962163. We have been told that,
if present education policy continues unchanged, the additional cost in 1963 164
may be about !600,000. On independence Kenya u'ill take responsibility for the
armed forces and the lowest estimate which we have seen of their cost on the
basis of present establishment is fl{ million. Other costs such as that of diplo-

matic representation must result from independence. We have seen forecasts
which, after adjustments for increased revenue from the recent budget, indicate

t

/

I
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deficit rising to about f8 million in the next two years. Without detailed consideration of future prospects, it is therefore apparent that the prospective deficits
are of such magnitude that there is no possibility of our being able to recommend
greater economies than are needed even allowing for substantial additions to
revenue. We have, therefore, applied ourselves to the task of attempting to find
measures which are practicable, which will not seriously interfere with the
country's economy or social development and which. where possible, will produce

an early

saving.

Scope

for

Economies

12. In order to indicate the area over which possible economies might be
spread, it may be useful to set out a rough analysis of 1962163 recurrent expenditure as proposed in the Colony Budget. Our terms of reference do not require us
to consider capital expenditure, with which the development Estimates are mainly
concerned, except in so far as it affects present or future recurrent commitments,
but some f2.12 million is transferred between the Development Estimates and
the Colony Estimates, being brought in as Appropriation-in-Aid and not precisely
identifiable with particular items. The fleld within which we have had to conduct
our inquiries is, therefore, the net total of the Colony Estimates (L36.49 million)

plus this f2.12

million-a total of

some f,38.61 million.

13. For our purpose this total can be broken down as follows:

I.

fm.

Commit ted Expendit ure :

(a) Consolidated Fund Services
(D) Shortfall on Overseas Aid Scheme .
(c) Pensions and Gratuities . .

-

fm.

%

7'98

20.7

4.86
.

.73

2.39

I I. Non- Recurrent Expenditure :
Famine and flood relief, etc. (see General
Memorandum Note to Colony Esti-

mates)

IIL

l'28

3.3

Recurrent Expenditure on Services:

(a) Education

6.95

(b) Police
(c) Provincial

4.30

Administration ..

2.98

(d) Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

2.75

(c) Health

2.58

(/)

Roads

2.04

(g) Works

1.84

(i)

1.41

Prisons

(i) Forests, Game, etc.

(j) Other

.99

3.51

29.35

76.0

38.61

100.0
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to which-we would draw attention(a) Nearly a quarter of the expenditure under review-that is categories I
and lt-is either of a once for all type or incapable of reduction by any
economy measures, though it may be possible to limit its increase. (We
refer to this at paragraph 17 below.) The search for economy must,
therefore, be concentrated on the services in category III.
14. There are two points here

(D)

Most of the largest items under category III present particular obstacles
to the would-be economiser. Of all public services education, in addition
to its importance for future expansion and development, is almost cer-

tainly the one most valued by the people. In a period of uncertainty and

change there are limits to the cuts in the Police Vote which could
prudently be suggested. In the immediate future the Provincial Adminis-

tration is faced with a heavy load of additional work in connexion
with elections and, no doubt, preparations for reorganization following
constitutional changes. The whole economy is dependent on agriculture
and animal husbandry which will not advance without continued
government effort. The Health Services are r'n the main far from lavish
and have taken their full share of previous economy measures.
15. A large proportion of the f29.35 million which is shown in paragraph 13
above under the heading "Recurrent Expenditure on Services" and on which the
search for economies must be concentrated, is closely related to staff costs. It can
be roughly broken down as follows:

-

I. Items

closely related to Staff Costs:

(a)Personal Emoluments (excluding
teaching staff and staff seconded);
Passages and Leave

Expenses

(b) Housing allowances; Maintenance of

housing and other buildings, etc. . .

fm'

fm.

15'44

l'07

(c) Travelling and Subsistence; Provision

and Maintenance of motor vehicles,

etc.

II.

Other ltents

2.01
.

18.52

63

10.83

37

29.35

100

These flgures are not precise. Others better informed than ourselves might
In particular the figure
at I (r) undoubtedly includes an element of transport costs not related to stall.
But the figures serve to illustrate the fact that something not far short of twothirds of the expenditure in which economy can be sought is closely related to

have put certain items of expenditure into other categories.

staff. It follows that we have had to Iook particularly closely at the size of

establishments as our terms of reference require, and the cost.
16. We are therefore including in our recommendations a large number of
relatively small economies spread widely over the field (because as explained in

paragraph 14, most of the more expensive services present obstacles to swingeing
economies) as well as some drastic changes in administrative organization (in
view of the heavy stafl costs) aimed at reducing expense with the minimum loss
of efficiency. Some of the proposed economies taken by themselves may appear

{
i
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too small to justify the efiort or the hardship which they may involve, but in
total they add up to a substantial sum. Unless each service takes its share of the
burden now, we believe that all services will of necessity be much harder hit in
the not distant future.
Implications of Capital Expenditure
17. Though primarily concerned with recurrent expenditure-that is with
the Colony Estimates including the amount derived from the Development Estimates-we have not ignored expenditure of a capital nature undertaken under
the Development Estimates or future debt commitments outside current Estimates,
(a debt of up to fl.5 million which does not appear in the Estimates is being
incurred this year on the Contractor-Finance Road Scheme). Capital expenditure
can increase the problems of the recurrent budget in three ways. First, if financed
from loans, it directly increases future commitments. Secondly, a development

grant may involve an immediate addition to Government expenditure; for
instance, if an officer is sent abroad for training at the expense of an overseas
agency, Kenya may have to pay the salary of his substitute as well as part of his
own. Thirdly, capital expenditure which does not involve any immediate cost to
Kenya may involve future recurrent expense by way of maintenance of buildings
or works or by provision of a service to which the capital expenditure virtually
commits the Government. New capital expenditure of these kinds. may, of course,
be fully justified even in the present difficult circumstances, but we think there are
cases where aid from overseas might with advantage have been declined, because
of its effect on recurrent costs. It does not, of course, follow that in every such
case equivalent assistance would not be forthcoming for some alternative project.
In particular funds in the Development Budget are to some extent transferable
and could be used further to support economic expenditure in the Colony
Estimates; rn this respect we emphasize the great importance of bearrng in mind,
when drawing up development plans, that the Government is already heavily
committed to Land Settlement schemes that will demand priority on available
development finance if they are to be successfully carried through.
Growth of Expenditure
18. The increase in expenditure since the beginning of the post-war expansion
has been unevenly spread among the services and commitments of the Government. In the case of some Services, such as African education, the level of
expenditure before the expansion was so low that in spite of very high rates of
increase the amounts now being spent on them are by no means above what
would be required to give the kind of essential basic services that the people
of the country might reasonably expect at the present time. In some respects
however, the economic and social services that the Kenya Government provides
have been built up over the years to a standard higher than is usually found in
British dependent territories or newly independent countries. To a great extent
this is attributable to the contribution that Br.itish and other settlers have made.
to the economy, and to their consequent demand for highly developed services.
At the same time a complex of administrative procedures and meticulous checks
and controls have been expanding, intended to support this structure and ensure
that there shall be no avoidable loss of quality and efficiency. This expansion
which reflects a search for perfection that would be very difficult even for a rich
country [o achieve, is not only expensive in terms of money; it involves exacting,
demands on skilled and experienced rnanpower.

I

I9. Excluding military expenditure, pensions, public debt charges and certain
other expenditure that distorts a comparison of increases in the different Votes,
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the average vote increase between 1949 and 196l I 62 has been about 500 per cent
and the following table shows the percentage increases for certain services.

Revised
Estimate

I
I

APProx-

I
or t1x- II - lmate

:iB!i'E'r l;l8l'ffi;
f,'000
Services containing elements of inveument

for

Forests, Game, etc.

corn*L.", Indusiry

,/o

total
o/

the

future:
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry ..

Geology ..

o/

Proportion of

und E.or,o*ic bianning

Security Services:
Police and Immigration
New Service:
Broadcasting

271

580
s60
3,500
1,425

4,260

605

3,304
993

7l

155

General Services:
Works and Surveys

4,487

460

Judicial, etc.)

4,404

325

othiis iFiovinciar Administratiot, ii"utr.r,,

Social Services:
Education
Medical and Health
Welfare and Labour
Local Government Grants
Prisons

Torll
No/e.-The flgures for

100.0

1961

162 are the latest nearly accurate figures avail-

able. Owing to the arrangements of the Estimates at various times between 1949
and 1961 162 exact comparison is not possible but the figures quoted are thought
to be sufficiently accurate to convey a good indication of the increases. In both
years the figures are net after deduction of revenue or Appropriations-in-Aid in
respect of departmental earnings, but Appropriations-in-Aid from other sources
are not deducted.
20. The increase since 1949 in public debt charges which in 196l162 account
for about 8.4 per cent of the ordinary budget has been over 1580 per cent. As
much of the amounts borrowed has been spent on very high class offices and
buildings and roads, the increase is a reflection of the cost to the country of high
standards as well as of the cost of organizing and administering Ministries and
the services they provide. The increase in the administrative cost cannot be
precisely calculated, but it has been very great and a major contributor to the
growth of the Votes of all Ministries.

Adminishative Costs
21. We refer later to increases under various heads of expenditure which
are due to the causes mentioned above and at this stage we comment only on
the increased cost of administering services, which of course demands the most
cxacting examination of all. There are many ways in which high standards and
perfectionism (that are associated with paternalism and close guidance) have added
to the administrative costs of Governments. Examples may be seen in the inner

(
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working of the Government: in attempts to achieve exact parity of treatment of
officers in dissimilar circumstances, in attempts to divide very exactly the cost
of different activities between'different arms of Government even where the
finance does not come from some special source and require to be specially
accounted for, and in elaborate systems of check aimed at preventing minor
mistakes or regularizing them after they have been made. Other ways in which
attempts at a degree of precision that is most probably unattainable have
increased costs are exemplified in time-consuming measures such as import and
export licensing to foster the growth of local industries and petroleum duty rebates
to lighten the impact of tariffs in certain quarters. These demand a number of
officials to deal with the inherent complications and in our view could be replaced
by rougher and readier methods that would not be less effective.
Need for Simplification
22. It has been explained in paragraph 11 that this report will not recommend
a reduction of services that are vital to the economy or to the balanced social
development of the people. The object rather is to direct attention to governmental activities which are not essential to the provision of such services, and to
those features of the government organization which, though perhaps justiflable
if they can be afforded and effectively manned, either should not be, or cannot be
perpetuated because of the limitations of finance and manpower.
23. There is nothing new in the suggestion that a Government should be
ready at all times to test its own procedures for unnecessary complexity and, in
times of economic stringency, to run down or discontinue activities which can
be reduced or dispensed with as not vital to the basic essential services. In the
present situation, however, it is necessary to go further and identify the procedures
and functions of government which, however desirable they may be, will not be
sustainable at their present level or in their present form because they can only
operate through the medium of specialists and officials with long experience of
these intricacies.

24.

lt

is impossible to forecast with accuracy what numbers of such officials

will be lost to the Kenya Government in the next year or two and what the
incidence of loss will be in the various grades. From discussions that we have
had it seems reasonable to assume for the present purpose that by six months
after the attainment of independence at least half the present total number of
pensionable European officials will have left the Service. A number of these

will be replaceable by the promotion of qualified and suitable African and Asian
staff, and some by recruitment abroad on contract terms if the Government so
desires and can afford it. There are some 3,400 Europeans at present holding
pensionable posts as distinct from contract and temporary officers who number
about 1,000 each. Therefore, even if liberal allowance is made for the possibility
of replacement, there will be a gap in the ranks of such magnitude that a redeployment of the higher grade staff of all races to cover essential duties will be
inevitable if a breakdown is to be avoided.
25. In brief and general terms this means that unessentials should be discarded, complexities simplified and lower standards accepted. We shall recommend the maximum administrative devolution of responsibility in every sphere,
subject always to the provisions of the Constitution. It follows that mistakes
made at the provincial level or in the field which the present system of checks
and controls might detect, might pass without inquiry or correction unless exposed
by the public or by audit. But such a devolution would be something more than
an expedient reluctantly adopted because the existing hierarchy of supervision cao
no longer be supported; it would mean the removal of a mechanism which, even

E

when fully manned, cannot be perfect, and the substitution of a system in which,
as far as possible, the officer executing Government policy in the fleld is treated
as fully responsible in his own sphere of activity. The response to such treatment
might be surprisingly good.

CIIAPTER

III_THE SIZE AND

COST OE ESTABLISHMENTS

General

26. As mentioned in paragraph 15 something approaching two-thirds of the
expenditure in which economies can be sought is closely related to staff. For this
reason as well as because of the special injunction in our terms of reference we
have paid particular attention to the size and cost of establishments. There are
a number of ways in which the staff costs can be reduced. Those which we have
considered are(a) reduction

in the number of posts;
of work so as to

(b) reorganization
higher posts;
(c) regrading

reduce the number

or proportion

of

of work;

(d) modification of the grading system;
(e) reduction of salary rates, and

(fl reduction

of

allowances, privileges and conditions.

We recommend certain reductions in the number of posts and certain rearrangements of work in later parts of the report-in Chapter IV in so far as we
have proposals relating to the Service as a whole and in Chapter V in relation to
particular Ministries and Departments. Here we are concerned with items

to

(r')

(f).

Grading and Salary Rates
27. Revision of salary scales and grading may happen in various sets of
circumstances. A downward revision of salary scales or a levy may be necessitated by the Government's urgent need for economy. In present flnancial circumstances the idea of a levy certainly demands serious consideration. Personal
Emoluments are now running at nearly fl5 million a year and a graduated levy
at quite moderate rates, even if not applied to the lower salaries, would make a
substantial contribution. If sufficient economies cannot be found elsewhere, a
levy will of course be inevitable, but it is not until after full examination of the
possible extent of other economies, of possible increases of revenue and of future
flnancial pressure that a decision should be taken whether or not to impose
a levy. The proposals in the later paragraphs of this chapter are put forward
with the intention that they would assist in avoiding imposition of a levy if that
proves possible, or, if it does not, in enabling the levy to be less severe than
it would otherwise need to be.
28. Secondly, changes in cost of living, the rates of pay in outside occupations
circumstances affecting the appropriateness of existing scales may
justify revision upwards or downwards. In view of the recent application (in
April, 1961) of revised salary scales we do not suggest that an inquiry of this
sort should be undertaken in the immediate future.

or in other

29. A third occasion for review of salaries and more particularly of grading
arises when there are substantial changes in the objectives, methods and organiza-

tion of government or in recruitment policy and in the availability of particular
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kinds of personnel. These changes are happening and the time has come when
future requirements can be well enough foreseen and a reasonable estimate can
be made of the manpower likely to be available over the next few years. We
recommend a review of this kind to take place as soon as practicable. Our
reasons are:
(a)

A

-

large number of experienced officers will leave the Service dur.ing the
next two y€ars or so and their posts will be fllled by less experienced
officers promoted beyond their reasonable expectations and beyond
experience and present capacity. Indeed this is already happening in
some cases. We have also been told of cases where people are being

appointed on recruitment or after short probationary periods to posts
which in the past were reckoned to require lengthy experience. We do
not challenge the principle that an officer should receive the pay for the
job, but the job is to some extent what the officer makes of it, and
in the end the structure of a service must always be a contpromise
between something based on the quality and quantity of work which is
ideally desirable and the potential of available staff. As we have indicated
elsewhere, we do not doubt that the Kenya Government must adjust its
arrangements so as to operate on lorver standards of administration and
with a smaller number of higher staff. This will be necessitated both by
lack of money and lack of experienced staff. It need not be disastrous
because present standards are higher than is essential for good govern-

ment.

(b)With the loss of experienced staff the alternatives

are:-

(i) to flll the vacant posts by promotion or recruitment of officers with
inadequate training or experience, this means paying for a standard
of work which will not be there;
(ii) to attempt to flll the vacancies by recruiting abroad on contract
terms; this will no doubt be necessary in exceptional cases but, if
made a general practice, would be more expensive than the country
can afford; or
(iii) to rearrange the work, reducing the standards and grading the posts
according to these reduced standards.
This last is undoubtedly the sensible course in the interests both
of economy and of efficiency.
30. The review which we recommend would, therefore, not be an attempt
to pay less than at present for work of the same standard (that, if it becomes
necessary, is best done by a general levy on salaries); nor would it be an inquiry
into pay levels in relation to living costs or outside salaries. It would not be concerned with salary scales as such. It would be primarily a review of the grading
of individual posts. This is usually done when a particular branch or section
comes under review as a result of expansion, contraction or a change in the nature
of its work. But it is necessary also from time to time to conduct a special overall
review to identify those places where owing perhaps to gradual changes of work
the grading has got out of step with the work to be done.
31. A review of the grading of posts does not necessarily involve reconsideration of the whole grading structure, but if both are to be done, it is of advantage
for them to be done together. We do not suggest that the present is an opportune
time to embark on a radical reorganization of the grading structure, but we think
that the' review of the grading of posts could usefully be combined with a
rationalization of the B and C scales. At present there are in the C scale six

lp
segments but a post may be equated with a combination

times as many as five-segments. There are,
,been-as many as 14 gradings-

ct, c2, c3, c4, c2-1,

of two or more-some-

in fact-or

there recently have

c3-2, c4-3, C5-4, C6-5, C4-2, C5-3, C6-4, C5-2, C5-1.

There are similar combinations of segments in the E and some specialized

it is in the B scale and more especially in the C scale that these complexities appear to be most troublesome. It is difficult to believe that it is desirable
to have such a large number of gradings, many of which overlap and which must
lead to unnecessary and invidious distinctions. It may be that when conducting
this review the Government will wish to go further along the lines sulgested in
the Flemming Report towards rationalizing and combining the B and C scales.

scales, but

of the review should be to secure thatin relation to the work;
all
(D) the number of posts at each level is no more than can be filled with
people of adequate qualifications and experience and without resort,
except in the most compelling circumstances, to recruitment abroad on
32. The object
(a)

posts are appropriately graded

contract terms;
(c) the number of gradings in the B and C scales are reduced and rationalized;
and
(d) appropriate gradings are provided to accommodate candidates with less

than the qualifications at present prescribed for posts where there are
insufficient fully qualified candidates or where it is considered advisable
to simplify the work.

33. We do not presume to put a figure to the saving which would be secured
by this review, but there should be some saving if only because the natural tendency is for a post to be up-graded when in the development of the work higher

qualifications to be required, whereas when the work becomes simpler and less
demanding, the opportunity to down-grade the post is not always brought
promptly to notice. In present circumstances there are special reasons for expecting that many posts rvill be found to be overgraded in relation both to the work
done and to the qualifications of the holders; the incrcase in the number of higher
posts and the resultant rapid promotions are likely to have led to inevitable

reductions in the standard of work done and therefore in the standards required,
and from our own observation we think this has happened in some places. [t will
be necessary to adjust the standard of work required to the available staff, and the

grading to the standard.
34- We have proposed that this review should take place as soon as practicable. The main reason for urgency is that the review should be completed before
any substantial number of officers have been promoted or appointed to posts and
to grades beyond their qualifications and experience. This would be wasteful and
bad for morale and would delay the creation of a properly balanced and organized
Service. If, however, owing to uncertainties about Regionalization and the future
structure of the Service it were decided-and in our opinion it would be a
unfortunate decision-to delay the review, we would recommend a holding
operation aimed to prevent the review, when it does take place, being prejudiced
by the existence of a number of officers prematurely promoted and with the
expectation of continuing on their then existing salary scales.

in this event would be:Any officer promoted after a fixed date (determined as in subparagraph
(d) below) to a post on a scale rising above f600 a year (basic) should
be "temporarily promoted" until the review referred to above becomes

35. Our proposals
(c)

I

1l
effective; by this we mean that, while he should receive the salary appropriate to the post to which he is promoted, it should be clearly understood.that he acquires no expectation of retaining that salary or of
remaining on that salary scale after the review becomes effective; his
expectations would remain as they would have been had he not been
promoted.

Any officer entering the Service in a post on a scale rising above f600
(basic) should be clearly informed that his salary and all salary scales
must be regarded as provisional pending the review. This arrangement
would operate from the fixed date until the review becomes effective.
(c) These arrangements should not apply to officers appointed on contract
terms (and such appointments should be kept to the minimum) where
emoluments must necessarily be more closely related to short-term supply
(6)

and demand.

arbitrary. It should be no later than
that on which the recommendations jn this report are made public or

(d) The flxed date must necessarily be

communicated

to the Staff side.

Acting Allowances
36. Subject to certain provisos an officer acting for more than 30 days in a
higher post than his own is eligible for an acting allowance not exceeding the
difference between his own salary and the minimum of the scale of salary or the
fixed salary attached to the higher post. The total cost of these allowances is not
readily available but two Ministries were able to provide figures without undue
trouble. The Ministry of Works with its associated Departments spent f5,632 on
acting allowances in 1961162 and the Police f14,491. This arrangement is no
doubt based on the principle that an officer should be paid the rate for the job
he is doing. There is no less valid principle that the government should not be
required to pay two people for one job and that the staff of a branch or office
should carry the duties of an absent colleague and we think that this is the
principle that should prevail in the serious flnancial situation that has to be
faced. We understand that acting allowance is most commonly paid as a result
of an officer's absence on leave. We recommend that in future acting allowance
should be paid only when an officer is acting in a higher post which is vacant or
the holder of which is absent on sick leave and not drawing full pay. We cannot
calculate the amount on the saving but we think it may be about f40,000 a year
diminishing as the number of officers entitled to overseas leave is reduced.

Duty Allowances
37, In certain circumstances and subject to certain conditions a duty allowance may be paid to an officer who is required to undertake duties that are
distinctly more responsible than those normally associated with his substantive
appointment. Duty allowances are of several kinds:
(a) Duty Allowances for District Commissioners. R€asoDS for the introduction of this allowance are set forth in paragraphs 239-241, page 85,
Vol. I of the report of the Lidbury Commission on the East African
Civil Services and the East Africa High Commission, 1954. We do not
question their validity but consider that the payment of this allowance
could justifiably be suspended as an economy measure with effect from
the beginning of the financial year 1963 164. Whether it should be re. introduced when the financial situation improves should depend on
' whether the responsibilities to be discharged by District Commisssioners,
' : or their equivalents at that time, justify this special recognition. The

t2
saving at the present rate of expenditure would be approximately 12,000
a year; it would be substantially higher t"vo years hence. The maximum
which could become payable under the present rules is f8,000 a year.
(D) Duty Allowances for Provincial Representatives of Departments. When a
departmental officer has full charge or responsibility for a Province and
the responsibility justifies it, he may be paid a duty allowance which is
fixed in relation to his salary and may be as much as f,180. For instance

the Western Conservancy of the Forests Department comprises five divi
sions, one of which is in Nyanza Province; the Assistant Conservator
in charge of this division is therefore entitled to duty allowance though,
as far as we could discover, he had no real responsibilities greater than
those of his colleagues. We recommend that these allowances should be
abolished. Not only do they not seem justified but they seem likely to
have or be thought to have an influence on postings.
(c) Duty allowances can be paid in other less precisely deflned circumstances
instance where an officer assumes in addition to his ovvn duties
-for
other duties of a separate and distinct nature, where he is seconded to
work of special importance, where he is engaged on a speciai project

I

involving week-end rqork and "in other circumstances of an exceptional
nature". The amount of such an allowance is fixed ad hoc'. Allowances
of this kind appear to us to represent an attempt at a level of equity
in remuneration which is quite unobtainable. They are likely to create
as many anomolies as they cure. They blur the normal duty of the civil
servant to undertake what is to be done without watching the clock and
counting the pennies, and thus to some extent diminish his professional
pride. We recommend that they be abolished.

of Civil Servants
38. It has, we understand, been accepted at least since the report of the
1954 Lidbury Commission that the existing arrangements for the provision of
housing or house allowances to pensionable, contract and some other officers,
Housing

need radical alteration. The problem is complicated and though

it

has been the

of much study and many memoranda, the satisfactory solution, if such
exists, hag for eight years or more not been found. We do not want to add to
what has already been written on the problem as a whole, or to risk delaying
the study which is now proceeding by putting forward further proposals but.
while discussion proceeds, the Government continues to be committed to heavy
expenditure. We think it would be possible to effect immediate economy without
subject

inflicting injustice and without prejudicing the possibility of a more radical reform.
39. We have been told that in 1961 it was stated that the Government reserved
the right to implement the recommendations of the Housing Commission, "serving
officers being given the option to remain on their existing terms". In the ordinary

way this would make it extremely difficult for the Government to impose a
worsening of the housing privileges of serving officers except as part of a wider
revision of salaries and conditions of service and with an option for individuals
to retain their previous overall conditions. We think, however, that our recommendations which envisage the reduction of housing privileges together with
abolition of some other allowances would be less painful than a levy on salaries.
and that civil servants would not wish the Government's undertaking to oblige it
to impose a levy or a more severe levy than would otherwise be necessary.
40. In 1961 it was estimated that the net annual cost to the Government of
providing government-owned or government-rented quarters and of paying house
allowances was over fl] million and we have no reason to believe that the figure

I
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now would be less. Even a proportionately small reduction would provide a
ruseful contribution. We have formed the impression that some higher paid
officers are uneasy about the extent to which their housing costs are supported
by the Government and would u'elcome a greater sense of independence. Even
for those who do not share this view, this would probably be at least as acceptable
a contribution to present needs as any they might bc asked to make. They will
appreciale that while salaries have increased the rents charged for governmentowned

or governmcnt-rented housing have remaineci

unaltered.

41. We have purposely refrained from attempting any mathematical calcula-

tion of the changes which should be made. This could only lead to further
discussion and delay because in a fleld where there is so much anomaly already
any change horvever carefully framed can appear unfair to particular categories.
\\'e therefore base our proposals broadly on three simple propositions:
(a) It has long been government policy that responsibilrty for housing should
not be accepted except for overseas officers, ofiicers at remote stations
and officers housed institutionally, and movement in this direction is
long overdue.
(D)

It is apparent that the beneflts of

government subsidy

of

for the higher than for lower paid officers.
(r')'I'he present rents for official quarters were telated to salary

housing are

less essential

scales which

have since been increased.

42, Wc recomnrend that the followrng rates should be introduced
officers:
(a)

for

all

-

The rents charged for government qttarters should be increased as
follows:

-

Category A quarters from f,78 p.a. to €102 p.a.
B
,, 160 p.a. to f78 p.a.
,, f42 p.a. to f,54 p.a.
,, f,30 p.a. to f,36 p.a.
,, fzl p.a. to f.24 p.a.
,, F to remain at f.l2 p.a.
,, G to remain at f-6 p.a.

In suggesting these figures we have paid regard to the average rent paid
by the Government and the average subsidl- given by the Governrnent

in respect of government-rented houses in cach category and to the
burden of an incrcase on officers likely to be occupying houses in each
category, but we do not pretend that the figures are based on any
scientiflc calculation.

(D)

The revised figure for rcnt of government quarters set out in subparagraph (n) above should be applied in place of the existing figures in

calculating the allowances payable to oflicers living in privately rented
quarters, in their own houses or in hotels or boarding houses.

(c)Any officer who is living in privately rented quarters or in his own house
and is at present beneflting from the provision that officers who joined
the Service before lst January, 1955. on probationary, permanent or
contract terms should not be worse ofl under existing arrangements than
under the previous system, should accept a reduction in his allowance
equivalent to the reduction which would apply in his case under subparagraph (D) if he had not been beneflting from this special provision.

t4
@)We make no recommendations for altering the present rules governing
furniture rentals, shared quarters, accommodation provided rent free
and house allowances for officers eligible for free housing who are not
provided with such housing.
(e) It should be made clear to new entrants to the Service that thc arrangements for housing and house allowances are subject to alteration and
can be expected to become considerably less generous.
-13. We have not the data to calculate the arnount of the saving which would
result from these proposals but we think it might be about f40.000 a year. We
do not pretend that they do anything to solve the complex of problems related
to housing and house allowances But they represent a first step towards reducing
the heavy and, we think, over'-generous assistance provided by the Government
and rnay help to give some impetus to the efforts to lind a more radical solution.
To this same end we recommend that when nraking the changes proposed above,
the Governn'rent should announce its intention to impose further similar increases
in rents and decreases in allowances rn a year's time unless a more radical settlemcnt has been reached nreanwhile.

CHAPTER IV-ADMINISTRATIYE ORGANIZATIONS
fntroduction
.1.1. At internal self-government the Government may be faced with the loss
of about half of its pensionable European oflicers and in the ensuing )'cars many
others are likely to go. Moreover it will be able neithei to afford nor to find
replacements for all of them. In our view. this situation could be nrade more
manageable by reforming Ministries and departments immediately on the basis
of establishments. excluding those for the Police and Provincial Administration
which are referred to in Chaptel V. reduced over a period of 18 monlhs by 20

Administrative and 110 Executivc posts and on the basis that these establishmer.rts

will withrn three or four years consist entirely or almos[ entirelv of local
man_v of whom will bc young and not very experienced.

oI]ic.-rs

of this reforrr should be the groupin-{I
decentralization to the maximirn.t
possible extent. We recognize that by such a measure many of the advantages
and high standards, now obtained through there being rvell-staffed and highly
organized headquarters adnrinistrations. will be lost. But this is inevitable in any
{-5. We lecommend that the keystone

of N{inistry establishments and departmental

case and would be much less disastrous than the chaos that would ensue from
establishnrents unrelated to the men available to fill them: moreover ue think

that in this way the advantages and stanclards lost would more quickly

be

recovered or replaced.
46.

At the same tinre we pr(rpose more economical arrangements for the
of Personal Secretaries and Stenographers that would reduce their

provision
number

by

151.

Administrative Posts in Ministry Headquarters
GnowrFI or. AotvrtNtst-RATIvE Es:raet-tsHN{gNt
47. The number of administrative posts in Ministry and Departmental Headquarters has increased between 1954 155, the year before Ministries were macle
ftrlly accountable, and 1962163 from 24 super-scale and 37 "A" scale posts to 49
super-scale and 48 "A" scale posts; both sets of flgures exclude posts that are not
concerned solely with administration. There were increases immediately after the

I
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introduction of the Exchequer and Audit System, from 1956/57 to 1959 160
the number of posts changed little, but increases again occurred in 1960/61 and
in the current year. The salaries of the posts in the present establishment amount
to about f190,000 and at current salary rates the increase in personal emoluments
since 1954/55 represents about f75,000; rf allowances, pension commitments,
passages, etc.. were taken into account it would be not less than f100,000. This
increase must be viewed in the light of the fact that rt has been accompanied in
some cases by increases in the number of prolessional officers engaged on
administrative duties

in Ministries.

of course essential and up to a point expenditure on
beyond thrs point increases in administrative staff become
uneconomical and a hindrance to efficient working; in considering the number of
administrative posts it is necessary also to renrenrber (to borrow a term from the
economists) 11r" mullrplier effect. Additional posts mean office space to work in,
assistants to process work, stenographers, clerks and messengers, the preparation
of statistics and data to work with, establishnrent and accounting officers to support
the increased establishment. and counterparts in other Ministries or other sectrons
of the same Ministry to corlespond with
48. Administraticn is

it is economical. But

49. Frcrn what uc have heard at interviews wlth Ministrv representatives
and with those they deal with, rve think that the point of economical administration had been reached and passed in Kenya. Fronr evidence of such administrative
aspirations as thc adoption of the bureaux system on the Puerto Rican model that
rs desired by the Ministry cf Health it is clear that thc appetite for administrative
expansion is growing.
-50. We think that the prcccss should be halted and reversed both by rcorganlzation affecting thc nunrber of Ministries and by re-organization within
Nlinistries. We ilould again make it clear that our recommendations are made
u'ith a vieu' not to an ideal and perfect administrative machrne but to workable
and i.r'orknranlike arrangements suitable to Kenya's present circumsiances :-- a
Iarge financial deficit. the nced for more expenditrrre on services on the ground,
and an impend ng shortage of experienced sta{t to work in Minrstlies.

NriNlseR oF MINISTRIES
-51.

Wrth regard to the number of Ministries we are referring to

ofljc,a1

establishments with a Pen.nanent Secretary at the top. The number of Ministrres
need not determine or be determined by the nunber of Ministers; since the war.
cspecially, there have been a nunrber and variety of arrangements in the United
Kingdont that have resulted in differences between the numbers of Min!sters and
Ministries. We do not regard ourselves as qualified to make recommendations
about the number of Ministers. but the number and size of Ministries is most
relevant to our terms of reference.

-52 We think that economies in the number of Ministries should be aimed
at in the light of the following considerations:-

work of a Permanent Secretary normally comprises both administration in the sense of organizing and nranaging, and administration in the
sense of advising on and applying Government policies.
(b) Some Ministries are concerned u'ith management and execution rather
than policies and for them a Permanent Secretary would not be fully
justified unless the organizational duties *'ere heavy and the technical
officers were specialists rathel than adminislrators in the organizational

(a) The

sense.

r6
(r')Some Ministries are almost entirely concerned with policy and have only
very limited organizational functions. For such Ministries the "technical"
officer will often be a suitable Permanent Secretary.
(r1)In some Ministries the "technical" officers are experienced and trained in
management and the Permanent Secretary and Administrative Staff are
required only for the policy function.

The dividing lines between the types of Ministry are not absolutr:ly clear cut but
attention to them should help in effecting economies.
Cossor,Io,rrror{

or

MlNrslnrns

51. The Ministries of Labour, Local Government and Commerce and
Industry have no complicated or extensive managerial functions and we do not
think that they require their own separate adminrstrative organizations.

For organizational purposes the Ministry of Labour could be provided for
the Ministry of Social Services, u'hich should comfortably be able to take
on more administrative u'ork as the professional and technical heads of its
branches provide their own organizatron and management, while the expert stail
of the Labour Department that would be 1o;ned wrth rt can deal with rts own
policy questions and negotiations.
b1,

The Ministry of Local Governnrent and the Minrstry of Constrtutional AIIarrs
and Provincial Administration will be pulled closer together by regionalization
which is also likcly to Lghten the direct administrative work of the latter Minrstry;
we thrnk that they could be combined to advantage as well as for economy.

f'he functions of the Mrnistry of Commerce and Industry are discussed rn
Chapter V and the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Lands and Surveys
is under-employed at present as regards both policy and management We think
that the two Ministries could be amalgamated.
5.1. The Ministries of Tourism^ Forestry and Wrld Life and oI Education are
concerned with policy as well as management and organization but they are
officered by men who are trained and experienced in their own flelds of management and we think that as well as being particularly well fitted to handle policy
matters they require no high level administrative support.
\try'e recomrnend that in the Ministry of Tourism, Forestry and Wild Life
the posts of Permanent Secretary and Ch'ef Conservator of Forests should be

combrned.

For the Ministry of Education we recommend combining the posts of Permanent Secretary and Chief Education Officcr.
55. Agriculture, Health and Defence require separate Ministries headed, each

by an Administrative Officer as Permanent

Secretary.

The professional officers of the Agriculture and Veterinary Departments can
and do provide the management and organizaticn, and we think that a cons:derable reduction in the administrative staff is possible.
We think that the Ministry of Defence should remain as a separate Ministry
but that it could absorb External Affairs when this becomes a Ministerial subject.

The Ministry of Health should retain its administrative organization which,
in our view, should be strengthened, as it is generally recognized that doctors,

who are not usually trained as administrators, can most economically and usefully
be employed on duties that call for the full use of their valuable and special skills.

t7
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56. Further economies in the cost of Ministries could be made by combined
Vote accounting branches to serve two Ministries in the cases of :
(i) Lands and Surveys (including Commerce and Industry) and Constitutional
Affairs and Provincial Administration (including Local Government).
(ii) Health and Social Services (including Labour).
57. The present arrangement under which the Accountant in the Ministry
Lands, etc., keeps the accounts for the Ministry of Local Government is a
sensible one that works smoothly and we recommend its extension as indicated.
f'he combination of accounting offices recommended here would be easier under
the more general recommendation, made later in this chapter, for the concentration of work on payment and receipt of money on account of various Ministries.

of

Drrr,c.rr.I:toN To PRovINCES
I

58. We think that the principal scope for economies of Administrative staff
within Ministries is connected with delegation to Provincial officers, and relations
with the Treasury and Central Establishment Department. From what we have
seen and heard

in the Provinces we have concluded that officers there could carry

on quite well with less assistance and direction from headquarters. In reaching
this conclusion we have made allowances for the critical view that field oflicers
everywhere ake of the staff at headquarters and of their tendency to under-

estimate the value of services and help provided by the centre. We have sensed a
tendency on the part of some Ministries to intervene in the routine of Provincial
Offices and we think this is because the responsibilities of Accounting Officers are
assumed to be so personal to them as almost to preclude delegation. We cannot
emphasize too strongly our view that under any recognized interpretation of the

Ministerial system

it is for the manner in which a Ministry's alfairs

are

conducted and not for each individual transaction that the Accounting officer is
in practice held responsible and that if he tried to take on delailed supervision of
the latter he would be left with no time to discharge his broader responsibilities.

From our interviews with senior officers in the Ministries in Nairobi we are
satisfled that another reason for undue intervention in routine Provincial matters
is a desire to secure the greatest possible advantages from co-ordination within a
relatively large country. Under ideal conditions close co-ordination is bo,th useful
and economical provided that the line between co-ordination and interference is
clearly drawn. But under any but ideal conditions these attempts to gert close
co-ordination may degenerate into interference. From the number of returns that
we have been told are required in some Ministries, from the anrount of correspondence and the number of senior officers at headquarters whose duties as set
out include surveillance of Provincial affairs we think that the line may have
become blurred. Officers not more senior in rank nnd not rnore experienced than
Provincial officers in Kenya are heads of departments in many countries of the
Commonwealth and-regionalization apart-we think that devolution to Provincial Officers in Kenya should be carried to the extent of entrusting them with
the execution of the policy of the Ministry in the Provinces in much the same
way as a head of a department does in a smaller territory.

or AovtursrRATrvE Orrrcr.xs rN MINTsTRTES
59. We think that there is also scope for reducing work and effecting
economies in staff through revising relationships between the Treasury and
Ministries. The degree of financial devolution fronr the Treasury to Ministries
has been extended since the introduction of the Exchequer and Audit system

FlNaNcr,rl Durrcs

and through the reformation of the Estimates the necessity to refer to the Treasury
for reallocation of voted funds has been eliminated for the most part; very few

l8
submissions about additional funds are required n-ow and these should be only
towards the end of a financial year. But the number of administrative officers
engaged in the Supply Division of the Treasury, and the time of administrative

Ministries that is spent in corresponding with them, does not fully
reflect the extent of this devolution and relaxation of control. lt appears to us
that this may arise largely from the fact that Kenya is grant-aided; it appears that
from being in this position the Treasury has reacted towards Ministries rather in
the manner that Permanent Secretaries, under the weight of their responsibilities
as Accounting Officers, have reacted towards Provincial Oflicers. We think that
attempts to retain partial contro,l in respect of detail over what has been delegated
as a whole, which is the cause of many checks and regulations, hinders the exerofficers

in
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of reasonable discretion, creates work and correspondence, and adds expense
rather than leads to economy. Other reasons for the growth of flnancial work
to be done by administrative officers despite the increased measure of flnancial
devolution appears to us to be connected with the following.
(a) The frequent attempts that are made to foresee future changes in the
flnancial situation with a degree of precision that involves a volume of
work incommensurate with the results achieved. This is reflected in the
treatment of forecast estimates (w'hich we were told was the most onerous
part of the duties of the Supply Division of the Treasury between the
completion of one year's estimates and the preparation of the next year's)
and of revenue trends. We recognize the advantage of forming views
about the future trend of expenditure but we very much doubt whether
there are sufficiently reliable indicators of these trends to make valuable
two conrprehensive reappraisals within a year in addition to that which
should be made when the annual estimates are prepared. To do this is,
we think, an exanrple of expenditure of time and elTort and therefore
money in an attempt at a degree of precision that is not attarnable. and
to produce information that has not commensurate practical value. The
necessity to impose indiscriminate over-all percentage cuts on all Votes
suggests that the time, efTcrt and expense on forecasting has not been
rewarding. We think that rndications as useful as any obtained from
present formai procedures, that involve a costly organiz.ation. could be
derived from informal discussions, and lve questron the value of frequent
reassessment of the revenue position on thc basis of statistics so up-todate that special arrangements such as those referred to in paragraph
217 (a) are necessary for their preparation. We doubt if these reassessments can be so revealing as to indicate a course of actron or
change of policy that should be taken or decided upon at such short

cise

nolice.
(D)

of new super-scale posts which has itself increased work
has led to frequent changes in holders of posts who have had

The creation
because

it

to get acquainted with new duties and unfamiliar circumstances. We
were told that in respect of nine administrative posts in one Ministry
there had been 20 different holders since the beginning of 1961.
(r) The time and efforts of staff spent in attempts at extreme accuracy in
calculating charges rnade by one Ministry against another or by one

Vote against another. These do not of course affect the overall expenditure of the Government. An example that canre to our notice is the
procedure under which the Ministry of Agriculture charges for
mechanical work done for land settlement or soil conservation schemesl
all expenses are entered up in eiaborate costing sheets kept for each
tractor and on the basis of these sheets charges are minutely calculated.
It would be much simpler if the charges per acre (or per tractor day)
were calculated annually on the basis of total expenditure on all machines

I
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during the year. A few hours'work once a year would produce a rough
and ready result good enough for the purpose. It was noted that not
only were these sheets prepared but that stores verifiers were required
to check against them all stores purchased, in the belief that this ensured
that the stores were being properly used. We do not think that costing
serves any useful purpose in respect of machines that are used under
conditions that vary considerably or that such costing sheets can be a
substitute for ordinary vigilance rn exposing or preventing waste. We
suggest that if all costings now being carried out were examined critically
with a view to assessing their real value, economies in the staff employed
could be achieved. The time saved would not be just that of clerical
or executive officers for if such material is prepared it must be assumed
that time is spent by administrative and professional officers in considering the results minutely.
(d) Putting responsibility for subheads of Votes in Colony and Development
Estimates on Ministries other than those executing the work or performing the service. For instance, hospital building is made the responsibility
of the Ministry of Health and not the Ministry of Works. The issue of
authorities to incur expenditure by one Ministry in favour of another
creates more work than the mere preparation of the instruments.

I
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Npeo roR E,rnly Re-onGANIzATloN
60. We do not think that the present arrangements will be easily mastered
by officers who have not had long acquaintance with them, and we think it is
certain that there will not be enough officers with the experience required for this
kind of administration to flll all the posts that will be vacated when options to
Ieave on compensation are offered. Unless early action is taken to adjust arrangements to the new conditions the difficulties to be faced after internal self-government will be much increased. The position could be prepared for either by
combing through procedures and eliminating all except that which is essential, or
by reducing the administrative stalT now and learning through experience what
can be eliminated and where short-cuts can be taken. Frequently and in many
places it has been found that a most effective way of cutting out unnecessary
work and making life less frustrating for those concerned is to cut the staff
available for it, and surprising economies have often been made, without dorng
damage, when o'rganizatlons have found themselves short of their accustomed
staff.

RcoucrtoNs AND RE-ORGANIZATION Rpcour'agnoeo
61. Taking all the circumstances together we think

it would be advisable to
anticipate the expected shortage of officers to fill posts and to make much needed
economies by reducing the staff engaged on these duties to the number engaged
in 1959/60 (i.e. a reduction of 20 from 97 to 77) and to reduce the number of
gradings

in

super-scale posts.

lt

should be hardly necessary

to add that

we

recommend that no new administrative posts for Ministry headquarters should
be created and that no existing posts should be up-graded until a reorganization
has been carried out; after this the need for new or upgraded posts would have to
be convincingly proved and they would of course be considered in relation to the
establishment as reduced under the reorganization.
62. Details of the reductions recommended are shown in Appendix l, in
which are included charts indicating the kind of organization for each Ministry
that we think would be practicable and economical. In framing these we have
paid attention to the number of super-scale gradings. lt appears to us that the
number of Permanent and Deputy Secretary posts in relation to lower posts is too
high from the points of view both of prompt and economical despatch of public
l
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of reasonable promotion prospects. We have given our atten,tion
particularly to the posts of Deputy Secretary and in no case does it appear to us
that the need for the grade is convincingly demo'nstrated. We also consider that
there is no necessity for the appointment to Ministries of Administrative Officers
(Principal Finance and Establishment Officers) to handle only financial and
establishment matters. Fuller delegation of financial responsibility to Provincial
Officers, the assumption of more of the responsibility for organization and

business and

I

{

management by some professional officers (as indicated in paragraph 55) and the
proposals about accounting and establishment work made in the following sections

of this Chapter should all facilitate this economy. The numbers of Administrative
Officers in each Ministry should be determined by the duties as a whole, of which
finance and establishments are parts bLrt not usually distinct enough to require
separate sectional heads above the level of Accountants and Executive Officers.

I

63. We are conscious that our knowledge of the work done by administrative
officers in rndividual Ministries is incornplete and because of this we have provided an unallocated reserve of two Senior Assistant Secretary posts and flv:
Assistant Secrotary posts.

Accounting Arrangements
Excuequen

luo AuoIl

SysrBpr

64. We have heard much about the supposed advantages and disadvantag':s
of the "Exchequer and Audit System" and there are varied views about them. It
appears also that senior officers are concerned to keep the system as far as possible

in line with that in the United Kingdom. \\/e are not making any recommendations about the retention o,r abolition of the essential part of the system, but we
are making recommendations about its application that involve departures ,n
details from practice in the United Kingdom. Before discussing these reconrmendations, we think it is advisable to clear up some misconceptions about th,-'
system that appear to result in its being given the credit and blame for things that
are not necessarily essential to it. Because it was introduced at the same time as
the flnancial accountability of Ministries was made clear, it is assumed by some
officers that the system as operated in the United Kingdom is the only on€ undc'r
which Permanent Secretaries can retain the responsibility and independence of
Accounting Officers, and that the system demands that Accounting Officers must
be in charge of the arrangements for the making of payments as well as the
control of expenditure. There are several countries that have retained variations

of the Accountant General system, under which

payments and receipts are not

in individual Ministries. and have adopted the Ministerial system with
the full implications of the accountability of Permanent Secretaries and the tw,r
are not in the least incompatible. Control of expenditure and the making of paiments are quite distinct and separable operations; once an officer in his official
capacity has made a purchase or employed a man the control of expenditure has
transacted

been exercised beyond recall, and the Permanent Secretary cannot regain control
through retaining the function of making the payments to clear the liability. Thc
creditor must be paid. and is entitled to be paid promptly, and whatever action
the Government might take agarnst an officer for an irregularity its liability is not
affected. How payment is made is not relevant to Vote control and this applies
equally to salaries and other charges payments,

1
I
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65. The present accounting arrangcments are expensive for three

I

reasorls.

First, the division among several Ministries of the responsibility for making
payments and bringing receipts to account means that senior accounts officers in
them are uneconomically employed in relation to the number of subordinate sta1l.

1
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and the amount of transactions executed; the amount of transactions and the
number of clerks under the supervision of one senior accounts officer could be
greatly increased without adding noticeably to his work.

I

t

Secondly, a considerable volume of work is overgraded and duties that are
strictly clerical are allotted to executive officors. There is evidence of the
expensiveness of the present arrangements in the growth of the number of lower
super-scale and B-scale Accountanls from 5l at the time the present system was
introduced in 1954155 to 95 in the current year. The increase is partly due to the
employment of internal auditors (18 on B scale in 1962 163) but their duties are
to a large extent inseparable from ordinary accounting and they are a part of the
present system. Expenditure and Appropriations-in-Aid have increased since
1951 155 but proportionately by much less than the number of Accountants which
is the reverse of what should be expected. Over-all the ratio of clerks to Accountants and Executive Accounting Officers is less than two to one; in one Ministry
there are 31 Accountants and Executive Officers and 30 clerks, these keep the
accounts for expenditure, Appropriations-in-Aid and revenue (including €1 million
received as credits from grants) amounting to about f9 million. By comparisons

that we can make these are very expensive arrangements.

Thirdly-though less directly-expense is caused by the complications referred
elsewhere in this report and in the Report on Simplification of Government
Procedures; we think that these complications largely originate in the attempt to
exercise remote control by the Treasury over Ministries and by Ministries over
Provincial Staff by rules that demand frequent references from one office to
another.

to

66. In our view economy would be gained by the devolution of flnancial
responsibility for and control of Central Government expenditure to the officer
in a Region representing a Ministry and the concentration of all work on making
payments and taking receipts at Accounting Offices-one in Nairobi and one in
each District; these would be common service agencies for Ministries and would
be "accounting" in the sense of accountrng for money but not for Votes. The
finance work to be done in the headquarters of each Ministry would then be only
the control of expenditure that has to be incurred centrally, the issue of Authorities
to incur Expendrture and the recording (by monthly totals) of expenditure under
these Authorities and Appropriations-in-Aid, for the purpose of keeping a broad
view of the Ministry's expenditure, so that inquiries could be started if Votes
appeared to be in danger of being over-spent. Such a devolution would encourage
initiative and a sense of responsibility among Provincial Officers, through
allocating to them "housekeeping" duties within a complete field of manageable
proportions and relieving them of the frustrations arising from ineffec'tive interference over details. By "housekeeping" duties w3 mean the exercise of the
-officer's experience, skill and commonsense in seeing that Government gets value
ilbr
r.ron"y spent and we think that olicers re.ogniz" that this is one of their
responsibilities.

Re-onclNrz,rrroN INevrranr-s
67. A drastic reorganization of accounting arrangements will be necessary
in any case as a result of regionalization, which will transfer a substantial porportion of Central Government expenditure to the Regions and will probably mean
that some Provincial Officers will have responsibilities in respect of expenditure

for both Central and Regional Governments. It would clearly be very unecoto set up an accounting ,organization, corresponding to a Ministerial
accounting o,rganization, in each Region for every regional department; it is also
clear tha,t a central accounting office in each Region and separate Ministerial
accounting offices in Nairobi would be an uneconomical arrangement as the

nomical
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volume of transactions left for each would not fully occupy the minimum supervisory staff necessary for an efficient accounting office. We think that by far the
most economical arrangement is to have Accounting Offices in Nairobi and in
each District to take the receipts and make the payments on behalf of all Ministries of the Central Government and for the Regional Governments. The way
in which the arrangements which we recommend would be put into practice would
of course depend somewhat on the form of regionalization but the differences
would not be fundamental. As we have explained above, the making of payments is not an integral part of the control of expenditure and it has no bearing
on flnancial policy; the Accounting Offices situated in the Regions could be the
servants of the Region and agents of the Centre or servants of the Centre and
agents of the Region. (It would be possible to have separate offices in Regions for
regional and central transactions, but we do not recommend this; such arrangements would it is true be more economical than the adaptation of current
accounting arrangements to regionalization but they would be much more
expensive than single offices effecting transactions for both.) In Nairobi the
Accounting Office would be under the charge of the Chief Accountant in the
Treasury and be a separate department within the Ministry of Finance; it would
act as agent of Regional Governments and the Nairobi Authority for transactions
to be executed there.

68. The most economical use of accounting staff is also called for because,
according to opinions expressed to us, staffing problems at internal selfgovernment are likely to be particularly difficult in respect of competent accountants. The Chief Accountant at the Treasury who recognized the gravity of this
problem thought that a solution would be the phased withdrawal of serving
Accountants (on limited compensation terrns) and their replacement by Accountants recruited on contract terms in the United Kingdom. We doubt if such
arrangements would be acceptable for various ,reasons but we think that they must
be ruled out on flnancial grounds alone since these people command large salaries.
This solution would therefore aggravate the already serious financial situation.
We think that the most economical use of Accountants and Accounts Officers of
the Executive grade is over-riding and that this must be faced howeve'r painful
it may be to change a system that has been patiently built up. It was also represented to us that in 1955, at the time the present arrangements were adopted,
Government accounts were greatly in arrears and that the adoption of new
arrangements now would cause severe dislocation during the period during which
the staff would accustom itself to them. We do not know the reasons for the
state of affairs existing in Kenya in 1955, but it was of course in the middle
of the emergency; from our experience and information of conditions elsewhere
delay is by no means inherent in a centralized system of accounts. But while we
do not think that centralized accounting and delays necessarily go together we
think that in this respect the Government is in the position that it must take the
risk and be prepared to accept the inconvenience; to proceed on the basis that all
in this field will run as srnoothly as before would be unrealistic.
69. We have considered the objection

that the present arrangements

are

essential, so that the Treasury may always know its current overall cash position
and immediate cash requirements, and under them it is always aware of the

drawings against each Vote. Under the proposals that we make the Treasury
could be aware of the expenditure against each Vote by arrangements less costly
than those now in force, but we do not think that it is necessary for the Treasury
to have this information for this purpose; for the overall cash position could be
ascertained as easily by reference to Regional or District Accounting Offices as to
Accounting Officers (Permanent Secretaries). The information as regards imminent cash requirements could also be obtained from Regional or District Account-

j
I
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ing Offices, which would be in touch with Provincial Officers as well as officers

of Regional Governments, to which the Central Government
remittances at times.

will have to

make

IurrnN,lr Auortons
70. Some of the present functions of internal Auditors, such as the inspection of co'unter-foil receipt book stocks and periodical reviews of the division of

accounting duties to secure internal checks against fraud, are normal accounting
duties and should be undertaken as such in Accounting Offices. But, under either
our proposed or existing accounting arrangements, we consider that strictly
auditing functions should be undertaken only by the Department of the Controller
and Auditor General. We think that this is a more economical arrangement
because it makes it possible to deplol' available auditing staff to the rnaximum
advantage; as well as this we think that the interpolation of an internal Auditor
to discover and put right mistakes and irregularities after they have been committed reduces the self-reliance and vigilance of officers responsible for certifying
vouchers and for other accounting duties. We have not therefore included in the
proposals for the staffing of Accounting Offices (set out in Appendix ll) provision
for internal Auditors as such. but we have included in our assessment of the total
staff requirements provision for additional staff in the Depariment of the Controller and Auditor General so that he can take over the strictly auditing duties.
Ouu-rNB
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71. The broad outline and effects of our proposals are set out in Appcndix lI.
We recommend that details which need not of course conform exactly to our
proposals should be worked out by a special committee with the aim of a substantial reduction which we consider should be 5 B1 scale and 25 other B scale
Accountants and .15 C scale Accounts Officers. The economy would extend
beyond the reduction of Accountantls and Executive Officers, as departmental
officers would be relieved of work including the making of special "pay safaris"
that take up much of their time and mean additional travelling expenses. The
suggested distribution of staff in Appendix II does not include that which would
be required for the control of Regional Government expenditure. It does include
the staff required for making payments and taking receipts on behalf of Regional
Governments; if the present arrangements were to be continued additional staff
would be required for this purpose as well as for the control of Regional
Government expenditure.
Service and Establishment

Drvrsron

or Wonr

72. The question of where to draw the lines between the responsibility for
staff matters of the Civil Service Commission, the Service (or Personnel) Division,
the Establishment Division, the Supply Division of the Treasury and Ministries
is settled in different ways in different places. There is bound to be some overlapping and the need for cross-reference. In the circumstances of Kenya we
suggest that special importance in settling the arrangements should be attached
to the most economical use of experienced officers, simplicity. and the limitation

of

expense.

73. The present position is as follows:-(a) The Office of the Civil Service Commission is responsible for advertising
vacancies and for reviewing the names of officers eligible for promotion
when vacancies occur, and for presenting to the Commission all papers
concerning appointments, promotions. transfers and discipline on all
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of which matters the Civil

Service Commission

is

advisory

to

the

Governor. The Office of the Civil Service Commission is also responsible
for the custody of confidential reports.
(D)

The Deputy Secretary (Service and Training) is responsible to the
Governor's Office for all matters connected with the Civil Service, such
as the affairs, appointments and appeals of individual officers, matters
arising from compensation schemes, policy concerning the Civil Service
Commission, the Judicial Service Committee and the Police Service
Board, eligibility for membership of H.M.O.C.S. and designation, policy
concerning staff relations (the Whitley Council and the Joint Industrial

Council), Staff List, general policy affecting discipline, confidential
reports, appointments, promotions and transfers, passing of Efficiency
Bars, conflrmation of appointments and language examinations. The
Deputy Secretary (Service and Training) is also responsible to the Office
of the Minister of State for Constitutional Affairs and Administration
for all matters relating to localization and training within the Kenya
Civil Service. He also deals with those Sections of the Code of Regulations which are not the responsibility of the Treasury.

(c)

The Establishn.rents Division of the Treasury is responsible to the Office
of the Minister for Finance and Development for all matters of flnancial
policy including numbers and gradings of posts and general conditions

of

service, e.g. salary scales, leave, passages. allowances and pensions.

It

is also responsible for policy in regard to medical privileges and housing

in so far

as housing allowances are concerned,

of policy as laid
Regulations, the award of leave and passage
entitlements, the preparation of papers concerning disciplinary proceed-

(d) Individual Ministries undertake the routine application

down

in the Code of

ings and the preparation and certification of particulars for pensions
purposes and the posting of officers within Ministries. In addition
Permanent Secretaries are responsible

of

for the appointments, promotions,

appointments and the passing of efficiency
bars, and the termination of appointments (otherwise than by disciplinary
proceedings for which special regulations exist) for all officers serving in
posts the maximum of the salary scale of which does not exceed f394 4s.
transfers, conflrmation

a year.
74. We do not think that the present allocation of responsibilities between
the Civil Service Commission and Deputy Secretary, Service and Training raises
any avoidable difficulties. But in almost every quarter rve have heard criticism of
the confusion and time-consuming propensities of the existing arrangements for
the division of the rest of the responsibilitiest we do not think that we can do
better than to quote a view expressed at the time when the division of these
responsibilities was reviewed which experience proves to have been prescient:-

"It (the report of a Working Party that undertook the review) does not
take sufficient account of the need for a proper long-term Establishments
Organization the fragmentation as now proposed is organizationally
weak, will be wasteful in trained staff, will lack precision generally and will
encourage overlapping."

75. It is to be noted that the Working Party credited the former unified
central establishments division with being "the most efficient and economical
organization", and while it did not recommend a radical shift in the division
of responsibilities between the Service and Establishments Divisions, the changes
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then made, including the transferring of "routine" responsibilities away from the
centre to Ministries, have caused confusion and expensive use of staff without
being more efficient.

SINcre Esr.lnrrsnunNts DrvIsroN RrcoNaMeNoro
76. We think that it would be more economical to revert to a single Establishments Division, under the charge of an officer of Permanent Secretary status.
This would be responsible for the duties, except pensions work, now performed
in the Establishments Division of the Treasury and by the Deputy Secretary,
Service and Training. This Division would of course have to keep in close touch
with the Supply Division of the Treasury especially in respect of variations in
establishments which might have more signiflcance for the future than for the
current year; but from an administrative point of view it could work equally well
within tho Portfolio of the Chief (or Prime) Minister or as a separate Division
of the Treasury. The administrative staff proposed for the combined Division is

included

in Appendix I.

77. Further economy should

I

be possible, in our view,

if this Division

assumed responsibility for work now performed in Ministries which calls for
specialized knowledge or experience and could be done by a smaller number of
officers if concentrated. We suggest therefore that as a matter of course difficult
establishment questions, outside the routine applications of Orders or beyond the
competence of an Executive Officer, should be referred to the Central Establishments Division. This would not in any way diminish the authority of Permanent
Secretaries and it would make it unnecessary to have an administrative officer
in each Ministry whose duties were largely in respect of Establishment matters.
The work now done by Ministries which we suggest should be referred to the
Establishments Division would include the examination and processing of disciplinary cases, other than those in respect of minor offences. A small increase in
the number of Assistant Secretaries in the Division has been allowed for in our
estimate to enable it to take over duties now done in Ministries.

Routrue EsrenrtsullpNr Wom
78. In the previous paragraphs we have suggested rearrangement of work
that should result in a saving of the time mainly of administrative officers. Here
we deal with details in work that affect mainly Executive Officers but which
should help as well in reducing calls made on the time of more senior officers.
79. About 120 Executive Officers (Scales B and C) are solely engaged, under
the direction usually of Principal Finance and Establishment Officers, in the
various Ministries on establishment work; this represents a ratio of I Executive
Officer to 525 staff and as well a considerable part of the time of general
Executive Officers at Headquarters and in the Provinces is taken up with these
duties. The amount of work to be done is increased by duplication of work
at Provincial offices and Headquarters, on such matters as the calculation of
leave (of subordinate and other staff) and in correspondence over differences
in the computations done by each. We were also told that preparing material
for pension computations, the processing of disciplinary cases, and determining
leave-passage entitlements and special allowances demanded much time and
effort.
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80. There are we think various measures, which singly may not appear to
amount to much, but which taken together should result in a substantial saving
of time and staff engaged in Establishment work. We list them below:(a) Responsibility as between Ministry headquarters and Provincial Officers

should be more clearly deflned. Wherever possible duties should

be

delegated and when they are delegated Provincial Officers should be left
with the full responsibility. We were frankly told that some Provincial
Officers did not bothe,r much about some matters delegated to them (such
as leave awards to junior officers) because it was known that they would
be checked in headquarters.
(b) The system under which all vacancies are advertised and applications are
made by all who consider themselves eligible appears to be wasteful of
time both of the officers that pass and receive the applications and of

those who make the applications. Unless the circumstances are very
unusual we think that reliance should be placed on the annual reports
on officers to €nsure that all deserving of consideration receive it and,
if necessary, are invited to appear before the Civil Service Commission.
As a special safeguard it would be advisable to advertise when there
was difficulty in flnding a suitable candidate and it seemed to be
necessary to look for one abroad. The requirements in rare cases should
not however determine procedure in general.
(c) We have carefully considered the question of efficiency bars which we
have discussed with the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission. It
appears that about 800 cases a year have to be dealt with and that
apart from cases where the passing of the bar is dependent upon success
in an examination, number of occasions on which officers are held up

at the bar is negligible. We do not think that these bars serve any
really useful purpose and recommend that they are dispensed with
except when examinations are involved.

that Ministries are not required to compute pensions and
there is therefore no need, as was in some cases claimed, for Ministries
to have pension experts on their establishments. The difficulties over
pensions that Ministries encounter are in respect of the investigation of
details about retiring officers' careers and are increased because in many
cases they have not been properly recorded in flles. The extraction of
details is a purely clerical job and should not engage the time of senior
officers. We have been told that the Pensions Branch of the Treasury
is prepared to take an understanding view when details are lacking and
to help where there are difficulties. If this were more generally known
and acted on much time and frustration could be saved. The present
amount of certification required is not conducive to economical grading
of work; we do not think that it is necessary for Permanent Secretaries
to be required to assume full responsibility for the accuracy of particulars on pension forms; in our view the signature of one Executive
Officer should be adequate.

(d) We understand

who wish to proceed on leave by unusual routes should be
to correspond directly with the Mombasa Coast Agent
instead of relying on the Ministry Establishment Branch to do so for

(e) Officers

instructed
them.

(fl The system under which the wages due to men who are employed at
monthly rates, are calculated according to the number of days worked,
should be simplified.

l

!

I
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(g)

From the description of duties that have been given to us it seems that
much work of a clerical nature (e.g. the collation of returns of Ministries' establishments) is overgraded as executive.

81. If these rearrangements of duties and measures for reducing simplifying
and reclassifying work are adopted we think that it should be possible substantially to reduce the number of Executive Officers engaged on establishment work.
We recommend a reduction of 35 posts of which 25 should be posts with a
maximum salary of over f1,100. Some additional clerks might be required
to perform work that is downgraded but their number should be considerably
less than 35.

Personal Secretaries and Stenographer/Secretaries

I

I
I

I

82. Tho manpower statistics related to lst July, 1961, show totals of 37
Personal Secretary, Grade I, posts (on the scale f894-fl,l70), 78 Personal Secretaty, Grade II, posts (f687-€1,01I) and 306 Stenographer/Secretary posts (f633f855). Of these 421 posts 400 were fllled at lst July, 1961. We have no reason
to believe that the position is very different now. Figures that we were given
showing the anticipated output of trainees from departmental training schemes
indicated lhat 287 Secretary/Stenographers are expected to be trained over the
four years 1962-1965. Pool Stenographers are on the scale {,416-1597. Promotion
from Pool Stenographer to Stenographer/Secretary, and from Stenographer/
Secretary to Personal Secretary, Grade II, is automatic (subject to vacancy) on
passing tests in typing and shorthand speeds.
83. The attachment of individual Secretaries to individual officers is generally
wasteful. It tends to lead to under-use of typing and shorthand skill as the Secretary spends a large part of her time on other duties, and to judge from the
level of salary that it has been found necessary to pay these skills are at a
premium in Kenya. It can also lead to under-employment because one official
will not produce a steady flow of work, and we saw some evidence of such
under-employment. Nor is it as a rule economical to attach to individual officers
those whose typing and shorthand speeds are highest. We have no doubt that
considerable economy would be effected by reducing the number of Secretaries,
and we see no justiflcation for allocating Secretaries individually to officers with
basic salary below 12,300. (In the United Kingdom an administrative officer is
not normally provided with an individual Secretary until he has attained to a
grade attracting a minimum of about f2,700.) In some cases the duties of an
officer on a salary of f2,300 would not justify the attachment of a Secretary, and
in those cases none should be provided.

In July, 1961, there were 120 administrative and professional officers on
of 12,300 or above. Taking account on the one hand of the reductions
of posts which we are recommending and of the practicability of some officers
who would on the basis of salary be entitled to Secretaries, being able to share,
and on the other hand of the need to provide for Ministers and Parliamentary
Secretaries and for contingencies, a total complement of. l2O Personal Secretaries
84.

salaries

and Stenographer/Secretaries appears ample. The three grades should be reduced

roughly

in

proportion.

A

suitable basis

for fixing the complement for

each

grade would be to allow one Personal Secretary, Grade I, post for each Ministry
plus ono for each Province or Region, and two Personal Secretaries, Grade II, for
each Ministry.
85. The reduction in the number of Secretaries will throw more work on
Pool Stenographer and Pool Typists, and on the basis that each displaced Secretary
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would have spent half her time on typing work, the "E" scale establishment might
be increased by half the number of Secretary posts suppressed.
We recommend
(a)

that-

the number of Personal Secretary and

Stenographer/Secretary posts

should not exceed 120;

of these not more than 20 should be Personal Secretary, Grade I, posts
and not more than 30 Personal Secretary, Grade II, posts;
(c)not more than 150 Pool Stenographers or typing posts in the "E" Scale
should be added to compensate for the reduction in the number of
(b)

Secretaries; and

training schemes and recruitment arrangements should be
modified so as to produce Pool Stenographers and Pool Typists in

(r/) departmental

preference

to

Stenographer/Secretaries.

The net saving from these changes would be in the neighbourhood of
f130,000 a year in salaries alone. Owing to the large proportion of posts held
by temporary officers and the apparent high rate of turn-over of staff this saving
can be achieved quickly.

of Economies Proposed
, 86. If the recommendations on this chapter are accepted the following
amounts will be saved in personal emoluments alone; if pensions commitments
Summary

and other expense that has to be met under conditions of service are taken into
account the amount saved under items (i)-(iii) would be increased by about
33 per

cent:-

{

(i)Administrative Staff
(ii) Accounting Staff
(iii) Establishment Staff
(iv) Personal Secretary and Stenographers

40,000
68,000
37,000
130,000

t275,000

CHAPTER Y-ECONOMIBS PARTICULAR TO MINISTRIES
Professional Officers
87. Before examining the possibilities of economy in particular Ministries we
it advisable to make some general observations about the employment of
professional officers. In Chapter III the subject of the grading of posts in the
Civil Service was discussed and in paragraph 29 attention was drawn to the fact
that lack of money and lack of experienced staff will necessitate an adjustment
to lower the standards of administration. It was also stated that this need not
be disastrous because prEsent standards are higher than is necessary for good
government. The point we wish to make here is that there is scope for reducing
the extent to which professional officers are employed; and that the fullest
advantage ought to be taken of every opportunity to reduce the professional
cadres both on the ground of economy and because there will be a shortage of
local professionally qualifled recruits for some years in relation to the establishment as it is at present.

think

I

I

I

I
i
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88. The complement and manpower statistics related to the 1961/62 Estimates
show that, apart from "N" posts in the Nursing Class, there were 1,471 professional posts on scale "A" and above, of which 1,107 were scale "A" posts. Later
in this chapter we comment on cases we have observed where unnecessarily high
qualiflcations are being required for work which could be done by officers with
lower qualifications and at less cost. It has not been possible for us to examine
the employment of professional officers comprehensively, but we are convinced
that there are other instances where reduction in the cost of professional cadres
would be compatible with the maintenance of adequate services.
89. The regrading recommended in Chapter III should,take into account
professional posts; but we further recommend that the Director of Establishments
(if that office is restored; if not, the Permanent Secretary to the Treasury) should
require to be satisfied each year, in connexion with the preparation of the draft
estimates by Ministries and Departments and as vacancies occur, that the establishment of professional officers contains no post which could be dispensed with,
or could be replaced by a lower professional or a non-professional post, without
loss of an indispensable degree of efficiency and with some saving in expenditure.
90. We make this further recommendation because we believe not only that
there is scope here for economy but also that the professional cadres will prove
to be particularly vulnerable to flnancial and staff shortages, and'that there is a
special need to anticipate their effect and plan a withdrawal to a standard of
services that can be maintained without constant threat of sudden curtailment.
i

91. It should also be the function of the Director of Establishments (if
that office is restored: if not, the Permanent Secretary to the Treasury) to
ensure that the planning of localization and training is kept as closely as possible
in step with the accepted minimum needs of Ministries and Departments for
professional staff.
92. We hope that two points will be borne in mind in regard to the cost of
professional officers. The first is that recourse to recruitment on contract from
abroad on any considerable scale will cost more than the country can at present
afford. The second is that the education and training of a professional officer is
expensive; to the extent that it is paid for by the Kenya Government the cost
of his employment by the Government is increased. We are not suggesting that
officers should never be engaged from abroad on contract, still less that Africans
should not be trained in professions; we are concerned only to urge that no officer
rvith unnecessarity high qualifications should be employed by the Government.

Provincial Administration
93. There are six Provinces and 4l Districts including the Nairobi ExtraProvincial District, for which the main establishment (General Staff) is-

6 Provincial Commissioners;
I Officer in Charge Nairobi Extra-Provincial District;
27 Senior District Commissioners;
174 District Officers.
(There are 37 additional posts of District Officers, the holders of which
are seconded to Ministries or central offices and paid for by the Ministry or
office to which they are seconded. These posts are ignored in what follows.)

In addition there are20 Senior District Assistants;
142 District Assistants.
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The holders

of

these posts are designated as follows

6 Provincial Office Superintendents
30 District Revenue Officers
13 District Assistants (Works)

:

-

37 District Assistants (Land Consolidation)
76 District Assistants (General Duties)

Total

162

94. ln the Estimates for 1962-63 provision is made
establishment as follows :6
I

Provincial Commissioners
Officer in charge Nairobi Extra-Provincial District

2t Senior District Commissioners
174
20

142

for the salaries of

District Officers
Senior District Assistants
District Assistants

Totals 370

this

t
16,800
.

.

2,600
50,000
242,000
25,000
107,000

t443,400

The comparable establishment in 1951, the last complete year before the
was5 Provincial Commissioners:
4 Senior District Commissioners;
I Officer in charge Masai District;
144 District Officers;
18 District Revenue Officers:
7 District Foremen;
5 Office Superintendents /Accountants.
Expenditure on salaries in respect of these 184 posts in 1951 was approxi-

emergency

mately 1152,000.
95. There is no need in this report to restate the reasons why the establishment has been considerably increased since 1951; but it should be recalled
that the District Assistant cadre came into being during the Emergency for the
specific purpose of relieving the District Commissioner of much of the day-today routine work. It is not possible, on the information available at this stage,
to see what the role of the Provincial Administration is to be in the future; this
is a matter that will ultimately be determined by the independent Government
of Kenya. In very broad terms we would suppose that some of the staff will
be required for duties with the executive arm of Regional Administrations and

local authorities and some to perform services for the Central Government. This
supposition may or may not be correct; certainly any attempt on our part to see
further than this would increase the chances of error.

96. In the meantime the Provincial Administration is faced with a major
responsibility for the organization of the general elections and it is presumed
that it will have an important part to play in connexion with the establishment
of the new Regional Administrations. The work involved in these tasks will be
healy, and we do not think it right to recommend that any substantial economies
should be applied to the Provincial Administration until the beginning of the
flnancial year 1964 165, assuming that internal self-government is attained during
the year 1963.
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97. As soon as practicable, however, it seems inevitable for financial reasons
that the scale of expenditure on the Provincial Administration must be appreciably
reduced, whatever its future role may be in relation to the Centre, the Regions
and local government. The reduction which we recommend is necessarily related
to the normal functions of the Provincial Administration as at present understood: but we do not consider that there will be justification for the view (should
it be expressed at a later date when the shape of things to come is more clearly
discernible) that minimum administrative needs demand a lesser measure of
economy than is here proposed.

98. Immediately below is a table showing the distribution of administrative
staff other th,an Provinoial Commissioners by Provinces, supplied to us at the
outset of our mission. The distribution i,s variable within the limits of the
establishment, but this may be taken as a reasonably accurato picture. It should
be borne in mind that "District Commissioner" is a title and not the designation
of a grade in the Se,rvice; the District Commissioners shown below a,re either
Sen,ior District Commissioners (a grade) or District Officers (also a grade) or the
Officer-in-Charge, Na,irobi Extra-Provincial District, which is the only post of its
kind:

-

District

i

Central (7 Districts)
Nyanza to oirt.i.t6
Rift Vallev (10 Districts)
Coast (6 Districts)
Southern (4 Districts)
Northern (7 Districts)
N.E.P.D. (1 District)
Reliefs

::

34
34

2t
10
17
10
5

30

Tornls
99. We consider that it should be possi,ble to ,reduce the oombined establishmen,ts of Senior District Commissioners and Distr'ict Officers fnom a total of
702 to a total of 164 posts made u,p as follows:-

1 Officer in Charge Nair,obi Extr,a-Provincial District.
6 Senior District Commissioners.
157 District Offlcers.

This represents an allowance of one District Commissione,r and three
District Officers on an average fo,r each D,istrict, from wh,ich reliefs and a
contribution to the headquarters staffs o,f Regional Administrations should be
found. We furthe,r consider that this reduction should have been completed by
the end of June, 1965, Such a reduction wo,uld represent a move towards the
levEl of the oomparable establishment pf 1951, but would still leave a substantial
marg,in in excess of the 149 posts ,of that year. I't will be se€n that the proposed
ratio between super-sc'ale and time scale posts is slightly more fayourable from
the po,in't of viow of prornotion than it was in 1951.
100. We make no recommendations regarding the posts of Provincial Commissioners which, it seems likely, will be required in one form or another for
some time to come, and propose no reduction in the grades of District Assistant

which we consider should remain undisturbed until future requirements

in

the
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field are known. We hope it will be borne in mind that the retention of the
District Assistant posts in full represents an important accession of strength to
the Provincial Administration compared with the position as

it

was

in

1951.

101. Whether the post of Chief Commissioner will be required by the
Government of independent Kenya cannot be foreseen by us; on balance it seems
likely that it will not be essential after the date of independence and we therefore

include its abolition among possible savings.

of

102. The annual savings

in salary resulting from these proposals by the

end

1964165 would be about f68,000.

Tribal Policc
of the Tribal Police are to serve as the executive
arm of the local African Administration and to investigate and prosecute in
African courts offences against native law and custom, African District Council
byJaws and the Native Authority Ordinance. They also play an important part in
the collection of revenue and the provision of night guards and prisoners' escorts.
We have no doubt that they fill an indispensable role, and have no reason to
think that their functions could be discharged more cheaply by any other
organization. We are informed that the annual recurrent cost of a Tribal Policeman is about two-thirds of the cost of a Kenya Police Col.rstable.
104. The future of the Kenya Police Force is dealt with in Annex. B to the
Report of the Kenya Constitutional Conference, 1962, but the Tribal Police are
not speciflcally mentioned. It may be that it will be desired to amalgamate the
two; for the present, it is not apparent that any considerable economy or advantage would result and we assume that the Tribal Police will continue with functions
similar to those they now perform, whatever their constitutional status.
103. The principal functions

105. The strength of the Tribal Police is 4,790 men: at the start of the
Emergency it was 2,269 (including Chiefs' messengers and border guards whose
posts and functions have since been absorbed into the Force) and in 1955/56 its
permanent establishment rvas 5,334. The estimated cost for 1962163 is:-.

Personal Emolunrents

Other Charges

..

f

..

430,000
72,500

Total

f502.500

106. It has been represented to us that the local African Administration,
rvhich is closer to the people than any other organization of government. is now
heavily dependent on the support of the Tribal Police for the maintenance of
authority, for its general effectiveness and in particular in connexion with revenue
collection. It would be unwise, in our opinion, to make a severe reduction in the
strength of the 'Tribal Police, and there is virtually no scope for cutting down
the Other Charges.
107. In the present flnancial situation. however, we feel that some reduction
must be made, but we recommend that it should be on a scale that will not
involve dismissals or retirements on grounds of economy. The annual intake
through recruitment is about 5 per cent of the strength, that is to say 240 men,
and we recommend that the strength should be reduced by 300 men during a
period of two years beginning with effect from July, 1963. The annually recurrent
saving on pay from the beginning of the financial year 1965 166 would be about

f22,000.

I
i

i
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108. It would almost certainly not be practicable for the reduction to be
borne by each Provincial contingent in equal proportion to its members nor, in
our view, would this be desirable. We think that the Central Province is in the
best position to bear more than its proportionate share of the saving.
109. It is appreciated that there are good reasons why this contingent had
to be greatly increased during the recent years but we think there is probably
more room here than elsewhere for economy. The present strength is 1,872, more
than double the next largest contingent which is in the Nyanza Province and

numbers 852 men.
110. Reliance on normal wastage alone to deplete the numbers creates a
problem when reductions are applied unevenly to Provincial contingents. Tribal
Police are normally employed only in their own tribal areas, a practice that
makes an important contribution to their efficiency and comparative inexpensiveness; but it means that a given Provincial contingent cannot be freely reduced by
transfers to other Provinces. Even so, there are areas outside the Central Province
where Kikuyu Tribal Police could be stationed, and such inter-Provincial transfers
have taken place in the past.

I

111. It is suggested, therefore, that there need be no insuperable difflculty
in the way of relatively larger reduction in the Central Province than elsewhere,
as it seems that this Province is in the best position to tolerate it. It is suggested
that the Central Province contingent be reduced by 10 per cent, that is 188 men,
over the period of two years.

Kenya Police
:
I

112. Gross actual expenditure in 1951, the last complete year before the
Emergency, was €1,159,000. Gross expenditure thereafter was:L
1,377,000
4,213,000
6,078,000
6,073,000
5,024,000

1952
19s3
I 954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59

4,397,N0
4,380,000
4,180,000
4,854,000*
4,418,000

1959-60
1960-61

196t-62
113.

In

the Estimates

for

1962163 provision

is made as follows:-

f.
Personal Emoluments, Uniformed Services
2,595,000
Personal Emoluments, Civilian Stafl including Finance,
Establishment, Executive and Clerical
646,000
House Allowances and Passages and Leave Expenses 168,000

Total Personal Emol uments and allied charges

.

Other Charges

Total Gross Expenditure

x

Reflects increase

3,409,000
1, I 33,000
4,542,000
238,000

Zess Appropriations in Aid

Total Net Expenditure

.

.

.l : 4,304,000

in pay under the Flcmming recommendations, back-dated to April,

1960.
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114. Estimated expendi,ture in 1952163
establishment numberingUniformed Services, all ranks . .
Civilian Staff

on Personal Emoluments

provides

for an

12,232
1,605

Total

A provisional forecast

predicts a net increase

of f78,000 in

13.837
1963 I

64, principally

to meet the cost of increments.

for the year 1951 wasUniformed Services, all ranks . .
Civilian Staff

115. The establishment

6.057
512

Total

,,",

but in comparing these figures with the establishm enl of 1962IOS jt shoutd Ue
that in the interval a number of posts was transferred from
uniformed to civilian status.
116. The reasons for the high level of Police expenditure in recent years
are widely known and there is no need to discuss them here. Comparisons with
Tanganyika and Uganda, whose uniformed Police strengths are said to number

remembered

6,880 and 5,840 respectively as against Kenya's 12,232, cannot be relied upon to
yield valid conclusions because the conditions and the problems of the Police in
Kenya are markedly different. There is no external standard available to us by
which the cost of the Police services of Kenya can be critically measured.
117.

It

seems clear, however,

that the country cannot afford the present

heavy expenditure on those services; that no Police Force, however well manned
and equipped can provide complete security or insurance against crime; and
that those services, both economic and social, which are designed to improve the
standard of living and promote an interest in the maintenance of law and order,
and are in this sense complementary to the Police, must be maintained and should
if possible be developed.
118. While it appears inevitable for flnancial reasons that Kenya will have
to face a substantial reduction in Police expenditure, present conditions and the

prospects for some months ahead clearly indicate a need for caution. The
Emergency officially ended in January, 1960, but there is a continuing prospect
of intimidation, subversion and general lawlessless in some areas. There seems
no reason to expect any abatement of the present tribal tensions before the forthcoming general elections, and it would be rash to assume that they will suddenly
slacken thereafter. It therefore seems advisable that as much time as possible
should be given within which to phase the reduction.

As is clear from the flgures given in paragraph 113, the bulk of the
for by Personal Emoluments, Uniformed Services, and
it is inevitable that the Uniformed Services should bear a large share of the
economies that we think justifled. The establishment of uniformed grades may
119.

expenditure is accounted

be classified as follows :
Officers above the rank of Senior
Gazetted Officers

of the rank of

Superintendent

below

Inspectors,

all

17

Senior Superintendent and
200
1,023
10,992

grades

Other Ranks
Total

12,232

{
I

1
l

l
I

l
I
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As regards Other Ranks, we understand that the monthly wastage is at present
58.6 men, necessitating recruitment at the rate of 700 men a year if present
strength is to be maintained, and we do not contemplate any compulsory retirement of Other Ranks on grounds of economy alone.
120. Our first recommendation is that the establishment of the Uniformed
Services should be progressively reduced over a period of three flnancial years
beginning with 1963 I 64 and that the reduction should be reflected in the annual
Estimates as follows :-

Estitnates 1963 164

A reduction of at least-

4

Gazetted Officers

of the rank of Senior

Superintendent and

below;

20 Inspectors, all grades;
200 Other Ranks.
Estimates 1964165
A further reduction of at

least8 Gazetted Officers of the rank of Senior Superintendent

and

below;

40 Inspectors, all grades;
400 Other Ranks.
Estinrutes
I

1965 166

A further reduction of at least'12 Gazelted Officers of the rank

of

Senior Superintendent and

below;
I

I

I

I

60 Inspectors. all grades;
600 Other Ranks.
The minimum reductions indicated should be fully effective from the beginning
of the years under which they are shown.
121. Assuming for the purposes of this paragraph that salaries remain at
their present level, and taking no account of incremental "creep", we consider
that the minimum saving in each year should be 2 per cent, a further 4 per cent
and a further 6 per cent respectively of the present provision for all ranks from
Senior Superintendent downwards which is f2,550,000.
'122. We further recommend that all recurrent expenditure other than on
Personal Emoluments, Uniformed Services, should be reduced by at least 1 per
cent. a further 2 per cent and a further 3 per cent in the years 1963164,1964165
and 1965166 respectively from the current level of f1,947,000 and that these
reductions, and those recommended in paragraph 148. should be fully effective
in the years in which they are applied.

123. These recommendations would result
Police Vote in the year 1965 166.

in a saving of f422,820 in the

124. For the purpose of calculating the net elTect on future estimates of
these economies and other factors it is assumed that the increment on salaries
will be about f70,000 a year; but offset against this will be the saving that may
be expected to arise from an acceleration of the rate at which Europeans, of
which there are about 600 in the Force, will retire and be replaced by appointments and promotions at the minimum of their salary scales. We have made the
probably conservative assumption that 50 officers and Inspectors from the grade
of Senior Superintendent downwards will be replaced with a resultant saving
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and diminution of the incremental "creep" during the year 1963l6a; 100 during
1964165 and 100 during 1965166. We assume an average saving of El20 a year

for

each post.
125. The flnancial effect year

would

be:

by year of these proposals and assumptions

-

Year

f.
51,000

1963 t64
1964,t65

1965166

Total

1965/66

102,000
153,000

f.
19,470
38,940
58,410

306,000

I 16,820

70.470
140,940

ztl,4l0

In round flgures these reductions would have the following effect in
relation to the present gross estimated expenditure of f.4.542,000:Gross provision in 1963/64 Estimates, f4,542,000 less f6,000 : f4,536,000.
Cross provision in 1964 165 Estimates, t4,542,000 less f89,000 : f4,453,000.
Gross provision in 1965/66 Estimates, f.4,542,000 less f243,000 : f4,299,000.
126. lt should be emphasized that we regard our proposals for minimum
savings given in the table in paragraph 125 as firm recommendations; Itre see
no objection, however, to alterations being made in the reduction in strength of
various ranks recommended in paragraph 120 as may be convenient, provided
that the minimum financial savings that we recommend for each year in respect
of (a) Personal Emoluments, Uniformed Services, and (b) all other expenditure
are not curtailed either severally or in conjunction.

As distinct from these firm recommendations, the figures given in paragraph
125 in respect of net increment are based on assumptions; it is not possible,
so far in advance, to forecast with certainty what the net cost in increments will
be.

127. It is important that economies should be applied in such a way as to
preserve a well balanced Force, and to this end it is essential that Police advice
be taken. We suggest that economies in services should be looked for in these
directions :

-

in the headquarters complements;
(b) in the specialized branches. The principal
(a)

ones

are:Approximate cost

in

1962163, including
Personal Entolwnents
Branch

and other Charges

{

Criminal Investigation

285,000
350,000
150,000

Special
Signals

Transport; ground and air including running
maintenance

and
675,000;

of widening the ratio of Gazetted Officers and Inspectors
to rank and file. This ratio is at present I to 9.

(c) in the possibility

I

t
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Military Forces
128. There are three battalions of the King's African Rifles stationed in
Kenya, together with a Brigade Headquarters and some supporting and administrative units. Two battalions "belong" to Kenya; the third is regarded as a
command reserve which could be employed elsewhere in East Africa. There are
also certain shared military units stationed in Kenya, for example the Junior
Leader Company and the King's African Rifles Training Wing at Nakuru which
serve all the East African Territories including independent Tanganyika. The
cost of all theso units is at present borne by Her Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom; the recurrent cost of the Kenya share would not be less than
fl{ million. and responsibility for this expenditure will in due course be transferred to the Kenya Government.
129. In addition there is the Kenya Regiment which is a Territorial Force,
the cost of which is borne on the Kenya Budget. The estimated recurrent expen-

diture for 1962163

is:-

f.l22,000

Gross
Less: Appropriation-in-Aid . r

2,000

Net

I

f

120,000

The Combined Cadet Forces, units of which are established at three Kenya
schools, are also borne on the Kenya Budget and the estimated recurrent expenditure for 1962163 is:.Gross
Less: Parents' Contributions

f7,550
75A

f6,800
130. It is impossible for us to make any recommendation as to the nature
or scale of the military forces which would be the essential minimum for the

independent Kenya; obviously a great deal depends on factors which we cannot
including the effect of any defence agreements which Kenya may conclude
with other countries. Had it been simply a question of estimating the forces
required for Kenya as a British colonial territory we would have entered into
discussions with the Kenya Government and the military authorities on the basis
assess,

of the proposition that a total force of two battalions of the King's African
Rifles should suffice; as it is, no useful purpose would be served by such a

hypothetical inquiry. However, we think that the Government should consider
at an early date whether the Kenya Regiment and the Combined Cadet Forces
should be retained. In our view they should be retained only if this course will
result in a wo,rthwhile saving in the cost of regular forces. If it is intended to
dispense with the Kenya Regiment and the Combined Cadet Forces we recommend that their establishment should be wound up as soon as possible as an
economy measure. The saving would be f 126,800.

Local Government
131. The Fiscal Commission is examiningthe question

of Local Authorities; we

of the future financing

have not, therefore, investigated expenditure under
Vote 21 "Local Gdvernment Contributions". We have, however, inquired into
expenditure under Vote 20 "Ministry of Local Government" and this Vote
comes within the scope of our recommendations relating to Ministries generally.
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132. Apart from those recommendations of general application, there appears

to be room for more practical and economical use of the Financial Officers
seconded to Local Authorities. There is an establishment of 13 such officers,
12 on Scale Bl and one on Scale B5-2. There are three or four vacancies and
the present salaries

bill is about f20,000.

133. These Financial Officers are known to the Councils to which they are
attached, and to the Administration, as Financial Advisers. It appears to be the
practice to attach a Financial Adviser to a single Local Authority to w}ich he
devotes his full time, and our impression is that he tends to assume the duties
of the Treasurer. It is not surprising that some Local Authorities lean heavily on
the experience of Financial Advisers at this stage, but we think they would derive
greater educative benefi,t if it were generally understood, as at present it is not,
that the Financial Adviser's duty is to give guidance to the Treasurer in the
discharge of his responsibilities and not to relieve him of them. His object should
be to guide the Treasurer towards the simplest effective accounting system rather
than to introduce him to the sophistications of local authority finance. The general
need for simplification to which we have referred elsewhere is nowhere more
necessary than here.
134. It would be easier to achieve this understanding if each Financial
Adviser were attached to a number of Local Authorities, with instructions to
visit them at frequent intervals, and it is recommended that the work of these
officers should be organized in this way and a reduction in the establishment
made. The exact number of Financial Advisers that will be required will depend
somewhat on the shape of Local Government under the new Constitution; but
we consider that the vacant posts should not be lllled and that, as opportunities
occur, the establishment should be reduced to six posts to be fllled by less highly
qualified officers on a scale of pay not above B5-2.

Agriculture and Animal Husbandry

It is not easy to disentangle

the expenditure on agriculture in the
budget. Taking the two sets of
estimates f.or 1962163 together and eliminating double counting of money transferred from one to the other one can calculate the total net estimate as amounting
to f4,474,000, to which must be added f350,000 for the refund to farmers of
duty and tax on mineral fuel oil, which is balanced in the Estimates by an
"Appropriation-in-Aid", i.e., a refund from revenue. The total of f4,824,000
must be further increased in respect of an additional f150,000 for which supplementary provision will have to be found because of the increased rate of oil duty.
The flnal total of f4,974,000 is expected to be found as follows:135.

Colony budget and that

in the Development

United Kingdom grants for flood and famine relief
C.D. & W. block grant
Other C.D. & W. grants and other overseas grants
Loans

Colony

t'000
.

935
682
94

992
revenue

2.271

Total f4,974,000
136. The need for flood and famine relief will not, it is to be hoped, continue.
On the other hand the f682,000 C.D. & W. block grant is for the final year of the
five-yea1 period and when we were in Kenya it was not clear whether similar
amounts from one source or, another would be available for future years. Services
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at the present level could therefore cost about f4,M0,000 net in future yearsalmost all to be found from Colony revenue or by increasing the national debt.
There is ample incentive to reduce net expenditure,
137. This expenditure is of course almost all aimed at developing the
country's agricultural output, and development of agticulture is of the flrst
importance to Kenya's future. At the same time investment in the future and the
rate of development will have to be slowed down if the money is not available.
The services which should be the last to be cut are those essential for protecting
present output, those which produce immediate and substantial increases in
income and those which are largely self-supporting. Examples of these are
locust control and the research and preparation of sera for checking certain
potentially disastrous animal diseases, and the hides and skins service which is
supported by cess and produces an immediate increase in export earnings.
Some other expenditure can at the best increase production only
long term, and this must be geared to available funds. Some again is
nature

of current subsidy rather than investment towards

MrNener

Orl Durv

in the
of the

development.

RnnuNos

138. The 1962 163 Estimates provide f350,000 for refunds to farmers of duty
and tax on mineral fuel oil, and we have been told that it will be necessary to
seek provision for a further f150,000 to allow refund at the higher rate of duty
effective from June, 1962. ln 1961 162 refunds were made to 2,329 farmers of
amounts varying between a few shillings and 18,500. Refund of duty appears
to us objectionable on three grounds:(a) It must be either open to abuse or the subject of detailed and expensive
administrative control, or both.
(b) It does not necessarily and directly encourage increased production.
(c) In so far as it influences farming methods, it increases imports of
machinery and fuel, and depresses employment.

We recommend that refunds should not be provided in 1963 164 and subsequent
years. We appreciate that if this is done, there will be some reduction in the
taxable income of farmers and consequently in Government revenue and that
some refunds relating to the latter part of 1962163 would fall to be made in
1963 164. We have attempted to allow for this in Chapter VI where we estimate
the savings which might result from our recommendations.

It

has been represented to us that to withdraw this subsidy would have
of suggesting to European farmers, who are at present
the main beneficiaries, that their continued presence in Kenya is unwelcome
and of putting up farming costs and therefore food prices. We think, however,
that the Government can make clear its attitude towards European farmers by
other means, and that an addition to farming costs equivalent to + per cent of
the annual value of agricultural and livestock production can be abeorbed by an
industry which, largely due to Government assistance, has between 1954 and
1961 increased the value of its production by 16 per cent.
139.

the undesirable effects

FenrrrrzEn Sussrov
140. It has also been suggested that it would be desirable to make good to
the farming community the loss of the oil duty refund in whole or in part
by provision of a subsidy on fertilizers. While this appears a much more satisfactory use of Government funds, being likely to promote an immediate increase
in production, we do not think that the country can afford additional expenditure
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which will eat into the saving to be secured from abolition of oil duty refunds.
We suggest that expenditure on fertilizer subsidies should be limited to the amount
that can be found from economies (additional to the abolition of oil duty refund
and to the staff adjustments recommended in Chapter IV) related to agriculture
and animal husbandry. In the following paragraphs we put forward proposals for
finding such economies; some of them we recommend, others we suggest for
consideration.

CoNrntsurroNs FRoM THE FARMING Couuuulrv

l4l. If, as we believe, it is desirable to maintain the present level of Government services, the flrst place to look for savings is in the increase of revenue.
Many of the services supplied to the farmers must inevitably be provided free
of charge either because, as in the case of some research, there is no obvious
customer against whom to raise a charge, or in the case of some basic education,
the instruction is not very welcome even when provided free. Nevertheless there
is scope for increasing Appropriations-in-Aid.

142. Tbe Director of Veterinary Services has suggested that it would be
practicable to reduce the net cost of his Department by increasing the revenue
from the sale of vaccines and other preparations made in his laboratories. This
would imply competing in the open market with imported commercial products.
Revenue from sales is lrow running at about f91,000 a year, and the Director
estimates that additional revenue of betweenfl0,000 and fl5,000 could be secured.
We recommend that this project should be pursued.

The gross cost of the Department of Co-operative Development is
about f86,000. Appropriations-in-Aid of some f8,000 bring the net cost to
143.

f78,000. These figures exclude the cost of the East African School of Co-operation.

The services

of the department's staff are provided virtually

free

of

cost. The
department has existed since 1945 and has built up business to a substantial level.
In 1961 there were 475 active societies and the produce marketed was valued at
nearly f28 million. There must always be a number of societies in the formative
stage which need all the help that can be given and cannot be expected to
contribute towards its cost. But the figures quoted above indicate that there must
be many societies well established and by no means incapable of paying for the
services they receive. Tho department's staff of all grades numbers 163, more
than one officer for three societies. We think it should be possible over a twoyear period to halve the net cost of the department either by introducing a
system whereby established societies reimburse the cost of the department's work

on their behalf or by staff

reductions

or by both, and we recommend

accordingly.
144. The following table shows the approximate amounts spent by the
Government on research related to certain specific crops and the contributions
towards this expenditure made by the agricultural industry.

(i)

(ii)

(iiD

Government Contribution (ii) as a
Expenditure from thelndustry
f'000
Coffee

193

['000
64

percentage of (i)
/o
JJ

Pyrethrum

23

I

Sisal

17

1l

6
66

Horticulture

39

0

0

272

76

28

1

I

I
1

I
I

4L

The figures for Government expenditure are gross. They include salaries,
of staff directly engaged on the

travelling expenses, passages, pensions, etc.,
research, but not other less direct overheads.

There appears to be the opportunity here for reducing net Government
expenditure, either by commodity boards or other producers' organizations
taking over responsibility for research projects, or by their making larger
contributions, or, if they do not sufficiently value particular projects to finance
them, by those projects being abandoned.
Similar consideration may apply to other research, though obviously some
is of such a nature that it is not possible to identify the particular

research

farming group which benefits from

it or to organize financial support.

Howeyer

the total expenditure on research in 1962163 is estimated at about f675,000 of
which about f287,000 or 43 per cent is expected to be met by contribution from
the industry.
We make no specific recommendation here, but we would mention that we
were told that the Sisal Board are contemplating taking over all sisal research
and the tea industry already finances almost all tea research. We believe that
some other commodity growers may be in no worse position to finance research
related

to their

Gu,rn^tNrees
t
i
I

I

crops.

luo

SunstPrEs

145. The 1962163 Colony Estimates provide f180,000 for guarantees to
farmers and to local veterinary schemes, and the Development Estimates provide
f100,000 for Land Development Loans and f231,100 for Agrarian Loan. Of this
total of over f500,000 all but f50,000 is provided from Colony revenue or from
loans. Desirable as all these schemes may be, they are of the kind that can
be pruned. Land Development Loans can be obtained from the Government
for the purchase of cattle and we were told that a high proportion of female
breeding stock from European farms was going to the meat factory. It is perhaps
open to doubt whether when breeding stock is on the market at low prices, there
is the same need for assistance towards its purchase.

Expr,nruBNrel Fanus
146. We made inquiries into the functions and cost of the experimental
station at Naivasha, because it had been suggested to us that the work done
there was of limited value to the farmer. Its functions are(a) the establishment
(b) research
(c)

of the National Sahiwal

Stud;

on husbandry and nutrition of flne-woolled

sheep;

pig husbandry and nutrition;

(d) husbandry and feeding

of exotic and cross-bred cattle;

(e) disease research;

(fl certain diagnostic

services.
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recurrent cost of the station is about f30,000; revenue, mainly from
sales of animals is about f15,000; the 1962163 Development Estimates provide
for f5,000 of capital work.

We do not pretend to be qualified to evaluate the work on this station, but
we think there is a case for consideration" whether it is necessary to maintain
all these functions at the present level and on so uneconomic a basis, For
instance Merino sheep have been run at the station for over 25 years. It seems
doubtful whether it is still necessary to maintain a flock of 1,000. It also seems
possible that information about husbandry and feeding could be acquired by the
farmer on the commercial farm. It has been stated that the value of Sahiwal and
the conditions under which they will thrive has been proved. It is open to ques-

tion whether the Government needs to continue to take the lead in breeding.

Again we have no specific recommendations, but we suggest that experimental
farms provide some scope for savings.
SIzg

or

EstrtsrrsHt',IeNt

147. There are 48 Super Scale posts in the Ministry and its Departments,
of them professional posts in the headquarters of the departments of agriculture and veterinary services. We think that these posts could be reduced in
number and we recommend that tho reduction should be of not less than four

13

posts.

Le,vrt or Qu,rlrnrclrroNs
148. There are in the Ministry 165 professional A Scale posts. High qualiflcations are required for these posts. For instance the official handbook "Careers
in the Civil Service" states that Agricultural Officers and Agricultural Research
Offrcers "should have a university degree in agriculture or one of the sciences
and have completed an approved course of post-graduate training after obtaining
a degree". Veterinary Officers and Veterinary Research Officers "must have
professioqal veterinary qualiflcations of international standard recognized by the
Kenya Veterinary Board". We do not consider that it will be possible to maintain
an establishment of over 200 professional Super Scale and A Scale posts, nor that
it is necessary to employ so many people with such high qualiflcations. We think
that it will be necessary to rely much more on pecple with less extensive professional education trained for the particular problems of Kenya rather than to high
international standards. The work should be organized with a view to such a
change in staff structure; new grades should if necessary be introduced; the
practice of sending staff overseas even if on foreign aid scholarships should be
reviewed. We were told that already some A Scale posts are being filled by
people of less than the required qualiflcations; a review of the structure is therefore urgently due. It may be that training facilities within Kenya will need some
expansion or alteration, so as to produce more people capable of doing the
necessary practical job in a relatively narrow sphere but without the wider
professional training. As an example of what we have in mind we would refer
to the courses run by the Eastern Caribbean Farm Institute.

Again we have no speciflc r"comm"ndations to make in terms of immediate
financial savings but we recommend that the position be reviewed and we are
convinced that such a review can lead to economies.

I
I
i
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Suuuanv.
149- hr relation to the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry our
recommendations-other than those included in earlier chapters-are as

follows

:

-

of duty and tax on mineral fuel oil, for which f350,000 is
Estimates and a further f150,000 will
be required, should be abolished for 1963 I 64 and subsequent years.

(a) The refund

provided

in the 1962163 printed

If it

is desired to introduce fertilizer subsidies as an offset to the loss of
the oil duty refund they should be limited to the amount that can be
found from economies (additional to the abolition of oil duty refund

(b)

and to the staff adjustment recommended in Chapter IV).

(c)

The proposal to increase revenue from the sale
laboratory preparations should be pursued.

of vaccines and other

of the Department of Co-operative Development should be
halved over a two-year period.

(r0 The net cost
(e) The number

of professional Super Scale posts should be reduced by four.

U) Attention should be given

to the possibility of effecting savings by-

(i) increased contributions from the farming community towards the cost

of

research;

(ii) reduction in the level of guarantees and subsidies;
(iii) reduced expenditure on experimental stations;
(iv) a review of the duties now falling to A Scale officers.

Land Settlement anil Water Deyelopment

land settlement programme will involve a very heavy load
executive work for the organization
under the Director of Settlement. On this ground alone there seems to be a strong
enough argument for putting the responsibility for water development elsewhere
and allowing the Ministry to concentrate on the major problem. We would
recommend this for further reasons too. The Ministry of Land Settlement and
Water Development is responsible only for the policy of water development. The
Ministry of Works is the executive authority except for water supplies in outIying areas and irrigation schemes for which the Ministry of Agriculture in effect
act as agents of the Ministry of Land Settlement and Water Development. We
have no reason to believe that the three Ministries are not co-operating smoothly,
but there must be some duplication and waste of efTort. We therefore recommend
that responsibility for policy should be transferred to the Ministries responsib,le
for execution. Overall national water policy might rest with the Ministry of
Works whose Chief Hydraulic Engineer is already associated with the Water
Resources Authority. The saving to be secured is not calculable, but it should
be possible to abolish the post of Assistant Secretary (responsible for water) in
the Ministry of Land Settlement and absorb his work in the other two Ministries.
150. The new

of policy work for the Ministry and of

151.

The Ministry of Land Settlement as distinct from the Director of
will have no appreciable executive functions and only a very small
will be directly responsible for the control of very little expenditure,

Settlelnent

staff.

It

,7

u
as the Director of Settlement's organization will be self-contained. The administrative stafl proposed for this Ministry in Chapter IV is therefore related to

its policy duties.

Education
152. Despite the considerable advance that has been made

in recent years

in the provisions of educational faci,lities there is no reason to

question the

expansion if Kenya is to derive the contribution from
its manpower which is needed to support the economy even at its present level. On
the assumption that the present education policy is maintained with strict avoidance of wasteful expenditure and that the existing arrangements for the financing
of education are continued, the forecast is that the recurrent cost to the Government will rise in 1963/64 by some f600,00O above the present figure of f6,945,00O.
If account is taken of the implications of contemplated capital expenditure the
upward trend of recurrent cost looks like becoming steepor.

justification

for further

153. We do not argue against the desirability

of greater educational facilities,

but we emphasize that the reward is in the long term while the impact of the
recurrent cost is immediate. In the present situation it is impossible for the
Government to finance its share of the recurrent costs of existing commitments,
as at present determined, let alone any increase, without foregoing other essential

services.

154. In these ci,rcumstances we have addressed ourselves to the possibility
of diverting part of the impending burden from the general taxpayer. The main
burden of cost, present and future, lies in the sphere of primary and secondary
education and we have examined this field only.
155. There are a few Government schools, the full cost of which, less fee
income, is borne by the Government; the numerous grant-aided schools fall into

two

categories

:

-

The non-African schools receive grants based on a percentage of the
cost of their staff (90 per cent in the case of secondary schools and
80 per cent in the case of primary schools) and of such ancillary expenditure as passages, reliefs and provident fund contributions. One class
of aided schoo,l (those which were formerly Government schools) also
receives grants towards the maintenance of buildings. Al1 fees are
retained by the schools.
(D) The African schools receive grants through the Regional Education
Boards in the case of secondary schools and boarding intermediate
schools, and through the District Education Boards in the case of
primary and intermediate schools. The grant amounts to the difference
between income and approved expenditure. In the case of the Regional
Education Boards, and of those District Education Boards which are
in areas that are not within the jurisdiction of an African District
Council, the who,le of the grant is paid by the Government through the
Ministry of Education. In the case of the remaining District Education
Boards, the African District Council is responsible for finding one-third
of the grant and, provided that it does this, the Ministry of Education
pays the other two-thirds. In all cases fees are retained by the boards
or institutions concerned.

(a)
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156. The following approximate figures have been supplied by the Ministry

of Education to show the Government's contribution to the various sections of
primary and secondary education. The figures relate to costs at the school, and
exclude external administrative costs and any teacher training element: ---

Gross
Cost

Government Schools

t

Total

Per

o/

Per

Capita

Pupils

Capita
cost

cost to
Govt.

of Govt.
payment

L

E

f,

Net Cost

No. of

to Govt.
t.

,/o

E

African Primary/Intermcdiate

Asian Primary ..
Asian Secondary
Arab Primary
European Primary . .
European Secondary

50,700
591,300
448,600
67,000
286,300

44,000
442,500
325,200

22.4
28.2
62.5
23-2

19.4

2t-l

86.7
74.8
72.4
89.7

2,884
4,409

@-9

45-3
20.8
37.4

I50

249.3

129.3

5l '9

1,733,500

787,6s4

6,934

9t-6

47-0
83.8

19,9't2

4-6
109.2
24.9

2-2

635,100
299,800
86,800
25,000
272,600

2,136

57-7

840

210.7
152.4

60,t00
165,200
19,400

37,4N

2,262

20,9t5
7,177

57.7

Aided Schools

African

Primary/In-

termediate
African Secondary ..

Asian/Arab Primary

3,677,300
757,2W
498,900

Asian/Arab Secondary
European Primary. .

123,300
177,000

European Secondary

40r,600

I

2,635

15 .0

60'0

40-6
29.7

70.4

103.4

67.8

14.l

157. It will be seen that nearly 94 per cent of the children in primary and
intermediate schools are in African grant-aided schools; virtually all are day pupils

and they cost the Government annually about Sh. 44 a head. We consider
that the Government's liability should be related to this general level of primary
and intermediate education and should not extend to subsidising at a higher rate
per pupil those primary or intermediate schools which are more exp€nsive, even
though their standards of teaching are higher. If the resulting deflcit cannot be
made good by higher fees or increased contributions through rates, it would
mean a reduction in costs and therefore, presumably, in standards. We recommend that the Government's liability for primary and intermediate pupils in
respect of tuition should not exceed Sh. 80 per head.

158. It is recognized that grants to schools cannot conveniently be made on
a per capita basis; we only propose the per capita caloulation as the means of

arriving at the maximum liability of the Government. It is also recognized that
the rate of appropriation for these schools should not be pegged at Sh. 44 since
this would preclude special assistance where a school is building up from a
small beginning and would leave no room for a general rise in teaching standards,
and therefore teaching costs. But whatever formula may be adopted for administering the Government's contribution, whether in respect of Government or
grant-aided schools, we would advocate that the same general level of assistance,
irrespective of the racial communities which the schools principally serve, should
be the objective to be achieved as quickly as possible.
159. As regards boarding costs in these schools, there should be virtually no
for Government subsidy except in the Northern Province, where the gross
cost of boarding is about sh. 356 a head. It is recommended that the Government

need
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should contribute towards the boarding costs of only those pupils who cannot
be admiued as day pupils to a schoo,l within reasonable reach of their place of
residence, the distance to' be prescribed having regard to local conditions. For'
reasons Similar

to those given above in respect of tuition costs, it is recommended

that the Government contribution towards boarding costs should not exceed f25
a pupil; this flgure makes allowance for the higher cost of boarding outside
the Northern Province.
160. In their immediate effect these proposals should justify no change in
the Government's liability as regards African primary and intermediate schools.
There can be no question of our recommending an increase in the Government's
liability which would ease the burden for any other source of flnance; at the
same time we do not consider that an increase in fees at these schools is

practicable at present.
161. As regards nott-African primary schools which accommodate 49,020
pupils, assuming that the Government makes a maximum contribution of Sh, 80
a head for tuition, the liability for tuition will become 1196,080. Assuming that
2,000 of these pupils are eligible for boarding assistance and the maximum of
€25 is paid, the Government's contribution to boarding costs will become f50,000
making a total of. f246,080. The present cost to the Gove,rnment of non-African
primary and intermediate schools is f992,600; the immediate saving will thus
be f746,520.
162. As standards, and therefore costs, rise in the African primary and intermediate schools the rate of grant would increase until it reached a maximum of
Sh. 80 for tuition and f25 for boarding. When that point is reached the Government's liability for all primary and intermediate schools, tuition and boarding,
will be L3,355,744 and f106,550 respectively for the same school population as
at present; the total liability will thus be f3,462,294 as against f2,770,100 at
present.

163. It is recomended that education should cease to be compulsory for all
European children between the ages of 7 and 15 and for Asian boys in the same
age group in Nairobi, Mombasa and Kisumu. These are the only categories of
children for which education is compulsory and it seems reasonable that this
special obligation should be removed, especially if their school fees are substan-

tially

increased.

164. It is recommended that increases in school fees should not be allowed
to be the occasion of widening the practice of remitting fees. There are always
cases of hardship that deserve special treatment, especially perhaps where the
pupil is particularly promising, but a better case could be made for expenditure
on secondary education of any money which might be available towards remission of primary school fees.
165. It would be possible to argue that the Government's liability for
secondary education is excessively high per pupil, when compared with its
liability for the genera'l level of primary education. About 53 per cent of pupils
in secondary schools, Government or grant-aided, are Asian or Arab. Almost
all are day pupils and they cost the'Government f44 a year a head as compared
with Sh. 44 at the present level for the great bulk of children receiving primary
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education. In view of the vital importance of secondary education we do not
wish to develop this or any other comparative argument, and we recommend
that the rate of the Government contribution to secondary education should
remain undisturbed for the present.

166. We do however recommend that the Government should pay nothing
towards the education of any child in a secondary school who has not attained
tho approp,riate standard of entry, and should not subsidize the boarding cost
of any child for whom a place can be found as a secondary day pupil within
reasonable distance of his place of residence.

I

167. We further recommend that secondary school fees should be reviewed
annually to ensure that they fully cover the boarding cost and one-third of the
tuition cost. We understand that in the past this accepted formula has not been
adhered to and that the fees have been allowed to fall behind increasing costs.
168. The present apparent anomaly whereby contributions towards the cost

of education are made by African District Councils but not normally by other
local authorities will no doubt come under review as a result of the new Local
Authority Ordinance now in draft and changes in local electoral law. We are
not in a position to make specific recommendations on this matter but we do
recommend that all local authorities should bear their proper share, and this
should result in- a sizeable saving to the Government.
Medical and Health Services
169. There

are no grounds for believing that the Government

provides

medical and health services that are generally in excess of reasonable requirements, and we make no recommendations with a view to lowering the standard
or curtailing the spread of these servic-es.
170. Nor have we thought it advisable to advocate any increase in outpatients' or hospital fees as a means of reducing net expenditure at this juncture.
It is the opinion of the Ministry that to raise the fees payable by the general
public might well result in reduced revenue; and that an increase in the cost
to civil servants of their medical treatment might accelerate the departure of
officers whose continued services are badly needed. We are not in a position to
controvert these opinions.

of

I

i

171. We recommend, however, that as soon as possible after the attainment
independence the Government should assess its recruitment needs and pros-

pects in the light of conditions at that time, and consider whether it would be
feasible to debar new entrants to the Service, of whatever race, from the privileges of medical attendance which are at present given under the Code of
Regulations. There are two changes in present practice which, we recommend,
should be made meanwhile. First the Government grants to the Hospital Insurance Funds which was reduced in the 1962163 Estimates from Il 11,250 to
f53,750, should be abolished for 1963 164 and future years. Secondly the amount
paid by the Government towards the cost of treatment in a hospital or nursing
home for a civil servant or his dependant should be subject to a maximum, being
the amount that the Government would contribute were the patient in a Government hospital. We cannot calculate the net saving from these two changes but
we think it would be about 140,000 a year.
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172. lile consider that there is some room for economy in the establishment
professionally qualified officers at headquarters excludiog specialists. The

highest posts and the basic salaries attached to them

are:-

I
I
I
I

Chief Medical Officer
Deputy Chief Medical Officer ..
Assistant Chief Medical Ofrcer (Medical)
Assistant Chief Medical Officer (Health)
1 Assistant Chief Medical Officer (Personnel)
I Assistant Director Laboratory Services
1 Chief Pharmacist and Stores Superintendent

{
2,goo

2,5N
2,300
2,300
.

.

2,3001

2,300
Scale Bl

173. We recommend that two posts of Assistant Chief Medical Officer,
namely those concerned with personnel and medical services should be suppressed as an economy measure, and that their disappearance should be covered
by a re-allocation of the duties of the Chief Medical Officer and Deputy Chief
Medical Officer and by the poating of an Under-Secretary to the Ministry who
should undertake genoral administrative duties. The saving in salaries would be
f4,600; we take account in Chapter IV of the cost of the Under-Secretary post.
174. As regards the post of Assistant Medical Officer (Personnel), if the
work is properly organized it should not be necessary for a professionally
qualified officer of such high calibre to be employed full time on personnel

duties. Wo recognize that there are some personnel matters that must be beyond
the scope of the Ministry's lay staff; those that are not of a kind that should
engage the attention of the Director of Establishments or his staff, may appropiately be the concern of the Deputy Chief Medical Officer or Chief Medical
Officer.
175. The post of Assistant Chief Medical Officer (Medical) can, we consider,
be dispensed with if Provincial Medical Officers, the Matron in Chief and
Hospital Secretaries, and at the same time the other heads of branches at
headquarters, are given gleater discretion in the discharge of their duties so that
Iess reference to the Deputy Chief Medical Officer and the Chief Medical Officer
needed.

is

Rnspturonv UNrr
176. We understand that this unit was established to deal with injuries
resulting from infectious poliomyelitis and similar diseases, but that the unit has
been undertaking a considerable amount of extraneous work involving an
increase in cost of as much as f10,000 a year, mostly in personal emoluments.
It has been observed that, if this extraneous work were abandoned and the
activities of the unit conflned to its original function, the estimated saving of
f10,000 could be regarded as the equivalent of the recurrent cost of three or
four small rural hospitals.
177. In our view, the probability is that the Government of the future will
set great store by the maintenance of existing hospitals at which medical attention is given to thousands of patients suffering from a wide variety of ailments,
and we have not thought it right to suggest any curtailment of this general
services. If economies in medical services are to be made, as may indeed prove

t
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inevitable, we think they should be looked for among those specialist services,
admirable as they are, which aftect a relatively small number of patients. It
follows that we should deprecate any proposal to increase Specialist Medical
Staff or Medical Staff to be employed on administration.
178. We recommend, as an immediate economy which will go some way
towards protecting the future of existing general hospitals, the curtailment of
the activities of the respiratory unit so as to save f10,00O a year as indicated
above.

Prhons
179. The net provision for this Department in the Estimates for 1962163 is
fl.3 million of which f814,000 is on account of Personal Emoluments. The
principal factor influencing the rate of expenditure is, of course, the size of the
prison population. We understand that the prison population is at present rising
and that expenditure may well exceed estimates.
180. We make no recommendations for the reduction of the establishment
of uniformed staff employed in prisons, but we consider that economies in staff
are possible at headquarters. The higher posts in the headquarters establishment
and the basic salaries attached to them are :

-

I

Commissioner

2,600

1 Deputy Commissioner

2,17 5

2 Assistant Commissioners
3 Senior Superintendents

4,750

3,800

Total(approximate)

f13,325

181. We consider that it is possible to reduce this establishment by the
suppression of the two posts of Assistant Commissioner and one post of Senior
Suporintendent, a saving of about f5,400, and still maintain an efficient Frisons
administration. Such a reduction would no doubt involve less close supervision

of the work of Senior Superintendents in Provinces than at present, and some
reallocation of work between the remaining headquarters staff. Officers of the
rank of Senior Superintendent should be competent to administer, in accordance
with accepted policy, the prisons and staff committed to their charge without
considerable dependence on headquarters control, and the remaining headquarters
staff listed above should be virtually free from the distraction of routine administration, including questions of detail in the sphere of finance, storekeeping and
establishments.
182. We have not investigated the work of the signals organization but, if
there is any technical staff engaged on signals at headquarters, we recommend
that the question whether a saving could be achieved by co-operation on the
part of the Police in this field should be considered.

I

183. There is an establishment of one Senior Chaplain at headquarters and
four Chaplains and nine Catechists distributed through the Provinces. The cost
of their salaries is about f5,50O. The importance of spiritual welfare is not
questioned, but it is possible to do without an establishment of chaplains and
catechists; we think it should be possible to arrange for ministers of religion to
visit prisons on a basis of payment of their necessary expenses which in our view
should result in a saving of not less than f3,000.
184. Unless a constant watch is kept, eflorts to maintain and improve
standards of prison administration are liable to generate unnec€ssary reports,
returns, analyses and the like, and we recommend that the extent of the gaper
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to be dealt with by officers in charge of prisons should be reviewed at
frequent and regular intervals, in consultation with the Senior Superintendents
in Provinces. to ensure that this work is kept to the minimum.
work

185. The prisoners'earnings scheme is an example of an enlightened measure
is capable of considerable simpliflcation with a consequent
saving of many man-hours. We understand that the scheme is applied to every
prisoner, other than those in detention camps, serving a sentence of more than
ono week. Earnings may be at the rate of 10, 15 or 20 cents a week, from which
deductions may have to be made for non-attendance and misconduct. Prisoners

which we think

or partly in cash and partly in
canteen goods at the prisoner's option. The prisoner's option may be varied
weekly and, if he elects to receive goods from the canteen, he may spread his
earnings over a variety of commodities to an extent that necessitates the division
of normal units of sale. The work entailed in ascertaining the wishes of individual prisoners, in distribution and in the maintenance of accurate records
of the disposal of prisoners' earnings is considerable and could be reduced if
the scheme itself were less elaborate. We believe that the scheme and the administration of it could be drastically simplified without sacrifice of its main purposes
and we recommend that this shou,ld be done. Further, we suggest that the question
whether prisoners serving short sentences must necessarily be included in the
may draw their earnings

scope

in

cash on discharge

of the scheme should be considered.
Labour

RecrslnerroN oF

PERSoNS

186. There is a central registration office in Nairobi that maintains a register
as required by the Registration of Persons Ordinance (Cap. 50). This Ordinance
obliges every male person of the age of 16 years and above, unless especially
exempted, to register himself and obtain an identity card. In the case of Africans,

who comprise the bulk of the register, the card records a serial number, name,
tribal particulars and location. There is no doubt that this register is useful
both to Government departments and to the individual as a means of checking
identity. We are informed that reference is made to it for a wide variety of
purposes, judicial, administrative, revenue, Post Offce savings bank, prisons,
probation, immigration and in connexion with various payments to individual
creditors.
187. Under section 20 of the Employment Ordinance (Cap. 109) all adult
male applicants for employment, other than casual labour, whose salaries do not
exceed f20 a month must be in possession of an identity card, and a return
must be rendered to the Ministry of Labour in respect of any such person
engaged or discharged. A1l such employees are entitled by law to obtain copies
of records of their previous employment. The identity card and the return abovementioned are used for establishing identity for the purpose of paying arrears
of wages and workmen's compensation.
188. It has been represented to us that the Government intends, as soon as
practicable to introduce a social security scheme for which a system of personal
reg,istration would be necessary.

189. It appears to us, however, that the Central Registration Office is of
limited present and future usefulness for the following reasons:
(a) there is no compulsory registration of females;

of males is not enforced, especially in the case of Europeans
and nomadic tribesmen who do not leave their tribal arcas;

(b) registration

I
i

I
I
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(c) the use

of finger-prints as a means of identification in the field, that is
finger-print staff is not available, cannot be relied on

to say where

with certainty;
(d)

(e)

the Police maintain an efficient flnger-print bureau for the purposes of
prevention and detection of crime, which is independent of the central
registration;
we have been informed by the Fiscal Commission that their recommendations will in no way depend on the services of the Central Registration
Office.

In general, we think that the case made to us for the retention of this office
attributes too much value as a control to that form of identification which consists in establishing the connexion between the individual, in a variety of circumstances, and his registered particulars.
190. As regards the value to the individual in connexion with the paymert
of arrears of wages, pensions, Post Office Savings Bank and similar transactions,
we think it is not too much to expect that he should provide himself with the
necessary evidence of identity, and it should not be necessary for the Government to provide the special assistance which the Central Registration Office
affords.
191. It is the considered opinion of the Ministry of Labour that the need
economy would have to be very pressing indeed to justify scrapping this
machinery. We believe that the present need for economy may properly be
described as very pressing indeed; we consider that the Central Registration
Office is useful but not essential; we suggest that the register is not so comprehensive as to form the basis of a social security scheme, and we recommend that
it be wound up as a justifiable measure of economy. In making this recommendation we are fortified by the knowledge that many other countries do without

for

this

service.

The present cost of the Central Registration Office is:
Personal emoluments

Other

charges

..

Gross total

I,rs^r: Appropriation-in-Aid

Net total

-

f54,000
1

1,000

f65,000
7,000

f58,000

Dour.s.rIc Eupr-ovur,Nr Rgcrsrnv
192. Under the Domestic Employment (Registration) Ordinance a domestic
servant may apply for registration and. if he is approved by the Principal
Registrar, he may be issued with a certiflcate which serves as an indication to
prospective employers that he is, to the best of the Principal Registrar's knowledge, a flt and proper person to be registered. This is a voluntary system of
registration and little use is made of it; its cost is described as infinitesimal.
193. The Central Registration Offi.ce is responsible for registration under this
Ordinance. Although we have recommended the abolition of that office, we see
no reason why the voluntary registration of domestic servants should not continue, if so desired, provided that the cost should not be appreciably increased
ag a result of reorganization. We suggest that this function might be taken over
by the Stastical and Employment Records Office.
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194. This office is responsible

for-

i

individual employment records in respect of adult male
workers whose earnings do not exceed f20 a month, from returns made
by employers under the Employment Ordinance (Cap. 109). These
returns at present average about 28,000 a month compared with 35,000

(a) maintaining

a month in

(D)

1960;

tracing, through these records and in conjunction with the Central Registration Office, persons wanted by the police, the courts, and Govern-

i

ment departments;
(c)

the extraction from the employers' returns of statistical information

on

such matters as wage rates, labour redundancy and trends in the tribal
distribution of workers;
(r/)the carrying out of an annual enumeration of domestic servants (12,00013,000);
(e) assisting the Economics and Statistics Division

in the annual enumeration

of all employees;
ff) maintaining statistics

for other

sections

of the

Department.

to make concerning the statistical functions of this office, but consider that the maintenance of individual employment
records could be dispensed with as an economy measure which would enable
some saving in staff to be made. As in the case of the Central Registration Office,
we believe that the existence of these individual records is a convenience but
not a necessity.

I

195. We have no recommendations

THn, Supenvrsonv TnerurNc SECTToN

196. In the past, the main function of the Training Section has been to
improve standards of supervision in industry, commerce and agriculture. While
it still exercises this function, the Section has, particularly over the last 12 months
been required to widen its scope to cover the supervisory training needs of
various industrial and Public Service Localization and Training Schemes which
have been established. This has involved the training of potential superviso,rs,
and executive and administrative officers.
197. The main method of training used is that known as Training Within
Industry, but other methods, notably residential courses for Industrial Supervisors and Plantation Headmen, have also been developed. In addition, the
Section operates a T.W.I. Instructor Training Scheme, under which the larger
undertakings are able to have their own instructors trained in T.W.I.

The cost of this section is approximately as follows
Personal emoluments

Other charges
Gross total
Zess: Appropriation-in-Aid

Net total

:

-

f7,500
650
f8,1 50
600

f7,550

198. The present establishment is said to be inadequate to meet the demand
service. Courses of training are fully booked up to the end of January,
1963, and prospective trainees are being turned away.

for this

I

I
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I

199. Desirable as this service no doubt is, it is not indispensab,le. We do
not, however, recommend that it should be terminated on grounds of economy
but consider that its continuance should be dependent upon at least half the
trainees being admitted from the private sector, and that their fees should cover
the annually recurrent cost of their training; thus at least half the annual cost

of the section should be recovered. If the required number of trainees from the
private sector is not forthcoming on these terms, the section should be closed as
there would in our view be a clear indication that it was not justified. The
total gross cost should not be allowed to be appreciably above the present level.
AuouNr

or

SevtNo RncouvrNoeo

200. We consider that these recommendations relating
result in economies amounting to f62,500 a year.

I

should

Tourism, Forests and Wild Life

I

!

to Labour

201. In order to control the standard of hotels for the encouragement of
tourism an Hotel Authority has been set up. One executive officer is employed
on work connected with this Authority and with hotels, and customs duty is
refunded on flxed permanent hotol equipment. The 1962163 Estimates include
f2,000 for this customs duty refund. Representatives of the Ministry agree
that this executive officer post could be suppressed and we so recommend. We
also recommend abolition of the customs duty refund arrangement, which is in
principle open to objection and cannot have any significant effect on the tourist
industry.
202. Therc is provision for refund of tax on mineral fuel oil to sawn-rillers. The Estimates provide f29,5W for this purpose. Refunds of this sort are
open to objections which we have discussed in relation to the scheme operated

by the Ministry of Agriculture (paragraph 138 above). We recommend that
these refunds should be discontinued, though the full amount may not be
saved as some account might properly be taken of the change u'hen flxing the
rates

of

royalties.

203. The Ministry has a unit at Malindi consisting of two Fisheries Officers
and 13 other staff with a 50-ton motor fishing vessel and two open motor boats.
The unit has been engaged in a survey of the flsh and fishing potential off the
coast, in development of improved nets, traps, equipment and methods and in
the education of flshermen in improved methods of flshing and marketing. From
the information we collected we formed the impression that this unit has done
good work in developing the sea-fishing industry but that there is not the scope
for further rewarding development. We recommend that the unit should be
closed down.
204. -fhe Ministry has stocked a number of rivers with trout and maintains
a trout hatchery. Most of the 100 fish scouts are engaged on clearing paths and
preventing poaching on the trout rivers. The cost of this enterprise must be
rvell in excess of €10,000 a yeat. Trout fishing licences bring in f3,500 a year.
The purpose of the enterprise is to provide a tourist attraction. We are doubtful
whether the prospect of cheap trout fishing is a very powerful attraction to

tourists who might contemplate a visit to Kenya, and we do not think the
present arrangements can be justified unless revenue can be brought much nearer
to expenditure. The cost of a licence is very low and, if doubled, would represent
a small part of a flsherman's expenses and no deterrent to potential tourists.
We recommend that licence values should be doubled.
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is organized on a four-tier basis. Under the
of 43) there are two Conservancies, under them
l l divisions and then 74 forest stations. We think there is considerable scope
for economy in the superstructure. Our recommendations are:(a) As recommended in paragraph 54 the posts of Permanent Secretary and
Chief Conservator of Forests should be combined.
(b) The Headquarters and East Conservancy offices, both in Nairobi, should
205. The Forestry Department

Headquarters (which has a staff

(c)

I

be combined.
The Deputy Chief Conservator should assume direct control of the East

of Conservator being suppressed.
In addition to the consequent suppression of two Stenographer/Secretary
posts, the staff of the combined Headquarters/East Conservancy office
should be reduced so as to produce a saving of not less than f2,000 a
year in salaries.
Conservancy, one post

(d)

206. The Forestry Department staff in the Coast Province consists of
Assistant Conservator, I Senior Forester, 4 Foresters, 6 Clerks, 3 Drivers,
10 Forest Rangers, 53 Forest Guards and 86 casual labour. Doubts were expressed to us about the value of the forestry work, including control of mangrove
cutting, in this area. We are in no position to express a flrm opinion on this,
but there seems to be a prittru facie case for an investigation whether the Department should withdraw from this area or substantially reduce its commitments.

I

207. Ignoring the recommendation at paragraph 205 (a) and the StenographeriSecretary posts mentioned in paragraph 205 (d) both of which are
taken into account elsewhere, and assuming that the net saving from withdrawal
of mineral oil duty refunds would amount to only half the present value of
refunds, we estimate that our recommendations would effect a saving of about
f30,000 in the expenditure of the Ministry of Tourism, Forests and Wild Life.
Commerce and Industry
Scopr, eNo NBno

ron

ReonceNrzeuoN

208. There appears to be scope for economy with regard to the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, where there is a pressing need for reorganization in
view of the danger of complete collapse when options to retire on compensation
are offered to designated officers. This critical situation is referred to in the
following extract from the Ministry's Memorandum which was submitted to

us:-

"This Ministry consists (apart from its small Head Office) of three
specialist departments staffed to varying degrees by specialists. The nature
of the problem varies from department to department; but in general terms
it can be said without exaggeration that we have now reached the stage
where the loss of an expatriate in any of the departments will mean cutting
or eliminating a

scrvice.

"The loss now of one Inspector of Weights and Measures will mean,
instance, choosing between having a drop in revenue or stopping all
localization training for Weights and Measures; the loss of a geologist means
so much less work done in a fleld where failure to,do the work may frustrate
the development of a mining industry; the loss of a Trade Officer means so
much less suporvision of our vital African loans schemes; the loss of mining
staff decreases our ability to administer the Mining Laws.

for

i

I

I

J)

!

"In Head Office the position is much the same. We have two "A" scale
and two super scale officers (including the Permanent Secretary) of whom
one "A" scale officer r's a newly appointed African. We have been unable to
obtain further Africans and if obtained they would not be able, for some
time, to replace an expatriate, even if the expatriate were allowed to remain
and train them: and so far we have not had permission to recruit supernumerary Africans anyway."
209. The Ministry is in the predicament of not knowing whether, in a few
months, there will be a headquarters to administer the branches that provide the
services or branches for the headquarters to administer.
210. lt is worth noting that at the present time the cost of the salaries of
the headquarters is about f37,000 while the cost of the salaries of the branches
is €1 19,000; this represents a high ratio of administration cost to the cost of
services, even when allowance is made for the direct contribution which the
headquarters makes to the services provided by the "Trade and Economic Wing".
The salaries of the Finance and Establishment Branch alone amount to 114,000
u'hich is unduly large for a Ministry that spends f61,000 under Other Charges
and has an establishment of 224. Of the departments within the Ministry both
the Mines and Geological Department and the Weights and Measures Department are self-contained units and neither has close ties with the Trade and
Economic Division; this itself is a specialized consultative and advisory section
which apart from the Trade Officers has hardly any executive function. It does
not appear to us that there is any substantial advantage in these branches being
kept together in one Ministry and we think that economy would be served by a
rearrangement.

MrNes AND GEolocrcer, DepenrN{pNt
2ll. In the flrst place we suggest that the Mines and Geological Department
could conveniently be transferred to the Ministry of Lands and Surveys; the
department is partly scientific and partly an inspectorate, it provides its own
organization, except for a small amount of accounting and establishment work,
and has no frequent policy questions to deal with; we therefore think that its
transfer to the Ministry of Lands and Surveys would not impose a severe burden

on that Ministry.
212. The Commissioner of Mines has suggested the following reductions
to his establishment, and we recommend that these should be accepted and some

attendant expenses saved :

{

-

Assistant Commissioner . .

2,t7 5
1,121
400

Inspector of Explosives . .
Office Assistant (Kisumu)

Mineral Dressing Laboratory Assistant

2

163

Drivers

Clerk (Mombasa)

224
347
1,543

.

Expenses

Total

f5,973

213. The establishment under the Chief Geologist consists of ll Geologists,
1 Metallurgist, 2 Chemists, 1 Petrologist, 4 "8" and "C" scale Executive Officers
and a number of "E" scale and subordinate staff; the total cost in personal
emoluments is about f30,000. We understand that 60 per cent of the country's
initial geological map has been completed and that to survey the rest would take
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another five years. So far there has been very little financial or economic return
from the expenditure incurred and the exploration for oil is being undertaken
by a private company under the usual prospecting licence procedure. Clearly
it is necessary for the Government to maintain at least a skeleton Geological
Department so that it has expert advice readily available should applications for
prospecting licences or prospecting activities lead to problems or prospects of
f,nancial importance; but we doubt if, with so many immediate and pressing
flnancial commitments, the Government would be justified in continuing expenditure at the present rate on a long-range speculation in the hope of flnding
minerals in the area not yet surveyed; this must be the part of the country where
there is the least likelihood of finding deposits. We think that a reduction of
two-thirds of the Geological establishment until the flnancial outlook improves

t

would be a reasonable and proper course.

Wptcnrs auo MusunBs
214. Secondly, we suggest that the Weights and Measures Branch as well
as responsibility for control measures under the Scrap Metal Ordinance, which

is

intended as a security against thefts, should be transferred to the Police
Department. This was a police responsibility until 1953 and the inspection of
Weights and Measures is a police function in several countries. The police
organization should be able to absorb-and assist-this small self-contained
branch; it would provide the branch with a base from which to function and a
headquarters to cater for it. We also suggest that the Weights and Measures
Rules, 1959, should be amended (a) to empower police officers (of-say-the
rank of Sub-Inspector and upwards) to carry out inspections and (b) to make
the timing of inspections discretionary; these amendments would enable the
police to carry out at convenience inspections in remote parts where they patrol
and so save the time of Weights and Measures Inspectors and expense on their
transport. It should then be possible to reduce the establishment of Superintendents and Inspectors of Weights and Measures to a total of eight posts instead
of ll. We think that the training prescribed for appointment as an inspector
calls for comment; we understand that it is three years including a course in the
United Kingdom. The Kenya Weights and Measures Rules are very comprehen-

sive (and in our view the frequent amendments to provide for trivial items
must add much avoidable work to the Department and law officers) and we
question the need for such elaborate rules or for the inspectorate to have such
an exacting training; this quite clearly could be a serious obstacle to rapid
localization as well as expensive. We suggest that consideration is given to
reducing the qualifications required for these posts and that their grading is
revised to match the reduction.

Orurn Fuucrrous
215. Thirdly, we suggest that responsibilities under the Electricity Ordinance
should be transferred to the Ministry of Works.
216. The following points may be made with regard to the rest of the
Ministry's functions :
(a) Most of the work is in respect of discussion and liaison with private
enterprise or is for the building up of a store of knowledge on commercial matters that might affect Kenya. Little of the work is executive
and what is executive is carried out by the Trade Officers who are
responsible to committees presided over by Provincial or District
Commissioners. It does not require an administrative organization to
support it.

I
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is some overlap between the work of this Ministry and (a) the
Treasury, (6) the East African Common Services Organization (Customs)
and (r') private instructions. The Ministry's publications mostly contain
information readily available in other publications of the Kenya Government and of various organizations.
(c)The Ministry is maintained at a level to produce plans to meet emergencies (e.g. thc petrol rationing scheme that was prepared in connexion
with the floods and not put into force); countries much better placed
financially than Kenya cannot afford such permanent organizations and
rely on the temporary deployment of staff from various sources to meet

(b) There

unforseeable emergencies.
(d) There

is provision for very close control of trade through complicated
to run and inappropriate to a country with

systems that are expensive
a large budget deficit.
(e)

of the Ministry is of a kind that is capable of conslderable
expansion or contraction according to the staff available and the money
available to pay them with. It appears to us that the work has been
expanded beyond the point up to which expenditure is rewarding.

The u'ork

Pnoposeo ReoncaNrz,tlloN oF N'lrNtsrny

217. After careful consideration we recommend that the Trade and Economic
it should then be amalgamated with another MinistrY.

Division should be reduced and reorganized and that
The reorganization recommended is as follows

:-

of the Mombasa office. This is primarily for the checking of
certain imports ancl exports against licences. A secondary purpose is the
preparation of some statistics that are also prepared and published
by the E.A.C.S.O. Customs Department. With regard to import licences
in general we would say that they conflict as much with the principles of
the East African Common Market as do rates of import duties different
from those in Uganda or Tanganyika; differential duties would be
much cheaper to operate (as well as productive of a little revenue) and
no less effective; we suggest that consideration is again given to
replacement of impcrt licences by import duties so as to save work and
staff as well as public inconl'enience. In any case vve have been advised
that the Commissioner of Customs (E.A.C.S.O.) can carry out the
essential licencing functions at Mombasa at no cost to Kenya, and that
the Treasury can dispense with the advance statistical information
prepared at the office. We have considered minor residual functions of
the Mon.rbasa office; to the extent that these are essential we think
that they could be done by the other Ministries that are concerned
without real inconvenience. The closing of this office would release
officers now serving in it to take over duties from expatriates who retire

(a) The closing

on internal self-Government.

The incorporation of the African Trade Section into the Provincial
Administration, with which they work in close co-operation. In due
course it seems possible that the function of Trade Officers will become
a Regional subject, and if so their attachment to the Provincial Administration would be a first step in the transition.
(c) The reduction of the establishment of the Trade and Econornic Wing
and Industrial Development Branch to one Under-Secretary, two Senior
Assistant Secretaries, one Assistant Secretary and four executive officers
(b)

1

I
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with 12 clerks. We consider that such a reduction would be facilitated
by simplifying licensing and drawback procedures and by reducing the
activities of the branches to what is essential and likely to prove rewarding. We think that candidates for elimination are the proposed industry
research and training centres, the publication of "Commerce and
Industry", the Trade and Supplies Bulletin and the "African Trader",
the production of statistics, and the training course at Maseno.
218. After this reorganization the functions of the Ministry would be
reduced to what a small body of experienced specialists in trade and industry
could carry out. This small body would not require a full administrative organization of its own and there are two or three Ministries with which it could
appropriately be combined. Because its functions are closely related to development we think that there would be advantages, besides economy, in amalgamating
the Ministries of Development and Planning and Commerce and Industry. We
understand, however. that in practice, the Tieasury and Ministry of Development
and Planning function as a single unit which should be an economical arrange-

ment.

A

single Ministry

of

Commerce, Industry, Finance, Development and

Planning might perhaps encompass too many aspects of Government policy. So
long, therefore, as the Treasury and Ministry of Development and Planning are
run as a single unit we think that another solution should be sought. The headquarters of the Ministry of Lands, Surveys and Town Planning is, as already
pointed out in paragraph 53, under-employed both as regards management and
policy questions and the merging of it and of the Trade and Economic Wing
and Industrial Development Branch of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry

should be practicable and should not involve any conflict of functions. We
accordingly recommend the amalgamation on the grounds of economy.
Suuuanv
219. The economies recommended are as

follows:-

Mines Inspectorate
Geologists and Subordinate Staff
Executive Officers -t

Trade

Officers j

{
6,000
18.000

5,000

5

Clerks and Office Stafl,

etc.

Allowances, etc., relating to reduced'r,un

.. ::'i.333

Total

f50,000

This total does not include economies in respect of this Ministry recommended in Chapter IV.

Lands, Surveys and Town Planning

of Lands has suggested the following savings:(a) closure of the Lands Office at Mombasa and transfer of residual work
to Nairobi-a net saving of L7,700 a year;
(b) abolition of the Office of Recorder of Titles, the important part of whose
work in relation to the recording of old Arab titles at the Coast has
220. The Commissioner

been completed-a saving of €3,700 a year;
(c) a reduction in the Valuation Services of f,4,500 a year;
(d) abolition of the vacant post of Deputy Land Registrar

("A"

Scale).

I
I

I
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221 . We have no further specific recommendations to make, but there
two points to which we recommend that consideration should be given.

are

A small part of the effort of the Survey Department is devoted to the
of Kenya as distinct from the preparation of maps and plans for
specific purposes. Some 80 per cent of the area of Kenya has been mapped and
a further 15 per cent is in hand. Existing maps are revised from time to time.
There is co-operation with the Directorate of Overseas Surveys and the Directorate of Military Surveys. There appears to be no impelling reason why this
work should not be slovved down or interrupted, but we do not think that a
decision to suspend operations would necessarily produce any signihcant savings
222.

nrapping

I

because the work is spread over the various sections

in flxing the

I
I

I

staffing and organization

of the Department. However,

of the Survey Department, which will

presumably have to be reviewed in connexion with the enlarged Land Settlement
programme, provision should not be made for the general mapping service; this
service should for the present be regarded as a function to be taken up only when
there is a temporary fall in the demand for survey work for specific purposes.
223. In connexion with Land Settlement schemes it is the practice for a
large-scale plan to be prepared-based in part on air survey and in part on
survey on the ground-before apportionment into individual holdings. After the
families have been settled and hedges have been planted a further air survey is
undertaken and plans are prepared to form the basis of registration of titles.
The cost of presettlement development is estimated at Sh. 34| per acre of which
Sh. 6 is for surveys, Sh. 6 for planning and Sh. 22! for soil conservation. The
main purposes of the presettlement survey and planning are, as we understand

it-

(d)

to divide up the land into holdings of equal area or of equal production
potential;

(b) where the soil or other conditions vary, to secure, as far as possible, that
each holding includes land suitable for various uses; and
(c)

to

secure that the holdings are so laid out that boundary ditches will
provide the maximum contribution to soil conservation,

224. We formed the impression that this work is being done with unnecessary precision, in particular that too much effort is being made to allot holdings
of precisely equal production potential. Much of the work must in any event
be done on the ground; in areas where special difficulties do not arise it would
seem possible to lay out the holdings without much detailed work on plans. A
saving of only a couple of shillings an acre would save f 100,000 or more over
the next few years.
Vlorks
Butr-olNc
225. T\e Chief Architect oi the Ministry of Works has estimated the
1962163 work load of the Buildings Branch as about f2,320,000. This is made up

as follows

:

-

Work for which the Ministry is fully

Capital

Maintenance

€'000

€'000

responsible.

1,421

516

responsible.

323

60

1,744

576

Work for which the Ministry is partially

60

226. Figures
are:

for

expenditure

and staff for

-

the

t960l6r

Expenditure on Buildings

(approx.)

(estimate)

f,'000

['000

f'000

3,299

.

and

2,02s
577

7,744*
576
I

2,602

2,320*

Quarttity

Surteying and Struc'tural Branches:
Personal Emoluments

270

2st

Fees Received for Agency'Work'

147

Net Cost of Staff

'123

76
175
27

.

i

1962163

(actual)
not available
not available

Maintenance

.

Expenditure on Professional Fees

Establishment ..
*

t96t 162

years

:

Capital

Total
Building, Contract

three most recent

35

posts
270

posts
251

246
70

I

t76
30

I

posts
246

{

It must be remembered that not everything for which provision is made

i

I

in the Estimates comes to fruition. In comparing the 1962163 Estimate flgures
for capital work with figures of actual expenditure in previous years it might be

I

fair to reduce them by

{

15

to 20 per cent.

227. There is, therefore, a downward trend in the amount of work and parti.cularly of capital work to be undertaken (and capital work must be the best
indication of the higher-paid staff required) and a downward trend in the number
and gross cost of staff but not in their net cost. It is not easy to estimate the
capital cost of work to be done in the next few years. but some attempt is
possible.

228. Of tt,e t1,744,AO0 expected to be spent on capital work in 1962163,
f I 55,000 is for the military forces and most of the rest is closely related to the
L1,315,154 for which provision is made in the Development Estimates. With
doubts about future military arrangements and the possibility of surplus military
buildings in Kenya, it seems reasonable to assume that there will be no justification for making any provision for military building.
229. The provision

in tf,e 1962163 Development Estimates is as follows:Financed Financed
Total
by Grant By Loan

Police Buildings

['000

['000

f'000

8

174

t82

Prison Buildings

Health-Hospital Wards,

etc.

Housing

Tourism-Lodges,

etc.

Social Services-Remand Homes and Staff
Housing

Agriculture
Education

Localization and Training
Administrative Offices and Buildings
Land Consolidation
Other Government Buildings ..
Other Public Works

34

I

60

60

85

t6

119
16

46

54

26

20

26
54
563
67
20

J
19

2t

130

130

876

1,315

(
I
{

ZJ

31

297
67

266

,
439

3

i

6t
230. Three points call for comment here. First, two-thirds of this money
comes from loans, and the Government must at present do everything to keep
to the minimum any further loan commitments. Secondly, a very large proportion
of the money is earmarked for school and hospital buildings, staff housing, police
lines and other buildings of a standard type which should not require a great

deal of planning work. Thirdly, the work actually accomplished is likely to fall
substantially short of that for which provision is made in the Estimates. Examination of the Development Estimates for 1960/61 and of the actual expenditure
for that year suggests a short-fall of about 18j per cent. Thus the 1962163
Development Estimates figure of f1,315,000 might represent about f1,100,000
of actual work.
231. We think that the load of work falling on the Buildings and allied
branches will be substantially smaller in the next few years. Our reasons for this
view are:
(a) Military building should be minimal.
(b) Elaborate buildings of the kind constructed in recent years---e.g. large
office blocks in Nairobi and Court Houses-will not flnd a place in the
programme.
(c)The 1962163 expenditure on buildings under the Localization Scheme

represents

the completion of

a

scheme

that does not need to

be

repeated.

Where the provision of new buildings is essential, it will often be possible
to make do with light structures requiring little technical staff.
(e) Most buildings will be of the kind for which planning can be cut to the
minimum by the use of standard plans and schedules of which we
understand the Ministry has a good library.
(@

232. hr visits to the Provinces we were told that the work now falling to
the Divisional Engineers was of a type which they could undertake within their
existing resources backed by only marginal specialist assistance from headquarters. We have formed the opinion that significant economies could be
secured by decentralizing responsibility to the territorial Divisions, basing the
works organization on the Divisions and reducing the headquarters organizations
to the bare essentials.

233.'the staff (other than artisans and drivers) of the Buildings Branch
in post is divided between head office and the Provinces as follows :

Chief Architect

Head
I

Deputy Chief Architect

I

Superintending Architect
Architects

2
9
2

Chief Architectural Assistants

Architectural Assistants or Draughtsmen ..
Office in charge Building Centre

Superintendent of Works
Senior Inspectors of Works . .
Inspector of Works
Senior Draughtsmen and Draughtsmen
Executive Staff
Foreman and Chargehands .
Assistant Draughtsmen ..t
Machine Operators and Printing Assistants

t4
I

-

Office

Provinces

.J

t

2

8

I

2&

;J

25

4

*

4
7

5l

114

62

234. The salaries of the head office staff total more than f50,000. We think
it would be possible to reduce the 16 architects to 8, posting one to each territorial
Division and leaving 3 in head office, and to make a substantial reduction in
the number of architectural assistants and draughtsmen most of whom are
expatriates. We do not suggest that the likely reduction in building work or any
slack which may exist as a result of earlier reductions would in themselves go
all the way towards justifying a cut of this size, though in the past a greater
load has been carried by a smaller professional staff. In 1953 building work
(capital and maintenance) to the value of f2,923,000 occupied 13 architects; in
1962 163, 16 architects are provided for an estimated f2,320,NO of work which
might turn out to be f1,900,000 in actual expenditure. We justify the cut on
the basis of a fundamental change of approach to building.
235. This is not the time to build for the long-term future; for instance
there can be no certain knowledge of future requirements for police and prison
buildings; Kenya must hope and expect that neither of these institutions will
need to be retained at their present level. Where it is necessary to build, the
buildings should if possible be of light and temporary structure; where permanent
structure is unavoidable advantage should be taken of the work previously done
to prepare and perfect standard plans. This approach is dictated by three main
considerations-the need to economize, the need to retain flexibility for a largely
unknown pattern of future development and the likely shortage of professional
and technical staff. There is an unusually large element of expatriate staff in the
Ministry's professional and technical cadre. We are told that there is only one
African in Kenya approaching qualiflcation as an architect and he is not in
Government service. There are fears that a high proportion of Superintendents
of Works will be leaving the service. Clearly it is necessary to tailor the quantity
and type of building work to the available resources.
236. So far we have spoken primarily in terms of the Buildings Branch.
Similar considerations apply to the Contracts and Quantity Surveying Branch
and the Structural Branch, though their work is not so closely related to the

of buildings.
237. We do not see the same scope for reduction in the amount

construction and maintenance

and

modiflcation in the type of work for the Hydraulics Branch, but a similar shortage
of skilled manpower has to be expected. Consideration should be given to the
possibility of decentralizing this branch to the Divisional level.
238. We recommend

that-

the staffing and organization of the Ministry should be based on the
assumption that building work will in 1963 164 and subsequent years
not exceed f1,600,000 (f1,000,000 construction and f600,000 maintenance) and that the buildings to be erected will usually be light temporary
structures or built to standard plans;
(D) if, as we have been told, local authority byJaws limit the freedom to
build to less permanent standards, the Government should free itself
from such limitations;
(c) the Head Office should be reduced to the minimum and wherever possible
functions and responsibility should lie with the territorial Divisions;
(d) a Committee composed of the Chief Engineer, a Provincial Engineer and
as Chairman an administrative officer of Permanent Secretary rank
should be set up to plan the decentralized organization. Their terms
of reference should cover the Ministry's responsibilities in respect of
buildings, contracts, quantity surveying, structural work, electricity and
hydraulics. They should be required to plan reductions of not less than
(a)
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f176,000 in the cost of personal emoluments (calculated as 33J per cent
of the total cost of present personal emoluments of the Buildings, Con-

tracts and Quantity Surveying, Structural and Administration and

I

t
I

General Branches, now f527,904 a year). These reductions should include
the abolition of eight architectural posts and a cut of at least f36,000
(50 per cent) in the personal emoluments of professional staff-engineers,
architects and quantity surveyors-in these branches;
(e) these reductions and reorganizations should be fully effective by the
beginning of 1964165. By the middle ot 1963164 half the ultimate
savings in personal emoluments should have been achieved;
ff) Head Office staff should be directed to give special attention during the
year 1963 to the preparation of standard plans, schedules, etc., particu-

larly for buildings of light structure and to organize the library of
standard plans in such a way as to be most useful and most readily
available to Provincial Engineers. Staff should be relieved of their
normal duties to undertake this work;
Gf) the Buildings Branch should not accept from any Ministry a request to
plan or investigate any capital project unless the Permanent Secretary
of that Ministry or the duly authorized senior officer of the Ministry
in a Province or a Region has certified that the project is firm and the
flnance is earmarked;
(ft) on maintenance and approved capital work the normal contact should
be between the Provincial (or Regional) Engineer and the Provincial
Officers of interested Ministries. Ministries should be required to organize

their internal arrangements on this

basis.

OrrrcB AccopruooeuoN
239. We were given by the Ministry of Works details of the floor areas of
three of the largest and most modern Government office buildings in Nairobi
and the number of staff working in them. Judging from this information and
from our observation in the buildings we visited the space provided for the
staff could not in general be regarded as either too lavish or too austere, but
there are places where the staff could be given less space without being overcrowded and the space standards to which the Ministry works are rather more
generous than those which generally apply in London. The reductions in establishment which we recommend elsewhere together with the delegation of functions
to the Provinces which we propose, would have the effect of reducing staff
particularly in Nairobi irrespective of the results of Regionalization. Office space
in Nairobi could therefore be given up. The Government is spending about
f 120,000 a year in rent for offices. Over two-thirds of the rented accommodation

is in Nairobi.

240. It has been the policy of the Government to rent on short leases and
in Nairobi leases worth f10,700 a year will fall in in 1963. Further leases worth
f32,950 a year will end in 1964 and 1965. We recommend that the buildings on
which the leases expire in 1963 and if possible all of those falling in in 1964 and
1965 should be vacated. We are not in a position to calculate at all precisely
the likely requirements over the next few years, but we do not think it is likely
to be impossible to accomplish this. A contribution to economy of space could
be made by being less generous in the provision of separate rooms and by concentrating typing work into typing pools. The fact that headquarters offices are
for the most part concentrated in a small area of Nairobi should make it easier
to reallocate offices. If a department or branch has to be split between two or
more buildings, they will not be so far separated as to cause serious inconvenience.
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CrurnaL Wonrsnops
241, The amount of work to be done in the Central Workshops has fallen
to a level at which in the opinion of the Chief Architect there are doubts whether

they are economic, and we understand that he is considering whether they
should close. A certain amount of furniture is made in the prisons and we were
told that the opportunity to increase this kind of occupation for the prisoners
would be welcome; their output is at present limited to the orders received.
242. We have not gone into this matter in any detail, but we think there is a
prima lacie case for closing the Ministry of Works Central Workshops and
transferring suitable work to the prisons. We recommend that this proposal
should be examined in the light both of possible economy and of the policy of
prison management. We cannot estimate the saving which might be achieved.
Marenl,{Ls BneNcn
243. This Branch's duties

of

for

include-

for road
construction;
(D) advice on the suitability of soil for stabilization in road-making;
(c) advice on design of dams;
(d) testing of samples of timber to ascertain the value for structural purposes
(a)

testing

soils

roads, buildings and dams and stone

of particular timbers grown in particular local conditions; and
of a wide variety of products including cement and paint.

(e) testing

244. The staff of this Branch costs f44,555 in personal emoluments. It does
work on an agency basis for authorities other than the Government and earns
fees from this source to the value of about f10,000 a year. The 1962163 Development Estimates provide f2,000 from C.D. and W. Grant for extensions to the
Materials Laboratory. The staff of the Branch was reduced by one engineer
between 196ll62 and 1962163.
245. Users have spoken very highly of the Branch's services, and we believe
that it has produced substantial economies, and although it is the kind of service
the country could get on without, we do not recommend its abolition. However,
in present circumstances we must recommend a drastic reduction for the following
reasons
(a)

:

-

With the expected reduction and alteration in the nature of the buildings
and roads programmes to which we refer elsewhere there should not
be the same call

(b) The laboratory

for soil testing and testing of building materials,

etc.

at present tests a whole variety of manufactured articles

which the Government purchases-such as soap, blankets and shovels.
It is very doubtful whether for many articles such tests are essential
and economical. It is quite practicable to rely on experience, practical
trials, the reputation of suppliers and manufacturers and their desire
to retain the Government's custom.
(r) Certain types of materials continue to be tested from year to year,
though it would seem sufficient to rely on the knowledge already gained.
For instance in 1961 tests were made of 426 samples of paint. We
think the Government should by now have a list of paints of known

quality, economy and suitabitity to climatic conditions, and if some
new variety with apparent substantial advantages becomes available, a
small empirical test in practical use should provide the information

required.

I
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To be an efficient organization at its present level the Branch must be
part of a more sophisticated, centralized and highly organized system
of government than will be practicable for some years.
(e) The Branch has been operating for many years and must have worked
out techniques required to apply the most necessary and frequent tests.
The most useful work now is the carrying out of routine tests rather
than experimentation and the devising of new and improved techniques,
and the need for professional staff should be very much reduced.
246. We recommend that within the next 18 months the existing staff of

(d)

I

1 Chief Materials Engineer,

Deputy Chief N{aterials Engineer and 3 Materials

Engineers should be reduced to 2 who should be graded at the existing Materials
Engineer level, and that the total staff of the Branch (at present 7l posts attracting
f.44,555 in personal emoluments) should be run down to a level at which personal
emoluments would not total more than f25,000. We think that with this staff
the Branch could still do the essential work including the testing of new products
produced by manufacturers in Kenya.

Tne Puncnese, Cusroov

AND CHECKTNG oF SToRES

247. Paragraphs 129 to 133 of the Report on Simpliflcation of Government
Procedures set out clearly the complications and disadvantages of the centraTization of control in respect of the supply of stores for Government departments.
We understand that a great deal has been done since the absorption in 1961 of
the Supplies Department (created in 1956 I 57) by the Ministry of Works to

improve things as regards storeholding and to reduce the list of articles to be
brought under "term contracts". But the stores which must be obtained from
the Ministry of Works or from approved contractors still require three catalogues
containing an aggregate of nearly 500 pages to list them and the staff employed
in stores purchasing and store-keeping is not much less than it was in 1961
before the absorption.
248. The staff that can be identifled as being engaged in the Supplies Branch
of the N{inistry of Works and the Purchasing and Stores Divisions of the Supplies
and Transport Department at different times since 1955 has been as follows:r9s5 I s6

Ministr

of

Works

t958ls9

t9s9l60

1962163

Supplies

Supplies
and

Ministry

and

Trans- Ministry Trans- Minist
port
port of
of

Dept.

Works

Dept.

of

Works

Works

Cost

Under-Secretary/Chief
Supplies Officer

Chief Storekeeper/
Stores Superintendent
Storekeeper/ Dep. Stores

1,989

Deputy Chief

Superintendent ..

1,671

Chief Stores Officer ..
ChiefPurchasingOfficer
Executive Officers
Storekeepers and Verifiers

Accountants ..
Storemen

I
I

4

t4

I

t78
11
2
l0

(a) include.d

in

1

22

(r)
(a)
general staff.

178
14
2
17

2l
25

(a)

37
2

54

7l

1,616
1,9s7
16,000

35,900
3,000
19,483
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249. The salaries of the purchasing and stores staff taken over by the
Ministry of Works amount to about f39,000; and the present amount of the
salaries listed, excluding storemen, is €45,000 and f31,000 respectively more than
what the salaries of the Supplies Branch of the Ministry of Works in 1955/56
and 1958/59 would have been at 1962163 rates.

250. The argument between the advocates of centralized and decentralized
is an old one but it is not so often extended to the centralizing of
arrangements for the purchase of stores for all departments. Its justiflcation
would be of course that goods are obtained at lower prices under such a system,
but against it there are weighty considerations:
storekeeping

-

(a)-Ihe amount of purchases made by the organization must be great enough
to ensure that the lower prices paid result in aggregate savings that
considerably exceed the cost of the central organization because(i)

the organization carries many indirect charges as well as those
shown in the Estimates; these are the cost of servicing the staff
in the organization, pensions commitments. extra transport charges,
the additional costs of tender boards and of user departments, and
stationery:

(ii) some part of the higher prices paid is recovered through income tax
on profits.
(b) The organization is a flxed and permanent commitment that goes on (and
usually goes on growing) whatever the variation in amounts of stores

handled.
(c)

It

has resulted in some additional cost to the Government because it has
precluded (or been assumed to preclude) one Government department
obtaining supplies that are available from another department.

(d)

It

complicates efforts

at

decentralization and simplification

of

other

services.
(e)

It

creates a tendency to endless and costly experimenting with and discussion about the merits of different brands; it is not always that objectivo

experts agree.
(l) To be efficient and economical the organization must be a perfect one and
not liable to run into staffing difficulties.

that in operation the system encroaches more and
more into classes of goods where any price economy gained is trivial
and it provides scope for niggling about details.

(g) Experience shows

251. We are aware that a considerable part of the present establishment
is required to look after and dispose of the stocks taken over from the former
Supplies Department and that any reduction of the establishment must be
gradual. Bearing in mind the need to decentralize and simplify Government
systems, the fact that stores purchases are likely to be less than envisaged when
the stores organization was set up, and the particular difficult period ahead in
respect of staffing, we think that the Government will be well advised to aim
at reducing the range of stores held centrally to that held by the Ministry of
Works before the institution of the Supplies and Transport Department so as to
be able correspondingly to reduce the stores establishment of the Ministry of
Works. Theoretically this would mean a reduction of staft to the Ministry of
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Works' establishment in 1955/56, as shown in the table in paragraph 248; brq
if this is too difficult in practice, a reduction to the Ministry's stores establishment in 1958i 59 should be well within the bounds of possibility.
252. We also suggest that the range of goods in respect of which central
"term contracts" are entered into should be reviewed. We think it should be
possible to reduce tho range of items and curtail the issue of circulars by relying
more on the judgment of the officers who use the goods. It has been suggested
that such contracts are sometimes entered into with a view to helping local
industries; we agree with this objective, but there is a risk of over-cosseting local
industries and thereby encouraging weak, uneconomic growth. An injunction to
officers to "buy Kenyan" combined with the protection afforded through tariffs
or alternatives to tariff protection should ensure that sufficient advantage is

given to local industries to enable those that are efficient and economic to prosper.
253. We have been told that a lot of work is caused-to little or no purpose
the regulations about the recording of consumable and expendable
-through
stores and the taking on charge of small articles of little value. These regulations
involve fruitless attempts at verifying records and they complicate and increase
the work of Boards of Survey and cause much correspondence over trivialities
The only effective way in which waste or misuse of expendable stores can be
prevented is by the vigilance of the officer in charge and the appraisal by his
superiors of the job and its cost. We recommend that more discretion be given
to Provincial Officers as regards subsidiary records, that articles of little value
(such as file-baskets) over which effective control by periodical counting is not
practicable should be regarded as consunrable and should not be taken on
charge, and that the duties of Stores Verifiers should be conflned to verifying
articles of value that are retained in their original form and taken on charge.
We are unable to estimate the saving in staff salaries that should result from a
realistic revision of these regulations but believe that it should be considerable.
254. Overall and excluding economies recommended in Chapter IV we think
it should be possible to reduce by f40,000 the cost of salaries of officers
and employees engaged in the Supplies Branch of the Ministry of Works and of
officers engaged on Stores Veriflcation duties in other Ministries.

that

Mscn.lNrclt, BneNcu
255. We have no recommendation to make on this Branch as such. It is
responsible for the workshops in Nairobi and at the flve Divisional Headquarters.
Maintenance and repairs to plant and vehicles is undertaken both for the Ministry
of Works and on request for other Ministries. Ministries are not required to use
the facilities of the Ministry of Works. Vehicles stationed at places distant from
a workshop, are frequently serviced and repaired at local garages, and no doubt
this is economical. The Police and Prisons Departments carry out their own
maintenance. At Isiolo where there is no Ministry of Works workshop the
Provincial Administration run their own.

256. It is probably impossible to determine precisely what arrangements for
maintenance and servicing of vehicles is most economical, and we do not wish to
suggest that hard and fast rules should be laid down. At the same time we have

formed the impression that there could usefully be more co-operation between
Ministries than exists at present. We have for instance seen two sma,l Government workshops adjacent to one another which shared no more than the fence
dividing them. There may well also be room for more co-operation between
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Government and local authority workshops. We have seen an African District
Council workshop and a police workshop on opposite sides of the road and we
understand that they were run quite separately. It seemed to us that there existed
in some quarters a fear on the part of one department that to amalgamate their
servico with that of another department would result in delays to their own
work. In particular some police officers stressed to us the importance to them of
speedy service and repairs which, they felt, could be guaranteed only if they
controlled their own workshops and looked after their own vehicles.
257. This does not seem to us a sound argument. The amalgamation of
two small workshops should result in a more even flow of work and in total a
more consistently speedy service. Nor should the question of priority of attention

will that are inseparable
from efficiency in any sphere. Though we have not discussed this matter with
those representatives of County Councils and African District Councils we have
met, we found them generally conscious that their organizations were in some
respects (e.g. roads) less economical than they might be owing to limitations of
size and very ready to co-operate where practicable with one another or with
the Government. It seems likely that with the constitution of Regional government the scope and the need for such co-operation between Central, Regional
and local organizations will increase, and that any difficulty in the way of precise
apportionment of costs should not stand in the way of an overall economy to

be incapable of solution given the common sense and good

public funds.
258. We recommend that an officer or officers should be detached to pursue
this subject, and at the same time to explore the possibility of amalgamating,
where suitable, the organizations of Local and Central Government or of two
or more local authorities for the upkeep of roads. In this latter connexion it
should be remembered that it is quite practicable for Central Government to
retain financial responsibility for trunk roads using local authorities, who are

maintaining secondary roads, as agents for the physical work.
Communications
AeRoonotaes

259. The administrative staff at Nairobi Airport includes the Airport Commandant, the Deputy Commandant, a business manager, a security officer, two
operations officers and 33 executive staff in additional to clerical and subordinate
staff. The East African Directorate of Civil Aviation is responsible for Air
Traffic Control, Telecommunications and Meteorological services and for ensuring
compliance with international regulations. The Commandant and his staff are
responsible for all other functions in connexion with Nairobi Airport and the
surroundings which include two villages.

260. We recommend that the post

of

business manager should be dispensed

with, the duties attaching to this post being spread amongst the other staff.

261. The Estimates provide for 248 posts costing t53,067 in personal emoluments for aerodrome flre services. This covers flre services at Nairobi Airport and

other aerodromes. We are not

in a position to recommend any reduction here,

but we believe that some economy might be possible as the staff become more
experienced and

if

the equipment were better. We recommend that the possibility

of economy here should be further examind.
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Roeos

262. Government expenditure in 1962163 on roads is estimated as follorvs

Via
Road
Authority

Via
ContractorFrnance
f

€

From Development EstimatesGrant
Loan
Fror.r.r

U.K. Special Grant for'Flooi du,rog"

From hypothecated

revenue

Total via Road Authority
Total via Contractor-Finance.

.

200,000
971.660
216,000
r,770,000

:

2t4.2lO

3,157,660

2t4,2tO

Tor.a.l

€3,371,870

In addition some €1,200,000 will be spent by locat authorities out of funds
not provided by the Government-probably rather more than half of it on
maintenance. some of the rest recoverable from frontagers.
The payment of f214,210 in respect of Contractor-Finance is for work done
some years ago. A commitment of up to €1,500.000 due for payment in about
four years time is expected to be incurred in respect of Contractor-Frnance work
done in 1962163.
263. Thus the value of road work to be done during the year (including
related administration costs) may amount to f5.857,660, which may be divided
as follows

:

-

Ernergency MeasuresUnemployment scheme ..

Flood

damage ..

Contractor-Finance
Other Development schemes
Frorn ordinary revenue
Fror.r.r local authority funds

t

€

200,000
216,000

up to

4 r6,000
I,500,000
971,660
r.770,000

l,200,000

up

to

5,857,660

26.1. Before discussing the appropriate level of expenditure on roads, we
would mention one burden on the recurrent budget which we think can be
eased. The recurrent Vote of the Ministry of Works has in recent ycars carried

the cost of planning and administration connected with capital work. Neglecting
the special contribution for flood damage, the 1962163 development revenue
related to roads is estimated at some {.1,421 ,000 and expenditure on capital work
at f1,320,000. The difference of about f,100,000 could be regarded as the contribution from development funds towards the administration and planning costs
incurred by the Ministry, local authorities and the Road Authority which totals
nearly f723.000 for both capital and recurrent work.

of actual revenue and expenditure for 1960161 and the
for I96l/62 reveals a similar situation though in those years

265. Examination

revised estimates
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capital expenditure was in excess of development revenue. The figures
three years are approximately as follows :..-.

II
f

'000 .€'000

(a) InternationaI Bank
and General
(b) M/Agr. for Tea

906'7

Roads

(r) Thika Road

fr

(d) Contractor-Finance

rl -r-

,c,atrcz

f '000

i

r l,oo2'9

i

1,,

t',

the

Revised
Estimate s

I

1. Developmettt Revetrue:

for

I

,L

['000 €'000 I
rl
) 971'7

e'ooo

1

ll

a.<J

t,l3s.4

1.0r9.2

t.420.6

2. Capital Expetditure (e.rc I udi ng Ad mi ni s tr o I i <t n
and Planning):

(a)

Grants for

Con-

struction, etc.
(b) Land Acquisition,

Traffic Census, etc.
(c) Contractor-Finance
3.

957.6

1.394.7

97-3

5l '5

112.5

12..5

1,t67.4

Administratiott ond

1,458.7

Platming Costs. etc.:

(a) Road Authority
(6) Ministry of Works

(r) LocaI Authority

t25.2

125.4

97.1

380.5

413.3

390.6

201.6

235-l

223.7

707.3

162.4

722.8

I

266. The dividing line between recurrent and capital expenditure is of course
not very clearly defined, but these figures -indicate well enough that broadly
speaking taking one year with another the cost of administration related to
both recurrent and capital road work is carried on the recurrent budget with
no contribution from development funds. We think it is proper that as with other
development projects administration and planning should be included with direct
costs in the total sum to be met from development money. This means that if
the development money available is a fixed amount, the capital works to be
undertaken should not be more than what that amount can fully support.
267. We do not suggest that any extra accounting or complicated calculation
should be undertaken to apportion administration and planning costs between
the development and recurrent accounts, but simply that each should bear a
reasonable share. We have been told that contractor-finance work requires rather
less, and other capital works rather more administration and planning support
than maintenance work. It would, therefore, be satisfactory to apportion administrative costs in proporlion to the recurrent and capital revenues. Alternatively
it would perhaps be simpler and no less precise to earmark a flxed proportion.
say 20 per cent, of development revenue towards the cost of administration and
planning. Had this been done over the three years 1960163 the recurrent budget
would have been relieved of expenditure of between f300,000 and f400,000 each
year. We recommend that a simple arrangement of this sort should be adopted
for future years.

of

268. Though a very much larger amount could be spent on roads. the sum
nearly f-5] million (excluding the emergency expenditure for flood damage

7t
repairs and to assist employment, both financed by grant) is more than can
justified for future years while the existing flnancial situation persists.

269. Apart

from existing commitments for contractor-finance work

be

we

recommend that road construction, as distinct from maintenance, should cease
unless financed by grant from overseas or essential for the movement of materials
or crops of real and immediate importance to the economy. We understand that
a reduced programme of capital expenditure at the rate of some f800,000 a year
has been under consideration. We would have preferred to see a smaller figure
than this suggested but for our purposes we have assumed capital work, including
any continuing contractor-flnance construction, to the value of f800,000 a year, of
rvhich f160,000 would be applied towards the cost of administration in accordance
rvith paragraph 267.
270. We have been led to express
the following considerations: (a)

a view on the level of capital work

by

To put a road n'here no road was before adds to future maintenance
costs, and a tarmac surface imposes a more imperative need for timely
maintenance.

Road construction even if undertaken with the minimum of mechanical
aid is not the best cure for unemployment. There are other things well
worth doing which provide more employment for the money used.
(r') Road development may well be a necessary element in the expansion of
the economy, but in Kenya today it is not in itself a very potent
(D)

(r/)

initiator of expansion.
Though the substitution

of a tarmac surface for a gravel surface

is

to reduce the running cost of vehicles using it,
no very significant saving of this sort could be expected from the
amount of conversion to tarmac which could be undertaken in the next

reckoned substantially
fevv years.
(c)

to

What construction is found to be necessary should, we think, be undertaken at a much lower cost per mile than some recent work. Some of
the main routes have been constructed to a standard much higher than
the traffic justifies. Instead of an lS-foot tarmac carriageway with hard
shouldcrs we think it would be su{flcient over most of these routes to
have a single-line track with passing places. It is not necessary for traffic
to move at high speeds, and to encourage it to cio so adds to the wear
of lhe surface.

271. There is, we understand, some pressure for the Nairobi-Mombasa road
be reconstructed and surfaced with tarmac, and we have seen estimates of thc

of this work on tw'o alternative standards. The figures are f2! and f3jrlillion. It would be possible to impose a toll on through traffic at some point
midway along the road where there is virtually no local trafflc but unless there
were to be a very great increase in the traffic (now an average of 180-250 vehicles
a day) there seems little prospect of a toll bringing in a very signiflcant amount
in relation to the cost. An improved Nairobi-Mombasa does not seem essential
for the movement of goods in view of the existence of the railway and we
cannot see any prospect of this project being justified until Government finances
cost

are in a much healthier state,

272. Government expenditure on road maintenance is in the form of grants
from the Road Authority to the Ministry of Works and local authorities who are
responsible for the work. These grants are based on a value per mile of road
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in each of seven or eight categories. The category of road is decided according
to the traffic it carries. Thus though the rates of grant per mile have not recently'
been varied the total value of grants has grown as traffic increases and roads are
reclassified upwards. It would, therefore, be expected that the cost of maintenance
would bear a close relation to the number of vehicles on the road and in fact
maintenance grants have over the last 10 or l2 years approximated each year
to a figure of f20 per vehicle licensed.
2'73. The cost of maintenance per vehicle might be expected to reduce as
the number of vehicles increases-or alternati,vely if the ratio remained steadl

the standard of maintenance should improve-because deterioration of the road
surface is only partly dependent on the amount of traffic; some deterioration
w'ould take place if there were no traffic at all. In fact by increasing maintenance
expenditure in line with the increase in the number of vehicles. the standard of
rnaintenance has been improved. No doubt over the years there has been some
increase in cost levels but there will also have been economies due to improved
methods and machines.
274. Owing to a change in the way the figures are presented it is not easl
maintenance figures for years before and after 1960. But
the following table gives an indication of how expenditure has developed. The

to show comparable

figures for recurrent expenditure include administration. etc., as well
maintenance

irs

:-

R e<'u

rrent

Ex pe ndit

tt

re

Muintenuttcc
G

ronls

E.rcluding Flood

E.ttlrtding Flood

Datttage

Danta:ge

f.,000

{'000

e51
543
1952
8 16
894
t953
454
1954 (half-y'ear)
te54 l 5s
1,008
195s 156
1,238
19561 57
1,451
le57 | 58
r.45-s
958 i 59
I .481
1959 160
1.552
19601 6t
1,791
1961 162 (Revised estimates) 1.800
1962,1 63 (Estimates)
1.908
r

1

e86
986

t.142

275. Because in the main its recurrent revenue has been hypothecated the
Road Authority has not been subject to the percentage econonry cuts which have
in the last two years been imposed on Ministries. We think it would be reasonable for the hypothecation to be brought to an end. and for the maintenance
grants for 1963161 and the following two years to be pegged at a figure not
exceeding €986,000-the figure for 1960/61 and 1961 162.

of

276. lf the three proposals we have made above-that is (rr) limitation
capital expenditure to {800,000, (b) applying 20 per cent of capital expen-

diture towards the cost of administration, and (r') limiting

of related administration

maintenance

to f986,000--were adopted
for 1963 I 64 and subsequent years, the amount to be spent on maintenance
and construction taken together would be t1,626,000. This compares with
the figures of f1,403,361 (including f200.000 for flood damage) in the 1962/(r3
grants (exclusive

costs)
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Road Authority Estimates. The reduction of f77'7,400 would be divided between
"construction (€421.800). maintenance (fI55,600) and flood damage (!200,000).
The provision in the 1962163 Road Authority Estimates for administration is
f721.753 which, if reduced proportionately to the reduction in construction and
nraintenance, would give a flgure of f489,000. We would emphasize here, as in
the case of building work, the importance of reducing administrative and controlling stall promptly and sufficiently so as to keep it in line with a reduced
programme of work. It is only too easy to retain an establishment geared to past
needs. However it is unlikely that administration costs could be reduced proportionately with other costs. In particular in view of continuing adn.rinistrative work
in connexion with contractor-finance it may not be possible to run down stafl
immediately. We have therefore assumed that perhaps only ahalf of this reduction
u'ould be achieved and that the cost of administration would be f606,000 a year.
\A'e have further allowed in our calculations an additional f50,000 for 1963 | 61
only to permit an orderly run-down of staff. The results of these proposals,
assumptions and calculations is set out in Appendix III.
277. The figures in item III in Appendix III assume that the whole reduction in cost of administration would be borne by the Ministry of Works; we
clo r.rot suggest that this should necessarily be the case and it would not affect
the proposed savings if it were differently distributed. We refer elsewhere in this
e hapter (paragraph 258) to the suggestion that amalgamation of authorities
nright lead to economies. These u'ould be additional to those recomended here.
278. Our recommendations are summarized as

follorvs:-

(a) Revenue should ccase to be hypothecated.
(b) The total provision for roads from the Government's recurrent revenue

should not exceed fl ,475,200 in 1963 164 and L1,425,200 ir 1964 165
and subsequent years.
(c)The anrount spent in each year from 1963/64 on maintenance should not
exceed 1986,000.

(r/)The value of capital work from

1963

164 should not exceed f800,000 a

year.

(r)

An appropriate part of this

1800,000 of development expenditure (i.e.
20 per cent) calculated on a simple fornrula should be applied towards

administration

costs.

(/) Personal emoluments under Vote 2.1, subhead

ir

Bl,

should be reduced by

by a further f23,000 in 1964165 (these being
the proportionate parts of the proposed savings in administration costs).

f31.000

1963164 and

The Government Printer
279. 7t is the present practice to print daily an issue of llansard covering
the day's proceedings. Later a separate printing is made of the proceedings of
the session incorporating cortections. This double printing is expensive and not
cssential. We recommend that in future only the daily edition should be printed.
Half a dozen sets of the daily edition could be bound. If it is necessary to record
corrections, these could be made in manuscript in one bound copy
the Legislative Council.

to be kept in

280. We recommend that evidence given to the Public Accounts Committee
should not be printed. Typed copies of each Ministry's evidence could be prepared,
one to be held by each of the foliowing: Exchequer and Audit, Legislative
Council, the Treasury, the Ministry giving evidence.
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281. We have no criticism to make of the efficiency and economy of the
Printing Office, but we saw some evidence of room for saving in the work
Ministries ask the Printer to do. We recommend that a committee, on which
the Government Printer and the Treasury should be represented, should be
appointed with the purpose of(a) finding economies

of

general effectl

it

was,

for instance suggested to

us

that standardization of p,rinted file covers would save several thousand

pounds; and

(b)reviewing forms with a view to reduction in the number of different
forms. the adoption of common forms for use in several Ministries.
reduction in the size of forms and sinrplification of forms.
We also recommend that after this has been done a standin-q committee should be
appointed to consider requests for printing or other services referred to the

comnrittee by the Government Printer.

CHAPTER VI-CONCLUSIONS
282. We list in Appendix IV the subjects-very briefly identified-on which
we have made specific recommendations together with references to the related
paragraphs and indications of the approximate amount of savings to be made
in particular services. As far as pcssible trc show by what dates these siivrngs
could be secured.
283. Subject to what is said in the following paragraphs these savings would
be related to the recurrent budget. They would not, however, all be reflected in
hgures for recurrent expenditure. For instance the receipts from trout fishing
licences, which. we reconrmend, should be increased, are brought to account as
revenue, not as Appropriations-in-Aid. Similarly the provision of f3-50,000 for
statutory refund of mineral oil duty to farmers in the Vote of the Ministry ol
Agriculture is balanced by a similar figure under Appropriations-in-Aid, being,
presumably, a refund from revenue. In relation to roads, one of our proposals

for

saving

on the recurrent budget involves transfer of certain costs to

the

development budget.
284. We calculate that if all the recommendations to which a ntoney figure
is put in Appendix IV were acloptecl and put into ellect as quickly as is reasonably practicable, the direct savings on recurrent account for the next threc
flnancial years would be-.1963 164

about

about
1965 166 about
1964 165

flj million;
I2j million:
f3 million.

Inciuded in these amounts are about 1375,000 in 1963 I 61 and some f500,000
in later years, mainly on account of the withdrawal of the mineral oil duty refund.
that u'ould increase revenue instead of reducing expenditure.

The Development Budget wouid have to bear an additional f60,000 a year
in respect of roads.
285. In so far as the staff reductions recommended could not be effected
by normal wastage or by dispensing with temporary staff, substantial additions
to the immediate cost of pensions and gratuities would have to be incurred
particularly in 1963 I 64 though there would not, of course, be any long-term

addition to the Pensions Bill.
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We have not attempted to make an estimate of the indirect effect our
recommendations would have on Government revenue as there must be a limit
to the extent to which repencussions are taken into account. They are incalculable
both as to extent and directionl for example, reductions in establishment involve
a reduction in income tax receipts and import duties while the replacement of
expatriate by local staff means that a higher proportion of salaries is spent
locally. Possible economies should not, of course. be rejected on the grounds
that they might reduce the taxable capacity of the recipients of Govennment
expenditure.

286. Other considerations vyhich we have not taken r'nto account and which
may be expected on balance to contribute significantly to the economy which
can be achieved are the

following:--

not generally included in our flgures of savings the costs, other
than personal emoluments, of posts suppression of which we recommend.

(a) We have

(D)We have been unable to put any money flgure

to certain of our recom-

mendations and in relation to some nratters we have refrained from
making specific recommendations though pointing to opportunities for
economy. For instance. we recommend an annual review of secondary
school fees and we call attentior-r to the gcneral absence of contributions

from local authorities other than African District Councils to the cost
of education. E,ach of these could be the basis of substantial saving.
(c') On the other hand u'e have as a rtrle nrade no allowance for the effect
of overlapping between separate items.
287. No doubt in the limited time available and with our lack of detailed
knowledge we have missed opportunities to detect scope for further economies.
but omission to make recommendations about an1' Vote does not imply that we
have not considered it. We refer only to e\penditure about which we have
formed views. Some of our recommendations call for further investigation, study
or the working out of details. as will be clear from the context. We think that
most of this work can be carried out by serving officcrs in Kenya and in particular by some of those whose present posts would be suppressed under ,our
recommendations in Chapter IV. In making the estimates of savings year by
year as set out in paragraph 282 we have allowed for a gradual retirement of
these officers, partly in order to ease the transition and partly to allow the

retention

of

some

to carry out the

investigations and studies that

will

requi red.

S. S. MENNEEId.. Clmirman.
GORDON HADOW, Membcr
K. C. JACOBS, Mentber.

A. B. TANNAHILL,
December, 1962.

Secretary.

be
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Appendix I

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF (NON-PROFESSIONAL) IN MINISTRIES
AND ESTIMATE OF REQI.]IREMENTS UNDER PROPOSED
REORGANIZATION
(see paragraph 62)

j

Present Establishment

i

Estimated Requirements

Judicial and Legal ..
Cabinet Office
Constitutional Affairs
and Provincial Administration
Local Government ..
Lands (e)

l-

-i
-' rt U)
11

and
Treasury and De-

ln-

Commerce

2

4
J
2

)r
),

3

dustry.

velopment

4
(6,)

Defence

Health
Social Services ..

Labcur
Education
Tourism, Forestry and

1

Wild Life ..

Works (ft)
Land Settlement

Agriculture

.

2
1

2

.

Establishment (d)
Reserve Posts

I

. i"

tl

Tor.lrReductions

,l

15

9
3i

I

2 -l
1l
1l- -

3r),1zl'-a.tl lil

i

l

'

-lr2ll

I '-(c) I li
I
i

2 tt 6t4 11, -

-1-l1
48

t Dl
+l

_iri

3-7
l12
llr
-t2
l-l

-ll-4
216
*25
13 -8
-ei 14
I (+4) lo
l

(a) These posts to be retained for present holders who remain in the service and
while so retained the proposed establishment for Under-Secretaries will be corres-

pondingly reduced.

(b) One post recommended for up-grading, and one post (a).

(r) Post to be combined with Chief Education Officel and Chief Conservator of
Forests respectively.
(d) Includes Service and Training Branch, Establishments Division (Treasury)
and Staff Adviser, but excludes staff engaged on pensions work.
(e) Excludes Secretary, Trust Lands Board.

(/) For

Ministries of Lands and of Local Government.

(g) Civil Secretary, Police.
(ft) Excludes Road Authority staff.
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Ministry of Defence
Permanent Secretary
Commissioner of Police
I

Civil Secretary Police

(also Ministry Finance

Senior Assistant Secretary
(Law and Order and Residual
Subjects l)

Assistant Secretary
(Intelligence

Frontier Affairs
and Residual 2)

I

and Establishments)

Assistant Secretary
Administrative Establishment

Present

Proposed

Permanent Secretary

I

Deputy Secretary . .
Under-Secretary ..

1

Senior Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretaries

I
2

J

Ministry of Land Settlement
Permanent Secretary
I
I

Director of Settlement
(includes control of

Senior Assistant Secretary
(Establishments, Ministry
Finance and General)

expenditure on
settlement)

Administrative Establishment

Present
Permanent Secretary

Undei-Secretary

..

::

Senior Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretaries

I

I

Proposed

I
I

2
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Minisky of Works
Permanent Secretary

Chief Engineer and

Senior

Secretary
Housing,

Airport,

Professional

Transport,
Printing.

Branches

Accounts, Stores
and Supplies

Accommodation,

Estabs. General (2)

Coast Agent.
General (1)

I

Assistant Secretary

Administrative Establishment

Present
Permanent Secretary

DCpuiysecretary

.1

::

Proposed

I

I

2

2

I

Under-Secretaries
Senior Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary

I
I

1

I

Ministry of Finance anil Developmenl
Financial Secretary
Permanent Secretary
Development

t-

Under-Secretary

Under-Secretary

Supply (1)

Supply (2)

I

I

I

Assistant
Secretary

Secretary

Assistant

Sec.

Assistant
Sec.

Asst.
Secretary

(Currency

Control
and relief
duties)

Administrative Establishment

Present
Financial Secretary
Permanent Secretary
Deputy Secretary . .
Under-Secretaries
Assistant Secretaries

I

I

I

Proposed

I
I

4

3

9

7

16

12
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Ministry of Tourism, Forestry and WiItI Life
Permanent Secretary (C.C.F.)
I
I

D.C. of F.
(c.F.-E)

c.F. 0\r)

I

I

I

s.A.s.

Research
Officers

(General,
Establishments,
Finance)

Administrative Establishment

Present

Proposed
a

Permanent Secretary
Senior Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary

l

a. post combined with that of Chief Conservator.

Ministry of Education
Permanent Secretary (Chief Education Officer)

:

Assistant Chief
Assistant Secretary Under-Secretary
Education Officers (Higher Education, etc.) (General, Estimates,
Finance and
Establishments)

Administrative Establishment

Present

Proposed

Permanent Secretary

I

a

Assistant Secretaries

2

I

Under-Secretary ..

I

I

a. post combined with that of Chief Education Officer.

g0

Ministry of Constitutional Atrairs Provincial Administration anil Local Government
Permanent Secretary-Provincial Commissioners

Principal Local

Government Under

Officer
tttt
A.S.
A.S.
(l)
(2)
General and
General
Finance

Secretary

Financial

I
I

A.S.
(3)

A.S.

A.S.
(4)

(5)

Municipalities County and

Provincial
Administration

District

and
Establishments

Councils

Subject to whatever arrangements are made on regionalization each Provincial
Commissioner would be fully responsible for the control of expenditure on the Provincial Administration Vote within his Province.

Administrative Establishment
Present

Permanent Secretaries

Deputy Secretaries

0"'air'-secietuiv

.

::

Assistant Secretarics

Proposed

2
2
I

1

7

5

1

12

Ministry of Commerce, Industry, Lands and Surveys
Permanent Secretary

r__I__T__j___

I

Senior Director Com. Town Com. Under-Secretary
Assistant of
of
Planning Mines and Commerce and Industry
Secretary Surveys Lands Adviser Geology
I

| -r---l
sAs
sAs
I

(Finance,
General
Establish-

As

(1)

ments)

(2)

These Departments would each be responsible for the Control of their Votes,
other than Personal Emoluments;
Administrative Establishment

Permanent Secretaries

Present

Proposed

2

I

I
Under-Secretary . .

Senior Assistant Secretaries . .
Assistant Secretaries

I

I

3
5

J

t2

I

8l
Ministry of Agriculture
Permanent Secretary

-l

I

I

I

Director of

Director of

Veterinary

Agriculture

I

I

Services

I

I

Commissioner o[
Co-operative
Development

Under Secretary
I

I

I

A.S.
Veterinary

A.S.

Agricultural

Subjects

Subjects

I

I

A.S.

A.S.

Development Co-op.Subjects

and

Establishments

(including
Finance)

and General

D.V.S., D. of A. and Commissioner of Co-operatives would be responsible to
the Permanent Secretary for overall control of their Votes, Provincial Officers being
fully responsible for allocations made to them.

Adrninrstrative Establishment
Present

Permanent Secretary

1

Deputy Secretary .

1

.

Proposed

I

Under-Secretaries

2

I

Assistant Secretaries

6

4

10

Ministry of Health
Chief Medical

Permanent Secretary

Officer
I

Under-Secretary
I

I

I

Senior Assistant

Assistant Secretary

Secretary Estabs.
Housing and Finance

General

Administrative Establishment
Present

Permanent Secretary
::
Under-Secret aty .'.
Senior Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretary

I
I

I

Proposed
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Ministry of Labour and Social Services
Permanent Secretary

rtt

Commissioner

I

Commissioner Heads of
of Prisons Social Service
Departments

-Labour

Senior

Assistant
Secretary
I
I

I

I

Assistant Secretary

Assistant Secretary
Labour, Finance
and
Establishments

Social Services
and General

Commissioner of Prisons would be responsible for overall control of Votes
(Senior Superintendents in Provinces being fully responsible for allocations made to
them).

Administrative Establishment
Present

Permanent Secretaries
Senior Assistant Secretary
Assistant Secretaries

2

1

I

I

4

2
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APPendlx

II

Ouruxe or PnoposBp AccouNrrNc Pnocepuns
(See paragraph 7l)

l.

Definitions

C.A.O.-The Central Accounting Office in Nairobi under the charge of the
Chief Accountant Treasury.

D.A.O.-An Accounting

Office at a District Headquarters.

R.A.O.-The Regional Acoounting Office, being the District Accounting
Office at the Regional (or Provincial) Headquarters town.
C.R.A.O.-The Chief Regional Accounts Officer, being the officer in charge

of an R.A.O.

Provincial Officer.-An officer stationed in the area (at present the Province)
and charged by a Central Ministry with the responsibility for the
control of the Ministry's expenditure.
Authorities for Payntents Against Votes
2. All payments, except personal emoluments, would be made only on the
authority of vouchers certified by the Accounting Officer responsible for the
Vote to be charged or an officer authorized by him to certify vouchers. Such
an ,offcer might be(a) an officer to whom an A.I.E. had been issued (normally a Provincial
Officer)l
(D)

an officer

expressly authorized

by the Accounting Officer to sign "for"

him;
(c)

expressly authorized by a Provincial Officer
whom an A.I.E. had been issued to sign "for" him.

An officer

or an officer

to

Payrolls

3. Payrolls would be prepared where practicable under centralized mechanized
arrangements similar to these now in operation at Police Headquarters for the

pay

of the Police, Provincial Administration, and Prisons staff. Arrangements

executing this work in other Ministries should be reviewed so as to make
the most economical use of existing machines, but bearing in mind the advantages to Kenya of employing local clerks rather than of paying hiring charges
for imported machines. Whatever methods of preparing payrolls are adopted
(and they could vary from Ministry to Ministry) cheques for the salaries would
bo prepared at the C.A.O. or appropriate R.A.O. Where payrolls were prepared
centrally Ministries should be supplied with monthly "trial balances" to keep
them informed of the state of their Votes for Personal Emoluments. Payrolls for
labour and other non-established subordinate staff would be prepared at the

for

office employing them.
Payments

4. Payments, including "cash wages", would be made by the C.A.O., an
or by aD officer on salari from one of these offices (or in
tho case of cash payments to be made in remote places by a departmental officer
on safari). Ministries would no longer keep bank accounts or make payments.
R.A.O. or a D.A.O.,
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Receipts
5. Receipts would be paid as far as possible into D.A.O.s or R.A.O.s or the
C.A.O.; where collections have to be effected by field omcers, the same procedure

as at present should be followed with the exception that collections should be
paid into the nearest R.A.O. or D.A.O., or the C.A.O. (or into the bank accounts
of one of the Acco,unting Offices).

Slafr at District Accourttirtg Offir'es
6. D.A.O.s would replace District Commissioners' Cash and Revenue Offices
the same staff of executive officers as at present would be required but in some
offices additional clerical staff might be necessary.
Stafr at Regional Accormting Offites
7. R.A.O.s would replace District Commissioners'Cash and Revenue Offices
at Regional (Provincial) Headquarters towns. The additional executive staff for
each, except the Northern Province, would be1 Lower Super Scale Accountant;
I 81 Accountant;

3 C Scale Accounts Officers;
and

in the Northern Province the additional executive staff would beB Scale Accountant;
1 C Scale Accounts Officer.

t

Furtctiotts

of D.A.O.s and R.A.O.s

8. D.A.O.s would be responsible for the proper discharge of their duties to
the C.R.A.O.; if R.A.O.s were servants of the centre and agents for the region
C.R.A.O.s would be responsible to the Chief Accountant in Nairobi.
9. Copies of cash books kept by D.A.O.s would be forwarded each month
(or fortnight) to the appropriate R.A.O. with supporting documents.
10. Each R.A.O. would prepare nronthly statements of all payments against
Central Votes made by it and by D.A.O.s responsible to it. Copies of these
statements would be sent to the C.A.O., Provincial Officers and Ministry Headquarters in Nairobi. Similar statements would be made in respect of receipts

on account of Appropriations-in-Aid.

ll. The returns to be made in respect of regional expenditure would depend
on the accounting arrangements adopted by Regional governments.
12. Each R.A.O. and D.A.O. would have a bank account; D.A.O.s would
obtain reimbursements of bank accounts from and pay surplus bank balances

to

R.A.O.s.

13. If accounts officers in Regions were servants of the Centre, R.A.O.s
would obtain reimbursements from and pay surplus balances to the C.A.O.; the

procedure if accounts officers in Regions were servants of the Regions would
depend on the relationship of Regions to the Centre as regards the supply and
interchange of funds.
14. Each R.A.O. would keep ledgers for recording expenditure against
of Ministries of the Central Governments (it would probably also keep
similar ledgers for Regional expenditure).

Votes
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15. The supporting documents of R.A.O. and D.A.O. cash books would
retained in the R.A.O.s where audits would be carried out.

be

16. Provincial Officers would keep Vote records (not auditable) and reconcile them with the Vote ledgers kept in R.A.O.s.

At each Ministry Headquarters there would bea record of allocations made in respect of each Vote (A.I E.s);
(b) a Vote record in resp€ct of Votes controlled centrally;
(c) a record showing the total monthly expenditure against each A.LE.;
(r1) a record of receipts on account of Appropriations-in-Aid.
Some of these records could conveniently be combined.
17.

(a)

18. The C.A.O.

in Nairobi would make paynrents in the area in the same

manner as R.A.O.s.
19. The C.A.O. would keep Vote ledgers for Central Governnrent's Votes
which would be entered fronr the summaries sent by R.A.O.s and from similar
summaries of expenditure made by the C.A.O. itself.

20. Ministries would reconcile their Vote records (not auditable) with the
nrain C.A.O. Vote ledger.
21. The C.A.O. would advise Ministries of expenditure by the Crown Agents
and other external agencies against their Votes. In the event of any such expenditure being chargeable against A.LE.s to Provincial Officers the Ministry would
notify the Provincial Officer.
22. The following additional staff would be required in the Chief Accountants
Office when it becomes the Central Accounts Office:-

I Bl Accountants.
I other B Scale Accountant.
I Chief Cashier (Cl).
12 C Scale officers (from Inland

Revenue Department of the Ministry of
Constitutional Affairs and Provincial Administration).
5 C Scale Accounts Officers in charge of Voucher examination and ledger
sections.

2 C Scale officers (from Police Department) for central pay; this number
is based on present payroll work done at Police Headquarters, if the
work were extended additional staff required would be obtained from
departments relieved of the work.
23. Advances to Government officers would be authorized in the same
nlanner as at present and it is not proposed that there should be any change in
the responsibility for recovering advances.
24. Deposit transactions would be made at D.A.O.s, R.A.O.s or the C.A.O.
according to convenience. The ledger deposit account for each depositor would
be kept at the office where the deposit was made.
25. Special arrangements would be required for accounting work now
done by the Ministry of Works Machine Section, in respect of unallocated stores
and work done by the Ivlinistry of Works for other I\linistries.
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26.

With the adoption of the

recommendations

for the regrouping of

Ministries the Accounting Sections required to deal with Vote Control in Ministries would be reduced to eight in number. A statement of the accounting staff
presently engaged in Ministries and under Vote I and an estimate of requirements under the proposed arrangements for regrouping

of Ministries and account-

ing work is set out below. In addition to the posts shown under "Present Staff"
there are posts of which the duties are partly accounting; these are mostly in the
Provinces; the estimate of requirements includes additional staff for Provincial
Offices of Ministries where these would require reinforcement as a result of the
recommendations. Also included in the estimate are one additional B1 post and
eight additional C Scale posts for the Exchequer and Audit Department. The
Controller was unable to make an estimate of his additional requirements if
internal audit was suspended but he considers that about half the staff now
engaged on internal auditing would be needed and that the saving in staff
would be heavier at the top. Bearing in mind that much of the work now described
as internal audit is a part of ordinary accounting duties and in view of the
concentration of accounting work under the arrangements proposed it is thought
that a greater reduction than half the B and C Scale internal auditors should be
possible.
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Appendix

III

ROADS

EXPENDITURE, REVENUE AND SAVINGS
(see

i

paragraph 276)

wozra

D$r64

Estlmates

r Caprtal
I f.'000

ts64r6s

Proposed I

Proposed

Recurrent. Capital Recurrentr Capital I Recurrent

['000 I f,'000

L Exeenorrunr
txPENDrruRr (a.,
{aJ

f''000 I

I Road
rad AuthorityHead
Authority Head Office
14.51 (c)
.11
:)I (' ) 160.0
160'0
'(6) ,^^
2. Grants for Administrarion". . i,,.
^ I 60r;.f
100.0
3. Crants lbr Maintenance
l,14l.6

f

'000

I

496'0 (r) 160'0
986.0

446'0
986'0

I

-,-200.0
Damage
(r ) 640.0
(c) 640.0
C6nstruction
I,061 .8 ]
6 Miscellaneous Grants
44.1 1
44.1
44.1
Totals ..
. I 1,205.9
t,r64j,1 844.1
A+a1 i1-13ffi
1205', 1,964.3
t,482.0 844.1

4. Flood

5

€'000

I

I

Crants lor

Il.

REvENUE

(d)

I

I. Hypothecated

2. Provision in lieu of abore
3 Flood damage grant

.

I
1,770.0

.i

Revenue
Funds
..
Totats

216

5. Development.

Ministry of Works
2. Local Authorities
3. Road

Authoriry
Torats

lV.

..

..

SAvrNGs oN CoroNy

l. On Maintenance

Funds

390.6
235.1
97.0

I

.. tr_rr

|zn -

i

Buocpr

Admrnlstratlon
Figure

to

I

..

I

Development

3. Reduction of

.

.

Totals (equals reduction olcharge on Colony
Revenue)

I

1,475.2

.
64.7
800.0 |

1
I

2. Translor of Administratlon Costs

4. Balancing

,

O

64 7
800'0

B64tl

6'8
1.4324J

f'000

IlI. Cosr or AourrrsrnarloN (a) I

l.

I

64 7
68
6.8
l,l7l'7
:
l.:I,n{ | t.ggz.B 864, ,-1.4820 -

4. Miscellaneous

1,432-0

t--l

,.f

:

(a) 1962163 figures based on Road Authority Estimates.
(b) See parugraph 264.
(<) See paragraphs 261 and 269.

323.9
235.1
97.0

656.0
155.6
60.0
60.0
66.7
12.5
294.8

273'9

|

I

235.1

97.0
ooo'o

r

|

155.6

60.0
116.7

l2'5

:

344.8
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Appendix IY

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATTONS
(see

rff[.f$,.

paragraph 282)

Approximate Annual
Saving and Timing

Brief ldentification of Recommendations

29-32 Review of grading
36
Acting Allowances
f40,000 diminishing.
37
Duty Allowances
f3,000 at once.
4243 Housing of Civil Servants
f40,000 first year; [80,000
thereafter.
6l-63 Administrative Posts
I 1145,000byJune, 1964;one
7l
Accour.rting Posts
L third of saving to be
8l
Establishments Posts
I secured in 1963/64 EstiJ rnates.
85
Personal Secretary and Stenographer/
f130,000 by June, 1963.
Secretary Posts
89
Control of Professronat Posts
:

99

102
to7
115-126

f68,000 by June, 1965.
f22,000 by June, 1965.

Provincial Administration Posts

Tribal Police

t34

Kenya Police
Possibility of Economies in particular parts
of the Police
Kenya Regiment and C.C.F.
Local Covernment Financial Advisers

{,126,800 at once.
€7.000 as vacancies arise.

149

Oil Duty Refund to Farmers

f,377,000

126
130

t49

r50

58-l 62
t63 t64
t66

r

t67
168

l7t
173
178

r8l
182

r83

r84
185
191

r95
199

206
207

-l

in

1963164;

[503,000 therealter.

Co-operative Dept.; Super Scale Posts;
Sale of Vaccines, etc.; Contributlons to t Savings achieved miy be
absorbed in lertilizer
Researchl Cuarantees and Subsidies: f
subsidies.
Experimental Stations: A Scale OfFcers J
Transfer of responsibility for water.
Primary Education; Government Grants . . f746,520 over 2 ycars.
Abolition ol Compulsory Education
Provision of Secondary Education
Annual Review of Secondary Fees
Local Authorities Contribution to Education
Grants to Hospital Insurance Funds
I
from Julv' 1963'

",^
Civil servants' nospitar'6'rla".s'd":: )f40'000
Assistant Chief Medical Officer Posts
f4,600 at once.
Medical Respiratory

Unit .

Prisons Dept.; Senior Posts
Co-operation on Signals, Police and Prisons
Prison Chaplains, etc.
Prisons-review of paper work
Prisoners' earnings scheme . .

Register I
I
Training Within Industry
)
Examination of Forestry in Coast Province
Hotel Authority; Refund of Duty on
Ministry of Labour, Central

Statistical and Employment Records Office

Hotel Equipment; Oil Duty Refund to

Sawmills; Malindi Fisheries; Trout
Licences; Senior Forestry Staff; East
Conservancy.

2t t-219

L422,820 by June, 1965.

Reorganization

of and

economies in
functions now under Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

f,10,000 at once.
f,5,400 at once.

f,3-000 at once.

f,62,500 at once.

f30,000; staff reductions

completed in a year;
other savings by June,
1963.

f50,000 fully effective by

June, 1964; one third of
saving to be secured in
1963164 Estimates.

89

Sutr.luany

a*;flt""Sn.

or

Rncounrnno,q,ttoNs-(Coztd.)

Approximate Annual
Saving and Timing

Brief Identification of Recommendations

214 Training for Weiehts and Measures
Personnel
220 Staff Reductions; Lands Department

221-224 Mapping work of Survey Dept. and Surveys

238
238
240
242
246

in Settlement

Schemes

Buildings and allied Branches
of Works

Preparation
Requests

of

260
261

278

half effective by

Decentralization

to Ministry of Works Divisions
Rented Office Accommodation

910,700

in 1963; a further

f,25,000

Review

of

mid

Standard Buitding Plans;

for Planning;

Ministry

of

in

1964 and

1965.

Works Central

Workshop
Materials Branch; Staff Reductions

f21,555; completed by
June, 1964.

f,40,000; completed by

Stores

Possible Amalgamation

of

June, 1964.
mechanized

workshops and road organizations
Aerodrome Stafl
Examination of aerodrome fire service
Road Maintenance .
Transfers to Development Funds of Road
Administration Costs
Road Administration Costs

Other Road Savings ..

279-280 Printing of Hansard

281

f,176,000 from July 1964;
1963164.

251-254 Ministry of Works
258

of Ministry

f,I7,500 at once.

and P.A.C. evidence.

Examination of forms

.

f,1,389 at once.

fl55,600 f.om teO:70+.
€60,000 from 1963164.

t66,700 in

1963164;.

1116,700 thereafter.
f.12,500 from 1963164.
At once, not estimated.
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ACCOUNTANTS AND ACCOUNTING STAFF (B AND C SCALES) IN
MINTSTRIES AND SUGGESTED DISTRIT'UTION UNDER PROPOSED
REORGANIZATION

t__ PnrsrNr Srarr

1-I
S.S.

Judicial

.

Lands, etc.
Constitutional Affairs and

Provincial

Other

BI
I

.

Legal
Governor

I

t"

16
l212

l-

l

l3

2

7

I

3

6

I
I

J

26

J

I

l3

3

6
I

I

3

2

I
I

J

t2

Revenue Collection

Commerce and Industry
Police

r=-

B l-c
_l-2le

Adminis-

tration

Succpsrro DrsrnrnurtoN

2
2

3

20

2

8

I

2

5

t6

24
6
53

1

3

,l
1

t4

I

l4(a)

J

l4

I

6

3
3

5

t4

50

2

I

7

2

2

I

L*t6

40

I rzo

25
65

2ts

_l
zts

5

215

6

l,
5

6
]

5
1

I

(a) Includes officers

7

24

l lzls
4s

|

to audit Regional and District Education Board accounts,

Some increase in the number of clerks might be necessary but this should be less than
the net reduction shown above because the proposed arrangements should be more
economical generally, and because to a considerable extent accountancy duties can be
reduced by eliminating work, including checking of details that are not strictly essential-

c.P.K.
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